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speed while a record is playinc. Both of
these sophisticated unit _re even
equipped with a
strobe light directed
at the strobe marks
for easy viewing.
Pioneer's engineers
really think of
everything.
Electronic speed adjustment for each speed

7rs,

,n-

Automatic features without
automatic drawbacks

liokaaes to provice tf e necessary tcnaarm
cycling motion, the PL-A45D uses a
se pa ate precision gear motor just to -Hove
th tonearm in accoreance with you
in.ttructions. Itt otter 4 -pole synchrcrcus
motor is free
drive only th -t
12 -inch alumir um
alloy die -cas' platter
without interruption
or change of torque

t

and speed.

your tonearm and
turntable do all the work, consider Pioneer's
all new PL-A45D. With it you can play your
records without ever touching the tonearm.
Unlike other single play automatics which
depend upon complicated mechanical
If you prefer to let

A
:r

turntable that's right for you.
D

ich.

PL-A45D
Belt
4 -pole synch.

PL -51A

PL-71

Direct
DC Servo

Direct
DC Servo

±2%

±2%

47dB More than 47dB More than 55dB More than60dB
0.1% (WRMS) 0.06% (WRMS) 0.05% (WRMS)
MS)
"S" Static Bal. "S" Static Bal.1, "S"" Static Bal. "S"

DZ

5

2

846"

81t46"

83/4"

12"

121/4"

121/4"

lbs. 3 oz.
$169.95

3 lbs.

1 oz.
$249.95

3

lbs. 8 oz.
$299.95

Automatic operationmanual precision

Superb :S -Shaped tonearms
for better tracking

ïh tonearm

of every
Pioneer turntable system
is the "S-shaped"
design. for optimum
groove tracking. Alf are
statically balanced and
3

all use adjustable counterweights with direct readout of tracking force. AN
have adjustable
anti -skate control and
oil -damped cueing for
S-shaped taneann
the gentlest application
for ideal tracking
of stylus tip to record
groove. Lightweight plug-in cartridge shells
insure positive electrica" contact and
optimum stylus position and angle for lower
distortion and reduced record wear.
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The traditior of Lrtet,celled

performance
Still, all of these features and refinements alone do not guarantee the performance specifications of Pioneer's new
turntables. Each tonearm and turntable

platter combination is shock mounted in
its specially designed natural grain cabinet
(with hinged dust cover). Precision machin
ing of all rotational parts of each unit, plus
a program of continuous quality control
insure that each Pioneer turntable will meet
or exceed its published specifications
a time honored tradition with all Pioneer
components.

-

Manual turntables- choice of

the professionals
Engineers, experts and enthusiasts
agree: to get the best performance, you
need a manual turntable. And to get the best
manual turntable, you need a Pioneer.
Every Pioneer manual turntable offers a
level of precision and performance unparalleled in its price range. And every
one is a total system complete with dust
cover and base and designed for
years of professional troub"e-free sound
reproduction.

-

-

For the
best manual turnta
get a Pioneer.
The manual turntable is rapidly
becoming the first choice of hi-fi enthusiasts
everywhere. The reason why is quite simple.
Today's enthusiasts are more knowledgeable, more sophisticated and more involved
with their music. And only the manual
turntable can provide the involvement
and performance they demand.
At Pioneer, this trend comes as no
surprise. We have long recognized the
superiority of the manual turntable. And
long recognized a simple fact: a record
changer in no way improves performance.
It can detract from it.
As a result, we now offer the finest and
most complete line of manual turntables
available. Manual turntables that are
designed with the needs of today's hi-fi
enthusiast in mind. Turntables that are
engineered for precision response.
When you get right down to it, good
record playing equipment really has only
two requirements: uniform rotation of a
turntable, and accurate tracing of a record
groove by a tonearm and its cartridge.
Pioneer's engineers have long recognized that these requirements are best met
by single -play turntables and precision
engineered tonearms. Our five new belt drive and direct -drive turntable systems
mean you needn't settle for the higher wow

and flutter and the poorer signal-to-noise
ratios (rumble) of record changers. Whether
you've budgeted $100 or $300 for this vital
element of your high fidelity system, there's
a Pioneer turntable that outperforms any
record changer in its price class.

Consider the performance advantages
Belt -drive, featured in Pioneer's PL-10,
PL -12D and PL-A45D, means smoother,
more uniform platter rotation than can be

achieved with typical idler-wheel/pulley
arrangements normally found in record
changers. Even changers equipped with
synchronous motors transmit
vibration to the turntable platter. This is
picked up as low -frequency rumble by the
tonearm and cartridge. By driving the platter
with a precision -finished belt, vibration
is effectively absorbed before it can be
translated to audible rumble.

Belt -drive for

rumble -free rotation

Direct-drive motor
reduces friction
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Pioneer's direct -drive models, PL -51.
and PL -T1 go even a step further in achîr
ing noise -free, precision platter rotation.
The DC electronically controlled servomolors used in these models rotate at
exactly the required 331/3 or 45 rpm platt
speed. Their shafts are directly connecte
to the center of the turntable, with no int.
mediate pulleys or other speed reductior
devices. This means no extra friction producing bearing surfaces.
Because of the unique technology
embodied in these new, direct-drive mot
it's possible to control their speed electri
ica^ly. This is more precise than any
mechanical drive system. Both our PL -51
and PL -T1 offer individual pitch control f
both 331's and 45 rpm speeds. Their turn.
table platters are edge -fitted with stroboscopic marks, so you can adjust precise

Choose the Pioneer
Model

PL -10

PL -11

Belt
Belt
Drive system
4 -pole sy
4 -pole synch.
Drive motor
Speed control
Si NI (Rumble) More than 47dB More than
0.1% (WF
0.1% (WRMS)
Wow & Flutter
Static Bal. `'S" Static Bal
Tonearm Type
8"/e"
Tonearm Length
8'3/56"

-

Turntable
Diameter
Turntable
Weight
rice:

12"
2

lbs. 3 oz.
$99.95

12"
2 lbs. 3
$119.9

For the

best performance,
taget a manual
turntable.

«NM
(1,D

P10Nrr2

when you want something better

Moon,zhie, New Jersey 07074
Ill.
S.H. °arKer Co.
Village,
6C007/Canada:
Estrella. Lcs Angeles 90248/Midwest: 1500 Greenlee., Elk Grove
U.S. Pioneer Ele3tronics Corp., 75 Oxford Drive,

West: 13300

S

Check No. 21 on Reader Sery ce
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on the surface of new discs. Quite frankly, only
our fluid -based record cleaning system

is

de-

signed to remove this audible problem.

dll
dll fluid solu-

That's because we carefully developed

as a fully integrated system. Only

bilizes ordinary dirt and debris as well as other
contaminants. Then fluid, problems, and par-

ticulate matter are removed through capillary

action onto our uni -directional brush fiber. The

dll

system is available from your audio spe-

cialist for $12.95.

dll fluid

is

$2.25. (We also

have a special formula for old 78's for $2.00.)
Two years have

made a terrific change

in

record quality. For some facts on today's discs,
send 25< with a self-addressed, stamped en-

velope for our booklet Clean
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BELT DRIVE ISN'T NEW.
MULTIPLE PLAY ISN'T NEW.
A TURNTABLE THAT COMBINES BOTH IS NEW.

READ ALL ABOUT IT.
Back in monophonic times, turntable motors drove
platters through a series of wheels called "idlers".
Many automatics and changers still use this system.
In those days, records and playback systems were still
relatively unsophisticated, so the distortions an idler drive
system created didn't matter much.
Today, however, distortion is a critical problem. With
recordings of increased dynamic range, wow, flutter and
rumble must be reduced to inconsequential levels.
A belt -drive system is light years ahead of idler drive
in that department.
And here the belt is driven by a unique motor found
only in BIC turntables. It is a 300 RPM, 24-pole motor
and it is inherently freer from noise and vibration than the
1800 RPM units with from 2 to 16 poles, which are standard in even the best of the conventional automatics.
The advantage of Programmed Multiple Play
The 980 and 960 are not record changers.
They are belt-drive Programmed Turntables which
are engineered to play as many as 6 records at a time.
They have a 2 -point record support system which is
far less complicated and far more reliable than any umbrella spindle we've ever seen.
But an even more important advantage is this.
An automatic record handling system like the one on a
BIC turntable can handle a single record, or 6 at a time,
perfectly. No false drops. No bouncing and skating a diamond stylus across the grooves. It eliminates human error,
and human error is what damages the sidewalls of your
record grooves forever.
The simplicity factor
The 980 and 960 have the visibly lower profile of
single -play manual instruments. They've been engineered
to be simple machines, so they have fewer parts and fewer
potential problems.
They abound in innovations. In the tone arm, the
cartridge shell, the program panel, the entire system.
We can send you more detailed information if you
write to Dept. 2A, British Industries Co., Westbury, L.I.
11590; or better yet, see them at your local audio specialist.

Copyright 1974

BIC is a trademark

of British Industries Co, Westhory. New York 11590. A division of Avnet Inc.

Check No. 7 on Reader Service Card

This is the 980 with
solid state speed control and strobe.
About $200.* The 960 is identical
except for these two features. About $150:
'Less base and cartridge.
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Why not get
all the music
you paid for?
You've built your music library with
critical ear and a good amount
of money.
Have you considered that your
present amplifier might be shortchanging your listening with elements of distortion and hum or
noise?
You're entitled to pure unadulterated music ... the original. Nothing more, nothing less.
And this is the whole idea of the
Crown DC -300 A.
"Like lifting a curtain" was how
one Crown owner described his
experience.
a

Why not get an amplifier that gives
you all the music in your collection, but no more than that!

Make this simple comparison:
(1) Listen with a critical ear to
your favorite recording at
home; then
(2) Listen to that same recording
with a DC -300 A at your Crown
dealer.
We rest our case on your ears!

Power output: 155 watts/channel
min. RMS into 8 ohms stereo. 300
watts min. RMS into 16 ohms mono,
over a bandwidth of 1-20,000 Hi, at
a rated distortion of 0.05%. Inter modulation distortion less than
0.05%, 0.01 watt to rated output,
into 8 ohms stereo, 16 ohms mono.
Is Crown crazy?
To guarantee parts and
labor, and pay for roundtrip shipping for three full
years. (We'll even send you
a shipping carton if you
didn't save yours.) That
takes nerve ... and faith in
your product!

At Crown, reliability is a way
of life. Long life ... with you.

Audioclinic
Joseph Giovanelli
Mixing Tube and Solid State

mal connection of the high (+ or 8

Equipment

ohm) speaker terminals to the high
amplifier output terminals, and the
common (- or ground) terminals to
the commons. Listening tests may
even dictate reversing some of the
connections.
Because an electronic crossover
divides the signals into two (or three)
frequency bands before they're fed to
the power amplifiers, the amount of

know that one can do almost
anything with a high-fidelity system-but is it wise to mix tube and
solid state components in such a system?-Name withheld.
A. There is nothing wrong with
mixing tube and solid-state gear. One
thing to watch out for with transistor
Q.

I

amplifiers is to be sure that the speaker (output) terminals have one side
returned to chassis ground, to which
all input signal grounds are made
(some solid-state amplifiers have
"floating" outputs).
The input impedance of solid-state
equipment is usually much lower than
that of tube equipment. And the output impedance of tube tuners and
preamplifiers is generally so much
higher than the input impedance of
transistor units that the signal output
from the tube unit is inadequate to
drive the transistor component. However, there's generally little problem
driving tube amplifiers from transistor units.

Bi- and Tri -Amplification
Q. I am seriously considering the
purchase of an electronic crossover
system so I can bi -amp or tri -amp my
speakers. Must my power amplifiers
all have the same power output, or
can I use smaller amps for the tweeters and mid-range than for the woofers? Can I get as good sound using

standard loudspeakers with one
heavy-duty power amplifier (only) for
each channel?-Name Withheld.
A. The bass frequencies account for
the greatest proportion of acoustic
energy in a music system. Therefore
your most powerful amplifiers should
drive the woofers, the next largest
amplifiers connect to the midrange (if
you're tri-amping), and the tweeters
can be driven with the smallest amplifiers.

intermodulation distortion will be reduced. This will improve the sound. In
addition, some high level (conventional) crossovers, such as are found
in most normal speaker systems, tend
to ring at or near the crossover frequencies. This is distortion also, and
is obviously undesirable.
Properly designed electronic crossovers do not ring. Just how much improvement can be gained from bi- or
tri -amplifying (using two, or three
power amplifiers from each channel,
plus the electronic crossovers) depends on how much IM and ringing is
in your present system before you upgrade it in this way. Sometimes the
improvement can be quite dramatic.
15

Degree Tracking Angle

Q. I know that a phono cartridge
must track at a 15 degree angle. I am
not sure that mine is doing so. Is there
a way that I can check this para-

meter?-Ronald

L.

Ambrogi, Brook-

lyn, N.Y.
A. If a cartridge is properly installed in its tonearm, it is almost always automatically tracking at the
proper angle, as this is generally a
function of the stylus and how the
jewel is set into the shank. Be sure that
the cartridge is mounted correctly.
Check the instructions which are included with both the cartridge and
with your tonearm. Follow them carefully, and that should be all you need
to do.

There are a number of different input-output phase relationships possible between the three (or two) con-

If you have

trol centers (preamps), the crossovers, and the power amplifiers in

are

each channel. This means that speaker
phasing must be worked out by careful, aural testing, not just by the nor-

a problem or question on audio, write to
Mr. Joseph Giovanelli, at AUDIO, 134 North
Thirteenth Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 19107. All letters

answered. Please
addressed envelope.

enclose

a

stamped,

self-

WHErI LISTEr"11r1G BECOMES Rn RRT.
Check No. 9 on Reader Service Card

AUDIO
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oad up
with blanks
Buy two. Get one free.
-usic tape
quail-, blark :assettes and

Here's a sure-f re way to sa -is on
BY CAPITOL premium

cartridTs. Buy t -va and get a turd one free. You'll find
these spe:ial three-packs of casse -tes (60 3 na 90 min_tes)
oict-tertridçes (45 and -00 minutes) at parti,ipating stores while
supply 1c4s. If you rT-card music, cult hon: -.n3 around wits
nsitivity at both
ord nu, tapes. the music tape f-as greater sound
an low frequencies, a b-4te- signal -to --m.se -a- °and less audible
le. I- is also mechcr ically superior. Cassetteand cartridges are amproo'.'.
backa:cmting to prevent sta-ic,
cosset tape has oar exclusv-r cushion -aire
jamming end dropouts. The cart-idge tape is lubroa-ed fc-- smooth, even wincing
over hund-eds of passes. We ma se more bbik cartridges than arr. other manufacturer. In fact.
music compan- ases our tape for prerecorded cartrsiges Tfe--.'s no better time to try tie
than now. when you can load up with blanks without shooting your budget.

o

If you record ordinary things, use an ordinary tape.

Bur

if you record music, record on

the music tape_
cassette

Capitol
CAPITOL MAGNETIC PRODUCTS

cartridge

NVISION OF CAPITOL RECORDS, INC

open reel

LOS ANGELE!, CALIFORNIA 90026

Check Na 38 on Reader Service Card
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asic tape

BY CAPITOL

EMI
TM 01 EMI LIMITED

Tape Guide
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Herman Burstein

In a
class
itsc'

The Phase Linear 400 Power
Amplifier has only one serious
competitor when it comes to
advanced design, superior performance, made -one -at-a -time
craftsmanship, proven reliability,
and
elegant appearance
incomparable value. And that's
the Phase Linear 700B. Hear
them both at your dealer soon.

...

Witcviv
czAizeir"

400

THE POWERFUL DIFFERENCE

watts per channel, min. RMS at 8 ohms
from 20 Hz -20 kHz with no more than .25%
total harmonic distortion.
201

Sound On Sound
Q. Just what is sound on sound? I
have a tape deck with this function.
I've heard that you can keep adding
different sound tracks on one channel, yet with my deck you can have
only two tracks recorded on each
other, unless you go through a confusing process and record the two
tracks over to the other channel and
add another sound track (making
three) via speaker and a microphone.
I use the tape monitor switch on my
receiver for this purpose. Would buying a microphone mixer solve my
problem? In buying a mixer, I notice
that a mixer usually ranges from
either $5 to $20 or $80 to $250. What is
the difference?-Alexander Stewart,
Tallapososa, Ga.
A. A tape recorder which truly
incorporates a sound -on -sound provision does the following. Record Signal
1 on Track 1. Play Signal 1 and record
this simultaneously with Signal 2
on Track 3 (no speaker is involved in
this step or any of the following steps).
Play Track 3 (containing Signals 1 and
2) and record this simultaneously with
Signal 3 on Track 1. Play Track 1 (Signals 1, 2, and 3) and record this simultaneously with Signal 4 on Track 3,
etc. All this, of course, is on a mono
basis. If you want stereo sound -on sound, you will need 4-track heads
and suitable mixing and switching
facilities; alternatively, you will need
an
extra 2 -track playback head
mounted before the erase head, plus
the necessary mixing and switching facilities.
The more expensive mixers provide
better quality and more flexibility,
and usually provide gain. The cheaper
mixers may be passive devices without gain.
Square Wave Reproduction

PHASE LINEAR CORPORATION
20121 - 48th Avenue S.W.
Lynnwood, Washington 98036
Check No. 19 on Reader Service Card

square waves used as a criteria of the
quality of a given piece of equipment.
Yet over many years of reading Audio
1 have never seen a reproduction of the
playback of a square wave recorded on
a tape recorder. Why? 1 tried it on my
unit and got back something that
barely resembles a square wave.
When making a bias adjustment,
would adjusting to reproduce and record the best square wave be a useful
way of making such an adjustment?
-Charles L. Thomas, Tempe, Arizona.
A. A square wave, as can be shown
mathematically or with electronic
apparatus, consists of a fundamental
frequency and an infinite number of
odd harmonics. For example, a 1,000
Hz square wave would consist of a 1,000
Hz sine wave plus sine waves of 3,000
Hz, 5,000 Hz, etc. As a practical matter,
a good square wave can be reproduced
by a piece of electronic equipment if
it is capable of handling the first ten
odd harmonics. Because a tape recorder has limited high frequency response, it cannot adequately reproduce a square wave for the higher

frequencies; it can only do so for the
middle and lower ones-say from
about 1,000 Hz down. To illustrate,
reproduction of a 1,000 Hz square wave
requires that the tape recorder have
virtually flat response to about 21,000
Hz. This can be done by the better
machines today, but not all that easily.
By comparison, a good audio preamp
or power amp can get out to 100,000
Hz, making it possible to reproduce
square waves to about 10,000 Hz.
don't see any basis for adjusting bias
I

by using

a

square wave.

If you have

a problem or question on tape recording,
write to Mr. Herman Burstein at AUDIO, 134 North
Thirteenth Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 19107. All letters

answered. Please
addressed envelope.
are

enclose

a

stamped, self-

Q. In "Equipment Profiles" one sees
from time to time reproductions of

AUDIO
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Put your favorite record
on -he large 12" alumi-um

platter of the new San SU, SR -212
cutDmatic return turntaole and you
will be pleased with the resu ts You'll
be pleased with the ecse of operation.
A cueing cor'rol that lets you place the
arm at ary pointon the disc and go "automatic
from there. You'll be pleasec with the reliability
and rugged construction of the SR -212's belt- cm/en
full size piatte powered by a 4 -pole synchronais motor.
You Il be pleased by the statically balanced S-shaped crm
and arti -skate features Youll be pleased by the solid stability assured by 3ansui's multiple pcint suspension system. You'il be pleased by
Sansui's added fectures of handsome wood base and hinged dustcover.
And, mo.t of all, you'll be pleased by the reascnable price that goes
wit) this r ew Sansui turntable. Hear it at your nearest franchised Sansui dealer.
Check No. 26 ori Reader S evice Card

SANSUI ELECTRONICS CORP.
SANSUI ELECTRIC co.. LTD.,

bkyo, Japan

Woodscie New York 11377. Gardena, California 90247
SANSUI AUDIO EUROPE S A , Antwerp, Belgium
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Bert Whyte
LATE LAST SUMMER, the great

Philips company of Eindhoven,
Holland, and the AKG company
in Vienna invited members of the hi-fi
press corps to inspect their audio
manufacturing facilities in their
respective countries ... and needless
to say, do some sightseeing and "live
it up a bit."

Understandably, these press
junkets are very popular (even if you
do have to do some fast "hustling
around," and in this respect our
Dutch and Viennese friends are as expert as their Japanese counterparts),
so in addition to yours truly there
were such well-known hi-fi personalities as ... Larry Zide, Julian
Hirsch, Norman Eisenberg, Martin
Clifford, Harry Maynard, and Ivan
Berger. A number of wives were along
to "keep the boys in line" (and to
spend their money), and we were
accompanied by George Garnes,
Advertising Director of North American Philips Co., and the grey-haired,
grey -bearded, distinguished national
sales manager of Norelco, Robert Miller. We were to be joined in Eindhoven by the genial general manager
of Norelco, Andy Brakhan. It should
be noted here that Norelco distributes AKG products in America, thus
the Norelco people were acting as
dual hosts until we reached Vienna.
We deplaned from our 747 in
Amsterdam, and were then flown to
Eindhoven in Philips' private prop jet.
As you might expect, as headquarters
for the Philips vast, globe -girdling industrial empire, Eindhoven is very
much a "company city." There are
many electronic and other types of
manufacturing plants in Eindhoven,
which employ some 45,000 people.
Ensconced in our hotel and having recovered from "jet lag," we were given
an elaborate "Welcome" dinner,
(suitably lubricated with plenty of the
famous Heineken and Amstel beer)
and met many of the Philips executives who would be our hosts for the
next several days.
Bright and early the next morning,
we began our visit to the Philips elec-

tronics laboratory, which is indeed an
extensive facility. Of course our main
interest was in the audio lab and
demonstration room, and our hosts
were eager to give us an elaborate
presentation of their new 22RH532
Motional Feedback (hereinafter
known as the MFB) loudspeaker system. The demo room was roughly 20
by 40 ft. with about a 9 ft. ceiling.
Along one wall they had arrayed six
well-known U.S. and European loudspeakers. won't name names, but the
speakers represented both ends of
the price scale in popular acoustic
suspension models. should note that
all the speakers were in stereo pairs.
Interspersed among these speakers,
and in general dwarfed by them, were
stereo pairs of the tiny 15 x 111/4 x 83/4
I

I

in. MFB speaker.
An elaborate A/B switching set-up
was provided to check the MFB
against the other speakers. Peter
Gouw, the head of the audio labs and
an engineer of immense talent who
aided his presentations by his ob-

viously sincere and enthusiastic love
of music and audio, had provided
every possible kind of source material, including open -reel tape with
Dolby A. Records were played over
their new 209S turntable (about which
more later on), and since the MFB has
its own internal amplifier, to allay any
fear of underpowering the other
speakers, those were driven by Bose's
huge 1801 250 -watt amplifiers.
Before we go on with the tests, here
is a description of the MFB. In the
approximately 15 liter enclosure is an
8 -in. woofer, 5 -in. mid -range, and 1 in. dome tweeter, all made by Philips.
Two output amplifiers are also contained in each enclosure. The woofer
amplifier is terminated with a 4 -ohm
speaker, and with one -volt input can
deliver up to 40 watts. The other
amplifier is similar, except that it
delivers up to 20 watts. Connected to
the output of this amplifier are a highpass and a low-pass filter with a crossover at 3500 Hz. All frequencies above
3500 Hz are fed to the dome tweeter,
while frequencies between 500 and
3500 Hz are fed to the mid -range

driver. The woofer is crossed over at
through an electronic crossover ahead of the two amplifiers. In
other words we have a bi -amplified
speaker system in this small enclosure
with an output total of 60 watts.
The heart of the MFB is a piezoelectric crystal acceleration transducer attached to the cone of the
woofer, just outward of the voice coil.
This PXE sensing element, as Philips
calls it, measures the acoustic
acceleration (movement) of the cone
and converts it into an electrical signal. This signal is proportional to the
cone motion and is fed to a compara500 Hz

tor which compares it with the
original incoming signal supplied to
the woofer amplifier. As differences
are detected by the comparator, corrective signals are fed back to the
speaker via the built-in amplifier.
Thus, we have a motional feedback
system. The objective of this system is
the reduction of bass distortion and
since the resonance of the woofer is
treated by the MFB as an anomaly, it is
"corrected" so that in essence the 8 in. woofer has a resonant frequency
of 35 Hz.
Let's get back to the A/B tests. Peter
Gouw started off with a superb
recording of Oscar Peterson, in which
Oscar's piano was accompanied by a
string bass played arco (with a bow).
The bass is playing a descending
figure and the sound is very "open"
and revealing. Switching between the
various speakers and the MFB, it was
apparent that all the speakers could
reproduce the lowest note played,
about 45-50 Hz. However, it was
equally apparent that there were considerable differences in the quality of
the sound among the conventional
speakers as well as that of the MFB.
To be perfectly candid, we were as
much interested in the quality of
sound of the popular U.S. speakers
under these finely controlled A/B
conditions, as we were with the MFB.
Most noticeable, once we had
become acclimated to the acoustic
qualities of the room, was the degree
of coloration exhibited by these
speakers, mostly in the form of an
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emphasis in the 100 to 200 Hz range
which gave the bass a "voomy" over resonant quality adversely affecting
the timbre and cleanness of the
sound. In contrast, the MFB was free
of the coloration and was singularly
clean in its bass reproduction. Most
impressive was that this tiny enclosure
could actually reproduce such low
frequencies. Claimed response is to 35
Hz, and with source material which
actually contains such frequencies,
the MFB does a very creditable job,
but in my opinion, I would say that at
35 Hz, it was down about 5 dB or so.

While the reduction of bass distortion and the freedom from mid -bass
coloration are among the most important features of the MFB, equally
important are the advantages of its bi amplification.
We auditioned the MFB with a wide
variety of pop and classical music and
were impressed with the general
cleanness of the mid -range and highs,
and with the extended high end
response. In summing up the sound
quality of the MFB, it impresses most
with its exceptionally smooth overall
response and neutral character.
should mention that these little MFB
speakers can play at quite a high level,
with a claimed SPL of 106 dB at 1
I

meter.
Among other advantages Philips
claim for the MFB, is that if they are
used with receivers or integrated
amplifiers of less than 60 watts per
channel, the output power of the
receiver/amplifier will be upgraded
to 60 watts per channel. There are input connections on the rear of the
MFB enclosure, to accept the signal
from a pre -amplifier, etc., and there is
also an output jack which can be used
to connect other MFB units in series
for greater power output. Carried to
the ultimate extension of this idea, as
many as 15 MFB units could be connected to each channel of a preamplifier, and assuming a four -channel system, you could wind up with
3600 watts of power!
Peter Gouw and his cohorts
showed us other audio items, including a prototype "big brother" of the
MFB with a 15 -in. woofer. Late in the
afternoon, Peter asked us to take a
break for refreshments, and to come
back in half an hour, when he would
have a special treat for us. When we
returned to the sound room, a bar
had been set up, and everything was
very festive, with a 5 -man jazz combo,
of piano, bass, drums, saxophone, and
trumpet, furnishing live music for our
pleasure.
After a while, as we were watching
and listening to the band, the
drummer put down his sticks, casually

cigarette and walked over to the
but the sound of the drums
was still neatly accompanying the rest
of the players! Then the piano man
left, and subsequently the trumpeter
and the rest of the band headed for
the bar, and the music played on!
had noted a few clues that tipped me
off to what was happening, but we all
agreed that we had heard the best
"live versus loudspeaker" demonstration in our experience. The
players and the Philips recording
engineers had done an outstanding
job of recording without introducing
the obtrusive acoustical qualities of
the room that usually betray these
lit

a

bar

...

I

Everything was
beautifully synchronized, and then
the background drape opened,
revealing two pairs of the little MFB

demonstrations.

speakers on each side of the orchestra. Truly impressive, and all of us gave
the Philips people a well -deserved
round of applause. There is no doubt
in my mind that in the MFB loudspeaker, Philips has come up with a
unique new product which should
find a wide and appreciative audience.
While we were in Eindhoven, we
visited the audio research labs, where
after a general overview of their facilities and activities, we were given a
look and a listen to what could be a
very significant advance in magnetic
tape. The Philips scientists have come
up with a tape coated with iron
powder, rather than iron oxide. One
of the principal virtues of this new
tape is said to be in the improvement
of signal-to-noise ratio. We listened to
a triple pianissimo section in the finale
of Respighi's Pines of Rome, recorded on chromium dioxide and on
the iron powder tape. An A/B comparison between them dramatically
substantiated their claims of a 6 -dB
improvement in the S/N, as that
amount of tape hiss became obtrusive on the Cr02 tape. Because of its
higher coercivity, thinner coatings
with the same relative output as conventional tape are possible. Higher
bias drive is necessary, somewhat
more than for CrO2.
After a evening of wining and dining, the next morning we were off for
Hasselt, Belgium, where the Philips
plant that manufactures the new 209S

electronic turntable is located. Hundreds of girls are employed here on
the assembly lines, where every part
and then the subassemblies go
through quality -control checkpoints
located at various intervals on the
lines. Finally, the completed units are
tested in a glass -enclosed "clean
room." The 209S turntable is one of
the most automatic units yet devised.

There are three motors in each; one
for turntable drive, one for pick-up
arm movement, and one for cueing.
On the top right of the turntable base
is a panel with controls for manual
operation, if desired, plus a 33 1/3/45
rpm speed adjustment control and an
anti -skating force adjustment control. When the sliding smoked-plexiglass panel is pulled over the control
panel, the turntable is in AUTO mode.
Now dig this, fellas ... you place a
record on the turntable platter, and
whether you have put on a 7 -in. 45 rpm single, or a 10 -in. (I suppose some
people still have some of these) or 12 in. 33 1/3 LP, the turntable begins to
revolve at the correct speed, the pickup arm lifts up and contacts the leadin groove at the correct diameter, the
record is played to conclusion, then
the arm lifts off the record and returns to the arm rest. If you wish you
can interupt the playback at any point

mere finger touch on a
a
capacitor -type button which controls
the arm lift. To return the arm to PLAY
position, you touch another button. If
you would like a repeat play of the
entire recording, just leave the sliding panel in place and the unit will go
through the whole cycle again.
should have mentioned that a muting
circuit goes into operation before and
after pick-up arm set down and lift
off, so you never hear anything from
this turntable except the program.
The whole system operates electronically, with three sensors in the
turntable to "recognize" record size

with

and speed, and pass this information

to a so-called mini -computer. The
arm has an accurate built-in stylus pressure gauge, and the arm lift has
viscous damping. The 209S turntable
drive motor is of the d.c. type with a
tacho -generator. The generator produces a frequency signal which is fed
to another mini -computer (probably
the usual comparator/feedback correction scheme) to correct any speed
variations. There is a sub -chassis under
the turntable base which provides
considerable damping for reduction
of acoustic feedback. The 209S certainly must be regarded as one of the
most sophisticated pieces of record
playing equipment yet offered to the
public.
After returning from Belgium, we
all were treated to a most memorable
and delicious farewell dinner at our
hotel. can't praise too highly the very
efficient job the Philips people did in
providing us with every possible and
technical support in this presentation
of their new products, and their
open-handed, generous hospitaliity
which made our visit so pleasant. Next
month .... to Vienna and AKG.
I

+
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Both the 901® and 501 speakers
utilize two key elements essential to
BOSE loudspeaker design: direct
and reflecting sour d, and f at-pcwer
response. Acditionally, the 901s
incorporate multiple full-range
drivers acoustically -coupled to a
common chamber, and active
equalization.
These features, resuliting from
twelve years of university research*,
have made the BOSE 901 the most
highly reviewed spaakert in the
high fidelity world. And our
SYNCOM'" II computer assures you
of extremely high qual ty control
standards.
Just A -B the 901s or the 501s
with any conventional speakers.
Comparison will prove, the
difference betweer a fine sound
5lowr

system and a great one is the
speakers. It all begins w(th BOSE
speakers.
*For a description of this research see the
article "Sound Recori:ng and ReprodLct)onr
published in Technology Review (M.I.T.)
Vol. 75, No. 7, June '73. Reprints are availiable
'rom BOSE for fifty cents.
tFor your complimentary copy of these
-eviews p us informa'ion on oi_r speakers
write: BOSE, Dept. AF. The Mountain,
=raminghram, MA 01701.

above: (left to right):new walnut and whine 901 Continental's; ebony, white, and

warut 901s;isenter) 50'. Pedestals optional.
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Edward Tatnall Canby

Digital Is there any message these
days which does not come to us
Americans digitally-that is, in disjointed segments, sequential blocks
and, even more important, simultaneously with other sequences of
message? Darned few, I'd say. Which
is interesting in view of our own
coming electronic revolution, the
digital transmission of the audio signal. So get out your pulses and listen
(read) my story. (THE WHALE)
You see, we now get everything in
plurals. It's the media, not the medium. In Latin, media is the neuter
plural, and who ever uses the singular? Only those ungrammatical ladies
who call themselves mediums. But
then the spirits never were very good
at Latin. (PUT JONAH)
Back in the 'teens we had already
learned to listen to grand opera on
discs through a barrage of multiple
"messages" never before encountered in opera, commonly called
record scratch. We managed. And
soon thereafter we were deciphering
code on the radio air, and then voices,
through untold masses of sonic interference, this time a great deal of it all
too easily intelligible. Those old radio
sets weren't very selective. All this was
unplanned and accidental. It couldn't
be helped, and so we gritted our teeth
and got used to it, which turned out
to be of immense importance to our
sonic future. We got the habit. We
found we could absorb multiple messages very nicely, and tune out what
we didn't want, or take in everything.
Now, we are solidly grounded in
plural transmission, deliberate and
planned, and absolutely everywhere.
We've spent a half century learning all
about this, and we are good-especially our younger people. It has become a matter of choice. We like it
this way. Everything in digital blocks,
scrambled together. Even our meals.
Soup, entree, and dessert all at once,

neatly pulse -coded and quick packaged. Just like the airlines. (DOWN
THE HATCH)
And this, I say to you, is what we
mean by media, in the plural. Or, re-

dundantly, the multi -media,

as

though one plural weren't enough.
Make it two. (BUT COUGHED HIM
UP)
So now we find a single message,
linear style, no less than tedious. Who
wants mono? Even our canned music
comes to us in multiple channels.
suppose should really call this boredom with things merely singular, not
tedium, but tedia. (BECAUSE HE
I

SCRATCHED)
Entity. You will note that

am conducting a literary experiment here, in
line with my linear remarks. Practicpreach. Digital blocks of
ing what
message bits intermixed. Entity One.
See how many different ideas I can
juggle into the air all at once, in print,
the way an audio engineer goes about
seeing how many pulsed channels of
digital info he can put into his latest
transmission. As a matter of fact, my
normal printed message, a single and
continuous "channel" of type written out in proper linear fashion, does
not really reach you in analog form at
all, but digitally for the eye. As you
read, you are everywhere interrupI

I

ted by those seductive ads on every
side, which is why they are there.
(BURMA -SHAVE)
And my type face is broken into
blocks, down one side of a page,
across the top of another, continued
on page xx, and continued again.
Quite normal, and few of you seem
even to notice it. That is because this
layout is typical of our present scattered and pulsed ways of information
absorbing. Second nature to us. (HIS
FACE WAS SMOOTH)
Entity One. Odd, then, that the
more conservative publisher of our
British contemporary, Hi-Fi News &

Record Review, jams in each issue a
first section that is all ads, a hundred
pages, before you get to a single word
of editorial content. Very logical and
ever so civilized-we must keep those
ads where they belong and allow our
editorial content the complete freedom for your attention that it so richly deserves. Nevertheless, I find this
format quite disturbing-wouldn't
you? 'I hate to seem uncultivated, but
do find the American mix much easier to absorb. So would you, since you
come from the same place as do.
That is a measure of the strength of
our new ways of perception. (AND
COOL AS ICE)
There is an old journalistic rule,
probably invented by the New York
Times, that says the whole of a news
story must be summed up in the first
paragraph; then, as the eye moves on
downward, the same ground is covered again, and again, sequentially, in
further elaboration, 'round and
'round. Or should I say oblong by oblong. Touching all bases. Isn't that
extraordinarily like the digital/sequential techniques that we are now
polishing up in electronics, hopefully
with a view to applying them to audio
circuitry? They do say that this will be
our next revolution, and this is logical because, as you see, in the larger
sense this way of thinking, this procedure, has long been with us and is in
fact the very stuff of 20th century civilization. The more you explore, the
more striking this is. (AND OH
I

LOUISE!)
Hey, don't you see, plain old analog electronic amplification, the kind
we've always had, is now a hopeless
anachronism? From this viewpoint it is
dismally out of date. This is a digital
world. (HE SMELLED)
Yes, but the analog amp still works
very nicely, you'll say. An amplified
literal analog of the original signal.
Well, yes, it still works. But only by default, because we have already cor -
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Pickering offers you "The Best of Both Worlds" in
discrete 4 -channel and in stereo cartridges. These cartridges have been specifically designed and engineered
not only to peak specifications and performance characteristics, but also to achieve total compatability with your
music system to help you get the most out of it.
Only Pickering has developed a way for you to be
absolutely certain you select the fright" cartridge for your
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to 50 kHz) tracing ability. Pickering's DCF-rated pick-ups
have exceptional. high frequency tracing characteristics,
vital for both stereo and discrete 4 -channel performance.
The Pickering cartridge exactly "right" for maximum performance with your equipment is simple to select because
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They fulfill the stringent requirements necessitated, by the
sophisticated nature of discrete discs.
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THE
rupted it (if may stretch that term) via
dual stereo signals and quadruple
quadraphonics, whether matrixed or
discreted. We do have to be practical. And the linear word in lines of
type is still useful, too. But don't think
this can last. Digital circuits are inherently right for the audio messages we
are going to have to deal with, and are
dealing with already. Ask anybody.
I

FGOLD-PLATED
AECTORILV
In this age of planned obsolescence, unreliable performance
and shoddy workmanship are
almost taken for granted. But there
are still a few exceptional products
that are built to last and one of
them is the Revox tape recorder.

Revox dependability is
combination of
many factors,
but perhaps
the most
important
of them
is advanced
engineering.
Borrowing from
space age technology,
Revox gold-plates all of the
electrical contacts on its plug-in
circuit boards, relays and rotary
switches. The result: every one of
these movable contacts, the ones
that usually cause most of the
problems, can be depended upon
to perform well for the life of
the machine. Obviously, gold
plating is considerably more
expensive than conventional tinning, but Revox thinks it's worth it.
Because Revox engineers
demand margins of performance
and reliability that far exceed
ordinary production standards, you
can own a tape recorder that will
work perfectly the first time you
use it and for years to come.
And that's why Revox
is the only one
to back its
machines with
a lifetime
guarantee.
a

!
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O LY PROMISE.
Revox Corporation
155 Michael Drive
Syosset. N.Y. 11791
3637 Cahuenga Blvd. West
Hollywood, Cal If. 90068
The illustration contains optional extras.
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(SO NICE)

It's digital conglomeration all over.
Look around you! What is a conglomerate? A conglomerate, I say, is a
simultaneous digital mix of discrete
enterprises, differing business "messages," brought together in a common, economic transmission. A multiplexed economy. (BURMA-SHAVE)
Entity One for 40 Channels. The big
value in our coming digital electronics is that via this principle of multiple
simultaneous/sequential pulsing we
can cope with our audio software in
far more flexible (and economical)
ways, produce as many channels as we
will ever need and with as few limitations on quality, bandwidth, and so on
as we can ever hope to imagine. (That
is, after we get the d--- thing working.) You'll be hearing plenty more
about the micro -techniques of this
approach, so I'm merely getting one
leg in, on general macro -principles.
Won't do any harm. I keep getting
more fascinated by the large aspects
of it. (PITY ALL)
You see, all our intelligence, our
messages, our things, become more
and more digital minded, module inclined, as we barge bravely onwards
into the unknown. And less and less
linear. It happens even when, technically, there is only a single channel of
communication. Take those recent
radio ads I keep hearing. A block of
news, then a jumble of voices all talking at once. Out of the jumble come
fragments of sense: ...1 like ... run
straight down to the store ... my husband says ... these in fact are the
commercial message, strung out into
digital increments. No problem-we
take it in stride! But imagine explaining the idea, say, to Queen Victoria.
Her imperial language was strictly of
the old-fashioned linear sort and very
logical. English teachers today notwithstanding, our own is more and
more the fragmented type. Grammar
notwithstanding, this is the sort of intelligence that we take in most easily.
The ad people know what they are
doing. Entity One for 40 Channels and
20 Tape Recorders.
I
suppose the earliest example of
large-scale digitality in music was in
the days of the Baroque opera, the
17th and 18th centuries, which shows

that a good idea often sprouts before
its time. They liked to put on two
operas at once, intermixed. First, an
act of a high-minded tragedy, an
opera seria, the grandest of the grand.
Then Act I of a totally irrelevant but
nicely contrasted opera buffa, a hilarious farce-then back for Act II of the
tragedy, and so on through the evening. In England, Shakespeare did a
better sequential integration; his
plays combine the solemn and the hilarious, plots and subplots, all within a
single transmission. Shakespeare in
multiplex. (THE MIGHTY CEASARS)
Just like TV. There, the idea isn't so
much dramatic contrast as, more directly, to make a maximum dual impact via both ads and "content."
How? By digital intermix. Segment of
cowboy film, cut off instantaneously,
and straight into a block of four or five
segmented ads (also intercut without
breaks), then straight back to the cowboys at precisely the spot we left off.
Things move so fast in this fashion that
tend to get mixed up, being of the
older generation; find myself riding
that cowboy horse right into the nearest beauty parlor before can rein myself in. But most people are totally
acclimated. (THEY PULLED)
I
have been injecting these little
blocks of Burma -Shave into this text
(EACH WHISKER OUT) because for
years have noted with growing awe,
as time has progressed, that those
little wonders, the tiny but very visible signboards by the sides of our old
two-lane highways in the 1920s and
on, were far ahead of the game in
terms of our present ways of thought
and even our biggest ad dollars. Back
in 1925 this forward -looking ad device was almost a happenstance to
begin with, but it flourished and
spread, year after year, for almost 40
years. Wow! It wasn't only that the
little ads, in sequence as you drove
down the road, were always funny
and perfectly chosen for their medium (not yet media). It was also because in plain fact here was the germ
of our present rampantly digital approach, squarely in line with coming
great events. No matter that they were
I

I

I

I

corny-deliberately-and

TWEEZERS)
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mechanical, for line -of -sight viewing.
No electronic miracles. But the necessities of the new age, the 40 -mph traveling family in its new car, the need to
sell on the hoof, on four tires, dynamically, on the move, led directly to
a format laid out in time, like every
radio and TV ad since for a half century. And this in a day when radio was
barely started and the radio commercial not yet even talked about. (WITH
FEBRUARY 1975
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LOUDSPEAKEF ENCLOSURES:
Their Design erri Use

Everything you've always
wanted to know about
speaker enclosures, but
didn't know who to ask.
Finally.
Someona has put togethe- a ,ublica-icn that tels ycu what yDu Sealy want to
know aboLt loudspeaker enclosure des gn and corstrurtion. General theory, f-DrD
infinis.
phase cancellation to free ai- reaoranc_. Sizes and types, from reflex
Port tunirg. Selection of materials. Complete construcion techiicLes, from pars
to finish. l-mw to achieve the_iñ-toes ir low frequency -power and a-2ctracy. F_nc
much morÿ
That someone is Mec. Tree people who've been designing and producing loudspeaker enclosures for more than 37 years. Loudspeaker enclosures that have
consistently met and exceeded the industry's most demanding performance
requirements those imposed by the recording engineer. That's why more recording engineers have chosen Altec monitors than the next five competitors combined
and still do.
Whether you ever plan to build your own speaker enclosures or not, this
comprehensive book will be a valuable addition to the technical reference library
of any sound enthusiast.
Altec is now making this publication available to the readers of Hi -Fr World
at a special price of 50e. Simply fill out the coupon below and send it to ALTEC
Manual, 1515 S. Manchester Avenue, Anaheim, California 92803 along with
50e plus 254 for postage and handling.
Now that you know who to ask, do it today. We'd like to put our 37 years of
sound experience into your hands as soon as possible.
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Please send

frame speakea.

State

Zip

additional information on your raw

-

1515 S. Manchester Ave.

Anaheim, Calif. 92803
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Check No. 3 on Reader Service Card

a belated review of a splendid little book that appeared some years ago, The Verse by
the Side of the Road by Frank Row some, Jr. (Dutton Paperback, D191
1966), and thank Mr. Rowsome for
the quotes have borrowed. Do try to
find a copy for yourself, and learn all
about Burma -Shave.
My own experience was strictly
personal and long before this book.
was delighted with the
As a child
very idea of Burma -Shave, and for
years I never missed a segment on
those happy little red signs (some
were orange), set at such tantalizing
intervals against the roadside greenery. A Burma -Shave jingle on paper,

In fact, I'm writing

I
I

I

out of its proper medium, loses all its
punch, as indeed it should. Even
when you spread it out.
THE CHICK HE WED
LET OUT A WHOOP
FELT HIS CHIN AND
FLEW THE COOP:
You must imagine those segments
spaced a half mile or so (was it?) apart,
each one saucily placed in the middle of nowhere, in some country pasture, making absolutely no sense on
its own, just there. Nothing for it, but
to hold the mental breath and wait, at
an even 40, until after 75 trees, four
houses, and a gas station, the next
little red sign appeared 'way down the
road and hove into reading distance.

An Event...

It was marvelous. We kids, in the back
seat, would simply yell out each message, and then dissolve into giggles as
the final punch line was delivered,
followed always by the florid Burma Shave logo. Gone-all gone (1963).
We drive too fast. We don't look at
the side of the road any more, lest we
hit a concrete abutment. WHY DOES
CROSS THE STREET?
A CHICKEN
(New twist on an old adage.) Well,

/

drive right on and you'll soon find
out. But doesn't that chatty "Cross the
street?" sign look cute, as though asking some polite question of the nearest driver! All by itself, in the middle
of a landscape, and the next segment
far down the highway.
Our most sophisticated accomplishment, as we grew older, was to
read the Burma -Shave digitals on the
left side of the road, out the back window and in reverse order. Some mix!
You had to memorize the sequence
and then retrograde it. BURMA SHAVE WILIER WHISKER TRY THE
BRUSHLESS OUT OF KILTER WATER
HEATER. So much for Burma -Shave.
Entity One for 40 Channels? I almost forgot. This magnum opus exists,
but definitely, and it may come your
way. It was composed, that is, assembled, by Morris Knight, the same who
wrote me some good definitions of
won't go
noise, back a few issues.
into detail on Entity One but assure
you it must be something to experience. A traveling sonic show, evening long, that requires a spacious
auditorium with good acoustics, 20
two -channel tape players, all going at
once, and 40 loudspeakers (minimum) for the 40 simultaneous channels of information, set up in a handsome pattern so that people may sit,
lie, or otherwise deposit themselves
for varied listening, all over the place.
Two big segments, and the organized
sound gives way at an intermission to
the pleasantly rambling noise of people relaxing. Good idea. Entity One
travels in a station wagon, which
seems to be a problem only to Prof.
Knight and his muscles (with student
aid-the show goes on mostly on college campuses). Twenty Ampexes, as I
remember. Plus those speakers and
the necessary 20 amps, amplifiers
mean, not amperes, plus the easily
imagined miles of cable. After each
show, the audience is asked to give its
reaction in writing and the indefatigible Knight has sent me a vast book full
of offbeat examples-far out! Sonically and philosophically, the college
kids eat it up. It's their world.
Now admittedly there isn't much
that can be done to simplify the dispersal of Morris Knight's 40 !oudspeakers, unless to make them small I

PG

I

PARENTAL GUIDANCE SUGGESTED
SOME MATERIAL MAY NOT BE
SUITABLE EOR POE TEENAGERS

A Mark Robson - Filmmakers Group Production
A UNIVERSAL PICTURE -TECHNICOLOR

' PANAVISION'

SHOOK YOU
USING BGW POWER AMPLIFIERS
Universal Studios'
professional sound
experts consider
BGW amplifiers reliable, safe and powerful enough for their
great new movie
sensation.
Hundreds of BGW Model 750A's have been installed
in theaters around the world for

.7crCiÌ,áiiVáiñiú

.M

This same amplifier will create unbelievable sound in your home system.

HEil
SYSTEMS

BGW Systems
P.O. Box 3742

Beverly Hills
CA 90212
(213) 391-0320

BGW has five other power amps
and two studio quality preamplifiers
making BGW the critics' choice.
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PERFECT PRE -AMP
FOR TH
For
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SUPER

SUPER -SYSTEM, match the 2217

-P

with any of theseefRUE "State -of -the -Art" amps

-

1
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PHASE LINEAR
ESS

MARANTZ

SAE
CROWN
DYNACO AUDIO RESEARCH
CITATION
SONY
KENWOOD BOSE
INTEGRAL SYSTEMS
BGW

Audio engineers agree that the ultimate Preamp must have all the CONTROL flexibility of a
patch panel ... our new PE2217 has pushbutton-patchmng, plus 22 more MUST features...

SPECIAL FEATURES

FREQ.

ALL PUSHBUTTONS INTERLOCKED to prevent i,advertent program destruction
DISCRETE -OCTAVE EQUALIZATION CONTRCL of ten
octaves on each channel, ±12db each octave
FULL-SPECTRUM LEVEL CONTROL for each channel
AUTOMATIC CONTINUOUS MONITORING by light -emitting diodes for visual warning of overload in output circuits
VISUAL ZERO -GAIN EQUALIZATION BALANCING on
music, white noise or pink noise
SELECTION OF' TEST LITES on or off.
TAPE DUBBING BETWEEN TWO MACHINES, with optional
simultaneous equalizing and monitoring
DOUBLE -DUBBING into two recorders simultaneously
SEPARATE SYSTEM -SELECTION enables full use of all other functions during the tape dubbing operation
LINE OR TAPE equalization selector
AUTOMATIC EQUALIZE'RDEFEAT when -line or tape equalizer is not in use
FRONT PANEL TAPE input-output jacks for easy 2nd and 3rd tape recorder hookup
access
TAPE MONITORING of either tape at any time
TWO stereo headphone jacks
MONO SELECTOR for left, right or both channels
to both outputs
REVERSE -STEREO mode
TWO low-level phono inputs
FOUR independent phono preamps
SIX A/C outlets, 4
switched, 2 unswitched
ELECTRO -PLATED FERROUS CHASSIS
(eight sections)
provides optimum shielding to minimize magnetic
field -coupling
SINGLE -POINT system ground connector minimizes ground -loops
TWO REGULATED power supplies

-

-

EQUALIZERS
NOW YOU CAN MAKE YOUR SYSTEM SOUND EXACTLY THE WAY YOU WANT IT TO SOUND!
In a few minutes, you can accurately "tune" the frequency response of your stereo system and room environment to a flat
±2
db! All you need are your own ears and the Soundcraftsmen Equalizer (with its step-by-step instruction record) to transform any
stereo system and room environment into an acoustically -perfect concert hall! Or, to provide any special acoustical
effects you
desire! The Soundcraftsmen Equalizer enables you to instantly compensate for frequency response variations, in system and room.

SPECIFICATIONS
Hi -level: ± t/4 db, 5 Hz to 100 KHz
db, 20 Hz to 20 KHz
RESPONSE
Phono: ±

FREQ. RESPONSE

---

1/2

THD: less than .05% at 1 volt (Typ. .01% at 1 troltI
IM: less than .05% at 1 volt (Typ..01% at 1 wilt)
SIGNAL-TO-NOISE
Hi -level: 100 db below full output
SIGNAL-TO-NOISE
Phono: 114 db below a IOnry input
SIGNAL-TO-NOISE
Equalizer: 90 db below a 1 volt input
OUTPUT IMPEDANCE: 600 ohms
MAXIMUM OUTPUT: 5 volts into hi impedance,
2.5 volts into 600 ohms
EQUALIZER LEVEL: Zero -gain controls for left and right
continuously variable, for unity gain compensation
EQUALIZER RANGE: 12 db boost and 12 db cut, each octave
at 30, 60, 120, 240, 480, 960, 1920, 3940, 7600 end

-

15,360 Hz.
MAX. OUTPUT SIGNAL: Variable master volume control
allows adjustment of optimum output to match amplifier
CIRCUIT BOARDS: Military grade G-10 glass epoxy

RESISTORS: Low-noise selected carbon -film
POWER SUPPLY: Separate supply for phono and equalizer
DIMENSIONS: Walnut -grained case 71/4" x 20" n 111/4" deep
WARRANTY: 2 years parts and labor
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 28 lbs.
MADE N U.S.A.

PE

2217

$499.50

includes walnut -grained cabinet or rack mounts.

*+1+++: i

¡-

:++i+r

ffl

-----

GUARANTEEDto enhance and improve
any fine system!
Just plug 2 cables into your receiver's tape monitor jacks, and
you are ready to enjoy a new experience in musical enjoyment!

2212

20-12

Illustrated above

..

Same specs as RP2212,
except no L.E D.'s, no
Tape Equalize on front

$349.50

FREE!
The "Why's and How's of Equalization," an easy to understand explanation of the relationship of acoustics to your
environment. This 8 page booklet also contains many unique
ideas on "How the Soundcraftsmen Equalizer can measurably
enhance your listening pleasure," "How typical rcom problems are eliminated by Equalization," and a "10 -point self
rated Equalization Evaluation Check -List."

$299.50

Bots modeós include walnut -grained cabinet or rack mounts.
1721 NEWPORT CIRCLE, SANTA ANA, CA 92705

Check No. 33 on Reader Service Card
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FTC Power Ratings:
An OptimisticView
Brian C. Wachner and Michael

DISCREPANCIES in audio amplifier power
claims have existed for years. Conservative manufacturers cringed when they saw brown goods
manufacturers advertising "$199 complete" systems as having 350 watts of power. This credibility gap between power
claims has finally been narrowed by the Federal Trade Commission, however, a fight by parties reluctant to change
WIDE

seems inevitable.
The so-called hi-fi manufacturers adopted a somewhat
more meaningful set of standards in 1966-through the IHF
[1]. However, this voluntary standard was antiquated with
the coming of the solid-state era. Flagrant abuses of the term
"continuous power" and the lack of meaningful standards
has forced the Federal government to legislate a new stan-

dard for the protection of the consumer.
The ruling (see complete text on accompanying page) establishes a stringent set of guide lines and procedures to
which all manufacturers must adhere if they wish to disclose power ratings. It is about time that all companies
tested their amplifiers using the same set of standards and
procedures, and that only realistic steady-state output levels be advertised.
The following power specifications are in the format required by the FTC under its new ruling:
BGW Systems Stereo/Mono Power Amplifier Model 750A
8 -ohm Power Output: 200 -watts average continuous
power per channel; Power Band, 15 Hz to 15 kHz; Total Harmonic Distortion, 0.2%.
4 -ohm Power Output: 300 -watts average continuous
power per channel; Power Band, 20 Hz to 10 kHz; Total Harmonic Distortion, 0.25%.
Monaural Operation (Bridge -Connected Mode)
8 -ohm Power Output: 600 -watts average continuous
power; Power Band, 20 Hz to 10 kHz; Total Harmonic Dis-

tortion, 0.25%.

The most stringent aspect of the ruling, as applied to rriedium- and large -size power amplifiers, is the pre -conditioning test and the five-minute, full -power test. Before
measurements may be made at all, the unit must be subjected to a one -hour burn -in. This is accomplished with all
channels driven to one-third rated output at the lowest
impedance at which the manufacturer wishes to disclose
power. The test signal used must be a continuous sine wave.
The power line voltage must be kept at 120 volts for domes-

*President and Chief Engineer, respectively, of BGW Systems, Culver City, Calif. 90230

S.

Robbins*

tic equipment, and the minimum ambient temperature
must be 77° Fahrenheit. After one hour of continuous operation (the unit must have the ability to remain on without
thermal cycling), the remainder of the tests are performed.
To electronic engineers, this pre-conditioning sequence
appears to be very straight forward, however, some noted
hi-fi writers are already thinking up ways around this part of
the ruling [2,3]. The reason for their imaginative thinking is
that a typical solid-state amplifier dissipates a tremendous
amount of heat at the prescribed 331/3% power level. In fact,
a class -B amplifier exhibits its lowest efficiency at approximately 40% of maximum output power.
The great majority of the medium -to -large power amplifiers on the market today will not pass the pre-conditionng
test even at 8 -ohms. Amplifiers with built-in cooling and
those designed for 2 -ohm use comprise the largest number
of existing designs which may continue to carry their old
power -rating figures now that the law has become effective.
There are many good reasons why the law should be enforced without change. Without the new law, it would remain impossible for the audiophile to meaningfully compare specifications from one manufacturer to the next without guidance from a graduate EE. Many existing designs
suffer from inadequate heat sinking and will be unreliable
for that reason. The consumer will wind up with a higher
quality product and a better investment because of the
design conservatism now required for compliance.
Technically, there are very good reasons for keeping heat sink temperature down, and this is basically what is required
by the pre -conditioning test. Semiconductors are very
rugged devices when compared to tubes, however, they can
easily be destroyed by allowing the silicon junctions to be
exposed to temperatures approaching 200° Centigrade.
Power transistors, in fact, must be de -rated with temperature to insure safe operation. The curve in Fig. 1 illustrates
the de -rating which applies to most silicon power transistors operated within their continuous capabilities. [4].
Thermal cycling is also a problem which causes power
transistors to fail after extended operation. Any power transistor can be made to fail within a finite number of cycles by
repeatedly heating it up to high temperature and cooling it
off under power -applied conditions. Some semiconductor
manufacturers have established data showing the number of
thermal cycles to be expected from a device under repeated cycling conditions. Such a graph is presented for the
type 2N3773 device (see Fig. 2), which consists of a 0.250-x0.250 -in. silicon die mounted on a molybdenum or copper

AUDIO
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FTC TRADE REGULATION RULE
ON AMPLIFIER POWER -OUTPUT

SPECIFICATIONS

Power Output Claims for Amplifiers Utilized in Home Entertainment Products
Section 1. Scope.
(a) Except as provided in paragraph (b) of this section, this Rule
shall apply whenever any power output (in watts or otherwise),
power band or power frequency response, or distortion capability
or characteristic is represented, either expressly or by implication,
in connection with the advertising, sale, or offering for sale, in commerce as "commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission
Act, of sound power amplification equipment manufactured or sold
for home entertainment purposes, such as, for example, radios,
record and tape players, radio -phonograph and/or tape combinations, component audio amplifiers and the like.
(b) Representations shall be exempt from this Rule if all representations of performance characteristics referred to in paragraph
(a) of this section clearly and conspicuously disclose a manufacturer's rated power output and that rated output does not exceed two
(2) watts (per channel or total).
(c) It is an unfair method of competition and an unfair or deceptive act or practice within the meaning of Section 5(a)(1) of the Federal Trade Commission Act [15 U.S.C. 45(a)(1)1 to violate any applicable provision of this Rule.

Section 2. Required disclosures.

Whenever any direct or indirect representation is made of the
power output, power band or power frequency response, or distortion characteristics of sound power amplification equipment, the
following disclosures shall be made clearly, conspicuously, and
more prominently than any other representations or disclosures
permitted under this Rule:
(a) the manufacturer's rated minimum sine wave continuous
average power output, in watts, per channel (if the equipment is
designed to amplify two or more channels simultaneously);
(I) for each load impedance required to be disclosed in paragraph (b) of this section, when measured with resistive load or loads
equal to such (nominal) load impedance or impedances, and
(Il) measured with all associated channels fully driven to rated per
channel power;
(b) the load impedance or impedances, in ohms, for which the
manufacturer designs the equipment to be used by the consumer;
(c) the manufacturer's rated power band or power frequency response, in hertz (Hz), for each rated power output required to be
disclosed in paragraph (a)(1) of this section; and
(d) the manufacturer's rated percentage of maximum total harmonic distortion at any power level from 250 mW to the rated
power output for each such rated power output and its corresponding rated power band or power frequency response.
Section 3. Standard test conditions.

For purposes of performing the tests necessary to make the disclosures required under Section 2 of this Rule:
(a) the power-line voltage shall be 120 volts AC (230 volts when
the equipment is made for foreign sale or use, unless a different
nameplate rating is permanently affixed to the product by the
manufacturer, in which event the latter figure would control), RMS,
using a sinusoidal wave containing less than 2 per cent total
harmonic content. In the case of equipment designed for battery
operation only, tests shall be made with the battery-power supply
for which the particular equipment is designed and such test voltage must be disclosed under the required disclosures of Section 2 of
this Rule. If capable of both AC and DC battery operation, testing
shall be with AC line operation;
(b) the AC power -line frequency for domestic equipment shall
be 60 Hz, and 50 Hz for equipment made for foreign sale or use;
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(c) the amplifier shall be preconditioned by simultaneously operating all channels at one-third of rated power output for one hour
using a sinusoidal wave at a frequency of 1,000 Hz;
(d) the preconditioning and testing shall be in still air and an
ambient temperature of at least 77° F (25° C);
(e) rated power shall be obtainable at all frequencies within the
rated power band without exceeding the rated maximum percentage of total harmonic distortion after input signals at said frequencies have been continuously applied at full rated power for not less
than five (5) minutes at the amplifier's auxiliary input, or if not provided, at the phono input;
(f) at all times during warm-up and testing tone, loudness-contour and other controls shall be preset for the flattest response.

Section 4. Optional disclosures.

Other operating characteristics and technical specifications not
required in Section 2 of this Rule may be disclosed, provided:
(a) that any other power output is rated by the manufacturer, is
expressed in minimum watts per channel, and such power output
representation(s) complies with the provisions of Section 2; except
that if a peak or other instantaneous power rating, such as music
power or peak power, is represented under this Section, the maximum percentage of total harmonic distortion [see Section 2(d)] may
be disclosed only at such rated output; and provided further,
(b) that all disclosures or representations made under this Section are less conspicuously and prominently made than the disclosures required in Section 2 of this Rule; and
(c) the rating and testing methods or standards used in determining such representations are disclosed, and well known and
generally recognized by the industry, at the time the representations or disclosures are made, are neither intended nor likely to deceive or confuse the consumers, and are not otherwise likely to
frustrate the purpose of this Rule.
(NOTE 1: For the purpose of paragraph (b) of this section,
optional disclosures will not be considered less prominent if they
are either bold faced or are more than two-thirds the height of the
disclosures required by Section 2.)
(NOTE 2: Use of the asterisk in effecting any of the disclosures required by Section 2 and permitted by Section 4 of this Rule shall not
be deemed conspicuous disclosure.)
Section 5. Prohibited disclosures.

No performance characteristics to which this Rule applies shall be
represented or disclosed if they are not obtainable as represented
or disclosed when the equipment is operated by the consumer ir
the usual and normal manner without the use of extraneous aids.
Section 6. Liability for violation.
If the manufacturer or, in the case of foreign -made products, the
importer or domestic sales representative of a foreign manufacturer of any product covered by this Rule furnishes the information required or permitted under this Rule, then any other seller of the
product shall not be deemed to be in violation of Section 5 of this
Rule due to his reliance upon or transmittal of the written representations of the manufacturer or importer if such seller has been
furnished by the manufacturer, importer, or sales representative a
written certification attesting to the accuracy of the representations to which this Rule applies, and, provided further, that such
seller is without actual knowledge of the violation contained in said
written certification.

Promulgated: May 3, 1974
Effective: November 4,1974
By the Commission.
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graphically in Fig. 7. By inspection, we see that maximum
heating occurs at about 150 watts or 40% of maximum
power.
Looking back at the heat -sink thermal resistance of 0.2° C.
per watt with 208 watts being dissipated under pre -conditioning, we can expect a temperature rise of:
(0.2° C/watt) (208 watts) = 41.6° C.
The power band attainable from a given type of output
transistor is directly related to its switching speed. It is well
known that the faster we make a power device, the more
fragile it becomes. If the designer is most interested in reli-
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ability and ruggedness, he will choose the slowest devices
for the application. Generally speaking, amplifiers used for
audio applications are required to deliver greater power
below 500 Hz than in any other part of the power spectrum.
A chart of power spectrum density is shown in Fig. 8. All
speaker systems have far greater power -handling capacity at
low frequencies than they do at high frequencies, and most
program material is compatible with this parameter [6]. It is,
therefore, unnecessary to require a high -power amplifier to
deliver its full rated power at frequencies above 10 or 12
kHz. A controlled power bandwidth, along with a sufficiently wide frequency response, is the most rational choice,
although contrary to the audiophile's never ending search
for specification improvements. Our listening tests on the
same amplifier circuit with fast double- or triple -diffused
output devices versus the slower single -diffused types reveal no audible differences. These single -diffused devices
have the largest safe operating areas and can handle tremendous surges of power without failing. This peak power
capability allows the practical design of amplifiers without
the use of current limiting circuits.
The Model 500D is a slightly smaller version of the 750A
and is built on the same chassis. Its power output into 8
ohms is 150 watts per channel with a maximum THD of 0.2%
over a power bandwidth of 20 Hz to 20 kHz. In order to
achieve this additional bandwidth, transistors having smaller
dice with the same power dissipation rating are employed.
The 2N6262 used in the 500D measures 0.180 X 0.180 in.
across the silicon die and can dissipate 150 watts. The mechanical construction is identical to the 2N3773. A slightly
smaller power supply is used in the Model 500D to protect
the faster power transistors.
By building an amplifier with enough muscle to pass the
FTC preconditioning test, it is easy to overcome another
fairly common problem. Most present high -power amplifiers (with greater than 100 watts) use some form of load
line limiting to protect the output stage from short-circuit
conditions. These limiters simply remove the drive to the
output stage if excessive current flow exists. When this happens, the signal is grossly distorted, and spikes, rattles, chirps
or buzzes may come from the speaker. Simple limiters act
immediately upon application of the overload. More complex circuits have time delays of a few milliseconds before
they are activated. A basic problem with any form of load
line limiting is that speakers are reactive and can actually
push power back into the amplifier and falsely turn on the
limiters. The best solution is to design the output stage with
enough strength to handle all the energy the power supply
can deliver under short circuit conditions and to eliminate
all forms of current limiting. Listening tests show dramatic
improvements in the transient performance of an amplifier
when the limiters are removed [7].
Our approach is to use a fast -acting magnetic circuit
breaker to disconnect the power from the amplifier under
short circuit conditions. Line fuses are not used, as improper
fusing could damage the amplifier. Additionally, a fail-safe
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Fig. 7-Power dissipation versus power output for an actual
Model 750A output stage.
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mentary transistors are used to source and sink the current
required by the output stage pre -drivers and to provide the
required voltage swing.
We have outlined here some of the approaches we have
taken to produce rugged, reliable amplifier designs-approaches other designers may only now be forced to follow
by the FTC ruling. While these are certainly not the only
ways the FTC measurement standards can be met, whatever
an amplifier designer does to meet and fulfill the regulations will benefit the consumer. At the very least, the FTC
rules will narrow the credibility gap between power claims.
aQxp+<p>

Crowbar circuit is incorporated to quickly shut down
the amplifier if a malfunction occurs. This circuit (Fig. 9)
samples the output of each channel and triggers a large,
high -current SCR which discharges the power supply and
shuts the unit off, if necessary.
The schematic of one complete channel of the 750A is
shown in Fig. 10. All of the components shown are mounSCR
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An

Alternative View
Robert H. Tucker*

NO denying the need for and the essential
validity of the basic Rule provisions in establishing a
universal reference base for evaluating this one important aspect of power amplifier design. Let us not, however, lose sight of other significant parameters, only some of
which are readily reducible to cold type, which help to define the sonic differences which may still be apparent
between amplifiers of nearly identical specifications. Too,
the past proliferation of amplifier test clinics, each asserting
the singular importance of a different specification (which
just happened to be the one which the promoting brand
handled so competently) should give pause, in their conflicting claims, to those who seek numbers ad absurdum.
That caution stated, on to the Rule. Dynaco is on record,
as far back as 1970, as actively supporting only "rms" or
average continuous power ratings in the hearings before the
FTC, to the exclusion of any short term or "music power"
figures, because of the consumer confusion they engender.
Further, two decades of Dynaco amplifiers have always been
rated first and foremost by their average continuous power
output. Thus, we were gratified with the early drafts of the
Rule, when after years of FTC work, they were presented for
industry comment. These were essentially identical to the
Rule as promulgated, with the exception of the later addition of sections 3c and 3e, relating to preconditioning. These
sections were instituted just prior to the last hearing dates,
and apparently escaped much industry notice, despite the
fact that any engineer would recognize that they radically
altered the conditions for test. They will also have the effect
of sharply increasing consumer prices with negligible audio
benefit. Further, they will have the corollary result of reduced product information, and may thus engender equipment failure through inadvertent misapplication. This is
widely at variance with the announced objective
to provide consumers with meaningful comparisons of power output ratings, and to prevent fraud.
Mindful of the onus which attends challenges to a consumer -protection authority, and which has thus precluded
cohesive, overt support from other amplifier manufacturers who also find serious fault with the preconditioning
clauses of the Rule, Dynaco still does not intend to shrink
from its responsibility to the consumer to attempt correction. Accordingly, as of this writing, Dynaco has filed a petition before the Federal Trade Commission for a delay in
implementation of the Rule, and for a reopening of hearings to permit modification of the Rule. To date, no official
action has been confirmed.
The purpose for seeking a rehearing is to obtain a true industry consensus on those aspects which, through industry
lack of awareness and intransigence, were not responded to
at the appropriate time. Only later were they found to require alteration or redesign of existing models. Naturally,
those manufacturers who regularly institute model changes
were less affected than those whose designs normally stay
current -for extended periods. In the latter case, a de -rating
of a model previously thought conservative by prior stand THERE IS

-

*Director of Public Relations
Dynaco, Inc., Blackwood,

N.J.

08012

a serious credibility problem in a hobbyist field
fraught with never-ending concern for "who is best?"
As a practical matter, the alternative of subverting the
efficacy of existing protective systems has been the unfortunate corrective approach in some instances. We deplore such a crass commercial solution, which can only adversely affect the consumer, yet we must recognize the
economic implications which impel such tactics.
That the Rule was not corrected prior to its implementation should not now preclude revision, now that its impact is
becoming visible. In this small industry, the arbitrarily severe
preconditioning requirements were not recognized until
they filtered back to the engineering departments, long
after the hearings ended. Indeed, the FTC staff has indicated that the 1/3 power point was purely a convenient
"middle ground" between one proposal for a 10% preconditioning level, and another recommendation for full power operation. That it closely approached the "worst
case" operating condition was entirely accidental. It appears that these late insertions were simply overlooked by
all of us, and thus no substantive data was submitted within
the allotted time to encourage change. The FTC staff
members have indicated that such a change could easily
have been accomplished to a more sensible preconditioning base, if the facts were presented. It is the fault of the
high-fidelity industry, not of the FTC, that this Rule was inappropriately drawn.
Mr. Wachner's thesis is not contestible on technical
grounds, and if it were a fact that such (high -power) amplifiers were normally used with sustained signal levels which
approximated average outputs of 20% or more of rated
power, we believe his viewpoint would be far more defensible from the consumer's point of view: A ludicrous aspect of
the whole argument, however, is that just those applicamusical
tions which justify such a stringent test condition
instrument amplifiers, public address equipment, instrumentation and industrial use, etc. are excluded from the
Rule's rating requirements because these are not "home
entertainment purposes."
It is a very real concern that a music amplifier be able to
sustain an organ note, for instance, for its full duration. For
that reason, "music power", or worse, "peak power" figures
are meaningless bases of comparison, especially when they
are established by connection of an external power supply.
What the Rule is now asking, though, is that the amplifier
sustain such a note for one hour into any designated
impedance at a level which is worse (in terms of heat output) than full -power operation, and then continue for five
minutes at any frequency within the specified bandwidth at
full power, without exceeding rated distortion. Quite commendable, but wholly unnecessary, for even the loudest -fi
listener. The amplifier which can do this is to be complimented (and Mr. Wachner's is a good example over most of
the audio band) but must you build a tank to attack every
target, when a Jeep -mounted recoilless rifle can do the job
with greater versatility?
The desirability of high -power amplifiers is not predicated, in music listening, on operation at average power
levels which are substantially greater than the average
power levels employed with lower power amplifiers. Rather,
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Transient IVI Distortion
In Power Amplifiers
W. Marshall Leach*

philosophy used in most transistor audio
amplifiers today differs substantially from that found
in the tube amplifiers of several years past. Aside from
the obvious lack of output transformers, the transistor
designs differ from the tube ones principally in two ways.
First, most transistor amplifiers are d.c. coupled, at least in
all internal stages. This has been made possible mainly by
the availability of complementary transistors (i.e. NPN and
PNP). There are no such equivalents in vacuum tube circuits. Second, in transistor amplifiers, a much larger amount
of negative feedback usually is applied around the amplifier (i.e. from the output to the inverting input) in order to
reduce distortion produced by nonlinearities to virtually un measurable levels. The negative feedback typically used may
be as high as 40 to 60 dB. Such high levels are so effective in
reducing nonlinear distortion that many designers have intentionally designed certain distortions into the "open -loop
amplifier." For example, the final output stages of many
amplifiers are operated class C (i.e. with no bias current) in
order to obtain almost absolute thermal stability without the
need for complicated thermal compensation. In such designs, the driver transistors drive the speakers for the first 0.1
to 0.4 volts, and the output transistors switch in above that
level. The crossover distortion created by the switching of
the output transistors can be neatly "covered up" with the
application of sufficient amounts of negative feedback.
For the typical closed -loop gain of 26 dB, 40 to 60 dB of
negative feedback requires an open -loop gain of 66 to 86
dB. Such high open -loop gains are easily obtained with relatively few transistor stages (normally two to three stages of
voltage gain plus the current gain in the driver and output
stages). Some of the latest amplifier designs have made use
of high -gain, integrated -circuit (IC), operational -amplifier
input stages. A single IC can replace the input stages of both
channels is a stereo amplifier and provide the necessary
open -loop gain for ultra -low distortion by conventional
measurement techniques.
In order that an amplifier not oscillate when the negative
feedback loop is connected, designs with a high open -loop
gain require careful frequency compensation. The technique that is most often used is called lag compensation. It is
given this name because it is accomplished by the addition
of capacitors in the circuit which increase the phase lag in
the amplifier at the higher frequencies. More importantly,
THE DESIGN

*Assistant Professor of Electrical Engineering

Georgia Institute of Technology
Atlanta, Ga. 30332

lag compensation also reduces the open -loop gain of the
amplifier at the critical high frequencies at which it would

tend to oscillate. This tendency toward higher open -loop
gains with attendant heavy feedback and lag compensation
has led to the identification of a new distortion mechanism
called transient intermodulation (TIM) distortion [1, 2]. TIM
distortion sounds like crossover distortion, however, it cannot be detected with conventional sine -wave measurements. Indeed, there are presently no standards covering its
measurement! TIM distortion occurs principally during
loud, high -frequency passages in the reproduced signal,
and recent investigations have shown that the ear is very
sensitive to it [3]. Basically, it is an overload phenomenon
that is caused by heavy feedback in the amplifier.
Tube amplifiers have been traditionally designed with
much lower open -loop gains than their transistor counterparts of today. Indeed it was unusual to find open -loop
gains higher than 46 to 51 dB in even the best tube amplifiers. For a closed -loop gain of 26 dB, this range of open loop gain requires only 20 to 25 dB of negative feedback.
With such relatively low levels of feedback (by the standards of today), quality tube amplifiers were necessarily
designed for minimum distortion and maximum bandwidth
before the addition of feedback. Consequently, TIM distortion was never identified as a distortion mechanism in tube
amplifiers. (The author has measured a negative feedback of
only 5 dB in a popular 10 -watt monophonic tube amplifier
from the late 1950s. A high -quality, 80 -watt stereophonic
tube amplifier of the early 1960s was advertised to have a
negative feedback of only 22 dB.)
There has been much controversy over what has been
called "tube versus transistor sound." It has been suggested
by many who can detect the difference that the reason some
transistor designs sound "harsh" compared to tube designs
is because tubes overload more "gracefully" than transistors do. Whether this explanation is valid or not, TIM distortion must be considered a major reason for the difference in sound. This is particularly true for the cases in which
continuous sine -wave tests indicate that a transistor amplifier has less distortion than a tube amplifier, however, the
tube amplifier sounds "cleaner" than the transistor one
does. Invariably, the transistor design can be shown to have
a very high open -loop gain with attendant heavy feedback
and lag compensation. Transistor designs with integrated circuit input stages can be particularly susceptible to TIM
distortion since so many integrated -circuit operational amplifiers have such a poor open -loop bandwidth after they are
frequency compensated for stability. (The very popular 741
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IC operational amplifier with internal frequency compensation has only a 2-5 Hz open -loop bandwidth and an open loop gain of 100-105 dB.)
The purpose of this paper is to discuss the causes and

cures of TIM distortion in transistor amplifiers. Preferred circuit design techniques which minimize TIM distortion will
be described. In a later paper, an amplifier which has been
designed using these techniques will be described.

TIM Distortion:
How Does It Arise?
To understand how TIM distortion is produced, it is first
necessary to understand how negative feedback affects the
gain of an amplifier. Consider the amplifier modeled in Fig.
1. The model has two input terminals, a non -inverting (+)
input and an inverting (-) input, and an output terminal to
which the speaker load is connected. The input signal v, is
applied to the non -inverting input, and a negative feedback signal v2 is applied to the inverting input. The negative
feedback signal is taken from the output of a two resistor
voltage divider network connected to the output terminal.
The output signal is given by the product of the open -loop
gain of the amplifier times the difference between the signals v, and v2. This is given by the equation
v0 = G(f) [V - y ]
(1)
where G(f) is the open -loop gain of the amplifier which is a
function of the frequency f. In general, G(f) is a complex
function of frequency, i.e. it has both an amplitude and a
phase. If the feedback signal were zero, the amplifier output signal would equal the product of the open -loop gain
times the input signal. However, by "feeding back" part of
the output signal to the inverting terminal so that it is subtracted inside the amplifier from the input signal applied to
the non -inverting terminal, the gain of the amplifier is effectively decreased. At the same time, the frequency bandwidth of the amplifier is extended, distortion produced by
nonlinearities is reduced, and the output impedance of the
amplifier is decreased (or alternately its damping factor is increased.)
When the feedback signal v2 is eliminated from Equation
(1), it can be shown that the output signal is related to the input signal by the equation
G(f)
(2)
v0
1 +bG (f)vi
In this equation, b is the feedback factor which is given by
b -

R,

(3)
2

AUDIO

If the magnitude of bG(f) is much greater than 1, Equation
(2) can be approximated by the equation
vú =

bv,

= Gc v,

(4)

This equation says that if the open -loop gain of the amplifier is sufficiently large, the closed -loop gain is "flat" (i.e. independent of frequency), and it is determined only by the
feedback resistors. Most amplifiers are designed with R2 =
19R, which produces a closed -loop gain Gc = 1/b of 26 dB.
Equation (4) can be misused if one neglects the fact that it
is only an approximation to Equation (2). For any particular
amplifier design, there is a frequency above which G(f) decreases toward zero with increasing frequency. This rolloff
in the open -loop gain is a natural consequence of the finite
bandwidth of the transistors (or tubes) in the amplifier. In
the rolloff region, the phase of G(f) can vary rapidly with frequency, leading to serious instabilities in the amplifier when
the feedback loop is connected. To insure stability, the circuit designer must verify that in the rolloff region the phase
and amplitude of G(f) cannot assume a value such that bG(f)
= -1 (i.e. bG(f) has a magnitude of 1 and a phase lag of 180°.)
Otherwise, Equation (2) says that the amplifier gain is infinite at the frequency for which this occurs, and this is precisely the condition for an oscillator. In most cases, it can be
shown that the amplifier will always oscillate if there is any
frequency for which bG(f) has a phase lag of exactly 180°
and a magnitude that is equal to or greater than unity. A
convenient "rule of thumb" used by many designers says
that the phase lag in G(f) should not exceed 135° at the frequency for which the magnitude of bG(f) is unity. Otherwise, the amplifier may oscillate or at best be only marginally stable when the feedback loop is connected.
One convenient way to insure that an amplifier will not
oscillate is to design it so that the open -loop gain is de INPUT
SIGNAL

OUTPUT

SIGNAL
vo

VI

NEGATIVE
FEEDBACK

SIGNAL
V2

SPEAKER
LOA D

1-Model of power amplifier showing non -inverting
(+) input, inverting input (-), and resistive feedback network.
Fig.
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creasing with frequency at a rate of 6 dB per octave at the
frequency for which the magnitude of bG(f) is unity. It can
be shown that a 6 -dB -per -octave gain rolloff can have a
maximum phase lag associated with it of only 90°, thus satisfying the above "rule of thumb." This is called lag compensation, and it is accomplished by the addition of capacitors
which roll off the high -frequency open -loop gain at the required 6 -dB -per -octave rate. This is illustrated in Fig. 2
where the open -loop gain of an amplifier which would oscillate when the feedback loop is connected is sketched ver-

frequency. Before lag compensation, the open -loop
is decreasing with a slope of 12 dB per octave or greater
the critical frequency where the magnitude of bG(f) is
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unity. This critical frequency is that frequency for which the
magnitude of the open -loop gain G(f) is equal to Gc, i.e. the
closed -loop gain of the amplifier given by Equation (4).
After lag compensation, the open -loop gain is decreasing
with a slope of 6 dB per octave at the frequency for which
the magnitude of G(f) is equal to Cc, thus making the amplifier stable when the feedback loop is connected. The frequency fo defined in the figure is the open -loop bandwidth of the lag -compensated amplifier. This can be considerably smaller than the bandwidth of the uncompensated
amplifier. Often fo lies is the range of 1 to 5 kHz for transistor amplifiers. This is considerably less than the bandwidth
of audio signals and can lead to the production of strong
TIM distortion as will be explained in the following.
In Fig. 2, the closed -loop gain is also sketched to show the
effect of negative feedback on the overall frequency response of the amplifier. The negative feedback ratio is defined as the ratio of the open -loop gain Go to the closed loop gain Gc = 1/b, or the difference in these gains when
they are expressed in dB. The closed -loop cutoff frequency
fc is defined in Fig. 2. In any proper design, fc is larger than
the highest frequency signal to be amplified. It can be
shown that fc = foGo/Gc for a lag -compensated amplifier.
This equation says, for example, that an amplifier with a 1 kHz open -loop bandwidth will have a 100 -kHz bandwidth if
40 dB of negative feedback is used. However, the amplifier
would probably be susceptible to very strong TIM distortion.
To illustrate how TIM distortion arises, the amplifier
modeled in Fig. 1 is redrawn in Fig. 3 with the diagram
broken to show explicitly the transistor stage that is lag compensated. The capacitor that is connected from collector to
base of this transistor rolls off the high -frequency, open loop gain of the amplifier at the required 6 -dB -per -octave
rate to insure that it will not oscillate when the feedback
loop is connected. Let us examine the transient response of
this transistor stage. Figure 4 shows the signal at point b in
Fig. 3 when the signal applied to point a is a voltage step (i.e.
an abrupt or instantaneous change in voltage). The voltage
waveform at point b is shown for the cases with and without the lag -compensation capacitor. With the lag -compensation capacitor, notice that there is a time delay before the
collector voltage can completely attain its final value after
the input step occurs. Both this delay and the smoothing of
the collector signal shown in Fig. 4 are caused by the lag -compensation capacitor which requires a finite time to charge
and discharge after a change occurs in the input signal to
the transistor. The same conclusion could be reached by
considering the high -frequency gain of the transistor. The
lag -compensation capacitor provides a negative feedback
path for the high -frequency signal components from collector to base, thus severely attenuating the high -frequency gain. It can be shown that a voltage step contains
many high -frequency components. Their attenuation in the
lag -compensated transistor causes the time delay and
smoothing of the collector output signal.
Now let us consider the response of the amplifier when
the voltage step is applied to its non -inverting (+) input. If
the open -loop gain of the amplifier were flat and the time
delay through it were zero, the voltage step would instantaneously propagate undistorted through the amplifier,
back through the feedback loop, and into the inverting (-)
input. There it would be subtracted from the input signal,
and the difference would be amplified by the input stage to
produce the signal at point a in Fig. 3. In this case, the difference signal itself would be a voltage step which occurs at the
same time that the input signal does. However, this is not
the case when the open -loop gain of the amplifier is not flat
and the time delay through it is not zero. When the voltage
step occurs, the limited high -frequency response of the lag -
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mize TIM distortion while providing stability at the same
time. Lead compensation is accomplished by connecting a
small capacitor in parallel with the emitter feedback resistor of each stage of voltage gain in the amplifier. This is illustrated in Fig. 7 for a typical transistor stage. The value of the
lead compensation capacitor is selected to minimize the
phase lag in the overall open -loop gain at the critical frequency where the magnitude of bG(f) is unity. Although it is
not intuitively obvious how increasing the high -frequency
open -loop gain of an amplifier can stabilize it and prevent it
from oscillating, lead compensation is a technique commonly applied to stabilize control systems in which an optimum transient response is an important consideration.
In Fig. 8, the open -loop gain as a function of frequency
for a lead -compensated amplifier is compared to that for a
lag -compensated amplifier which uses a large negative
feedback ratio. Notice that the low -frequency, open -loop
gain of the lead -compensated amplifier is much less than
that of the lag -compensated amplifier. However, as the frequency is increased, the open -loop gain of the lead -compensated amplifier does not begin to roll off until a much
higher frequency. Optimally, it should be constant over the
entire audio spectrum to minimize TIM distortion. In this
particular case, there is a frequency above which the open loop gain of the lead -compensated amplifier is greater than
that of the lag -compensated amplifier. For this reason, the
resultant closed -loop bandwidth of the lead -compensated
amplifier is greater than that of the lag -compensated amplifier. In fact, a lead -compensated amplifier can easily have a
closed -loop bandwidth of 1 MHz if it is properly compensated. Although a bandwidth this wide is not necessary for
reproduction of audible frequencies, it is usually a natural
consequence of lead compensation. Thus, it is desirable to
use a passive filter at the amplifier input which has a high frequency cutoff of 20,000 Hz to prevent the application of
inaudible high -frequency signals which could overload the
amplifier.
An examination of the behavior of the open -loop gains
sketched in Fig. 8 in the high -frequency rolloff region will
reveal the essential differences between lag and lead compensation. For the lag -compensated case, the open -loop
gain is purposely rolled off so that its magnitude is decreasing at 6 dB per octave when it crosses the critical gain level
equal to the low -frequency closed -loop gain which is given
by Gc = 1/b. In the lead -compensated case, the high -frequency, open -loop gain is allowed to extend to as high a
frequency as possible before it begins to roll off on its own.
This rolloff is due to the finite bandwidth of the amplifier,
and the roll -off rate is usually 12 dB per octave or in some
cases more. In the region where the magnitude of the open loop gain crosses the critical gain level, the lead -compensation capacitors add high -frequency gain so that the magnitude of the open -loop gain is decreasing at a rate of 6 dB per
GAIN
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8-Comparison of the open -loop gains of a lag-compensated amplifier and a lead -compensated amplifier.
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40

octave at this level. Or equivalently, enough phase lead is
added to prevent the phase lag in G(f) from approaching
180° at the frequency where the magnitude of bG(f) is unity.
Thus, in both cases, the magnitude of the open -loop gains
crosses the critical gain level with the same slope, and each
amplifier will be stable when the feedback loop is connected.
Since the prevention of TIM distortion requires the use of
much less negative feedback than is normally used, it is
necessary to avoid certain circuit configurations which have
become popular recently. For example, many amplifiers
operate with zero quiescent or idle current in the output
transistors in order to eliminate thermal drift in the output
stage. The driver transistors in these amplifiers drive the
speaker through a resistor of 10 to 50 ohms for the first 0.1 to
0.4 volts, and the output transistors switch in above that
level. Without the use of a very large negative -feedback
ratio, this can produce severe crossover distortion. Thus, the
output transistors in amplifiers designed to minimize TIM
distortion must be operated class AB, i.e. with a quiescent
current usually of 10 mA or more. This requires that the bias
current in the output transistors be thermally compensated. Otherwise, they can be destroyed by thermal runaway.
Thermal compensation is usually accomplished with temperature -sensing diodes, which are mounted on the heat
sinks with the output transistors and provide thermal feedback to maintain a constant quiescent current in the output
transistors.
In summary, the two major design objectives for the prevention of TIM distortion are to design the "open -loop"
amplifier for maximum linearity and to design it so that the
open -loop bandwidth is at least as wide as the audio frequency spectrum. Both of these require the use of heavy
local negative feedback in every stage of voltage gain in the
amplifier. This minimizes the need for heavy overall negative feedback from the amplifier output to its inverting input. In addition, local feedback provides the gain reserve in
each stage necessary to lead compensate the amplifier for
closed -loop stability and maximum open -loop bandwidth.
With an open -loop bandwidth at least as wide as the audio
frequency spectrum, the propagation phase delay of high frequency, transient signals through the overall feedback
loop around the amplifier is minimized, thus minimizing
TIM distortion. We can summarize the most important design considerations to obtain these objectives as follows:
1. All internal stages of the amplifier should operate class
A except for the output transistors. These should operate
class AB with a sufficient quiescent bias current to completely eliminate crossover distortion in the low -power
region. Normally this bias current is 10 mA or more.
2. The input stages should be designed with a sufficiently
high bias current in order to minimize their tendency to
overload during the high -frequency, transient signals which
cause TIM distortion. Since the bias current in the input
stages has an important effect on the signal-to-noise ratio of
the amplifier, it should not be chosen so high as to degrade
the signal-to-noise ratio.
3. All stages in the amplifier should be designed so that
each operates "push-pull." For example, this requires a
completely complementary design with an NPN transistor
for each PNP transistor, and conversely. This significantly
improves the linearity of the "open -loop amplifier" and
helps to minimize the need for heavy overall feedback to reduce distortion.
4. The driver and power output transistors should be
operated in the emitter follower configuration for optimum open -loop bandwidth. In addition, the first driver
transistors should be driven from a voltage amplifier stage
rather than from a current amplifier stage as is done in most
amplifiers which employ a complementary symmetry
design.
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5. Wide bandwidth transistors should be chosen for each
stage in the amplifier, i.e. transistors with a high gain -bandwidth product which is denoted by the symbol fT. Normally,
the f is lower for the high -current transistors used in the
output stages. Typically, it will be in the range of 2 to 4 MHz.
For transistors used in the lower power stages, available fTs
are in the range of 40 to 200 MHz.

6. The overall high -frequency response of the amplifier
should be rolled off above the audio spectrum with a passive input filter to prevent overloading by inaudible, high frequency signals. This is best accomplished by connecting a
small capacitor or capacitor in series with a resistor between the inverting (-) and non -inverting (+) inputs to the
amplifier. In addition, a resistor is placed in series with the
input lead to the amplifier. These circuit components roll off
the high -frequency, closed -loop gain of the amplifier at a 6 dB -per -octave rate by effectively shorting together the two
input terminals at the high frequencies. These components
also can improve the amplifier stability in the same way that
lag compensation does without producing TIM distortion
[1].

Conclusion
TIM distortion is an overload phenomenon which results
from the use of a very large negative feedback ratio in audio
power amplifiers. It is caused by overloading of the input
stages by high -frequency transient signals which experience excessive propagation phase delays in the overall
negative -feedback loop around the amplifier. Since it does
not occur with steady -stage, sinusoidal signals, it cannot be
measured or predicted from standard harmonic or IM distortion tests, for these tests are performed with sinusoidal
signals. The prevention of TIM distortion is simple and requires the use of an old design philosophy that proved its
validity in the days of the vacuum -tube amplifiers. That is,
the amplifier should be designed for low distortion and

wide bandwidth without overall negative feedback. Feedback is then added to make a good design better and not to
"cover up" problems in the basic amplifier. This design philosophy precludes the use of high -gain, narrow -bandwidth
IC operational amplifiers and essentially non-linear circuits,
such as class C output stages.
Some of the technical details concerning the causes and
prevention of TIM distortion have been presented. It is
hoped that the language has not been too technical for the
average audiophile nor has it been too over -simplified for
the electronics engineer. Those interested in pursuing the
technical details further are referred to the excellent work
done by M. Otala at the University of Oulu in Finland. Two
of his papers are listed in the references.
In an ensuing issue of AUDIO, the complete design of a
power amplifier designed to minimize TIM distortion will be
presented. The amplifier is a d.c. coupled, completely complementary design which uses 26 dB of negative feedback. A
technique for optimally lead compensating the amplifier
will be described which makes use of a newly available
audio -frequency gain -phase meter manufactured by Hew-

lett-Packard. At present, this project is behind schedule because of a difficulty in obtaining transistors, some of which
have been back ordered for six months.
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teristics, VI curves for a bipolar power transistor, HFET, and
power pentode are shown in Figs. 3, 4, and 5. The biggest
visual difference between the triode and pentode characteristics is in the relative values of output resistance. Output
resistance is related to the slope of the VI curves, the more
horizontal the curves, the higher output resistance. From
this, it can be seen that triode devices have intrinsically
lower output resistance. The output resistance of VFETs is
about 5-10 ohms, whereas a typical bipolar power transistor
has an output resistance in the range of 100-300 ohms. It is
desirable for power amplifiers to have low output resistance so that the output voltage delivered to a speaker load
won't change with frequency as the speaker impedance
varies.
Most speakers are designed to be driven from a low impedance source of perhaps 1 ohm or less. Low output resistance is usually obtained by liberal use of negative voltage
feedback around the output stage and/or the whole amplifier circuit. Common practice is to use bipolar transistors as
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emitter followers in the output stage. This configuration
amounts to close to 100% local negative voltage feedback
and usually results in an output resistance before overall
feedback is applied of 1-10 ohms. Triode characteristics are
generally more linear than those of a pentode -type device.
When the performance of push-pull class A and AB amplifiers are compared using triode and pentode (or beam
power tetrode) tubes, the triode amplifier has lower
amounts of higher -order odd -harmonic distortion and can
handle a more reactive load with less distortion and less
relative loss of power than the pentode for equal reactive
loading. The Ultra -Linear circuit retains the best advantages
of both triode and pentode characteristics resulting in
essentially the power output of the pentode and the low distortion of the triode. This circuit behaviour, however, comes
about because of negative feedback applied to the output
stage via the screen grid taps on the primary of the output
transformer. The performance in terms of distortion and
effects of reactive loads without any local output -stage feedback is still superior with triode -type curves. A similar analogy exists between the new VFETs and bipolar output transistors; the VFET is like a triode tube, and the bipolar transistor is more like the pentode tube in terms of higher output resistance and tendency towards more higher -order
odd -harmonic distortion. Although little is published about
the distortion performance with reactive loading of output
transistors operated in common emitter without feedback, it
would be expected from their characteristics that they
would not be as good regarding higher -order odd -harmonics and susceptibility to reactive loads as a triode -type
semiconductor. Comparisons of the harmonic content with
resistive loads of VFET and bipolar single stage and complete amplifiers have been shown by Yamaha and Sony. In
the case of a typical bipolar amplifier vs. a VFET amplifier,
such as shown in Figs. 6 and 7, the bipolar amp indeed shows
a more complex harmonic spectrum with 5th, 7th, and 9th
harmonics being present. The VFET spectrum is much simpler and the 5th harmonic is just detectable. Generally
speaking, the output -stage idling current of most bipolar
amplifiers is relatively low-perhaps 25-100 mA. The VFET
amps that have been evaluated thus far run idling currents
in the output devices of 400-500 mA! The Yamaha B-1, a dual
150 -watt unit, has an output -stage idling power dissipation
of about 64 watts/channel. The Sony TA -8650, a dual 80 -watt
amp-preamp, also has an idling power dissipation of about
64 watts/channel. This is much closer to the way tubes are
run in good class AB designs. What is generally known, but
not done in practice because of thermal stability considerations, is that bipolar amplifiers are very free of higher -order
odd harmonics when run at idling currents of 400-500 mA.

Fig.

7-Harmonic spectrum,

VFET

amplifier without feed -

back.
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Introducing
the KLH
Research %
Model Sixty
Turntable:
A solid
triumph in
human
engineering.
There are more manual turntables
to choose from these days than ever
before. And most of the better models
share many of the same fine features
and specifications.
So why make a turntable? (And we
are making it-not just slapping our
name on someone else's product. Every
part is hand assembled in our plant in
Cambridge, Mass.)
The answer is in the product itself.
The Model Sixty is a Iwo speed, belt driven, transcription quality turntable
that combines all of the most wanted
features with exceptional performance
and a maximum of something we call
"human engineering:'
What is human engineering?
It's designing an electro-optical
system that automatically shuts off the
turntable at the end of the record and
gently lifts off the tonearm. This is achieved
through the use of a light detector resistor

(shown here) rather than a mechanical
device which would have to be tripped by
the side force of the tonearm. Since our
system requires no side force, it virtually
eliminates all potential distortion and
side thrust problems.
Human engineering isdesigning a
special low massaluminum tonearm and
unique low friction pivot block and post
assembly to such exacting standards that

For more information,
visit your KLH
dealer or write to
KLH Research &

usage deterioration and performance
deviation isall but eliminated.
Human engineering is designing all
of the electronic controls into an upright
module for incredibly simple and
convenient operation. It's also making
the controls feel as good as they look.

(Just one touch and you know there's

something substantial here.)
In short, human engineering is
finding out what people want and, need
in a product and putting it there. That's
why the Model Sixty also features pushbutton electronic cue ing, anti -skating
control, a discrete suspension system that
minimizes rumble, acoustic feedback and
vibrations, one piece dynamically
balanced platter, 24-pole synchronous
motor and every other important feature
you could want in a precision turntable.
All for $150.
Now that's human engineering.
The Model Sixty. Another superb
nev.' product from KLH ResearchX-a
new era in audio.
Check No. 14 on Reader Service Card
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DevelopmentCorp.
30 CrossSt.,
Cambridge, Mass. 02139.

Specifications
Rumble: -58 dB (CBS-RRLL), exceeds DIN
requirements.
Wow 8 Flutter: .09%, lower than one half of DIN
requirements.
Tracking Force: Continuously adjustable from 0.5
to 4.0 grams, with precision calibrated scale.
Average Absolute Tracking Error: 0.5°
less than 0.01 radian.
Arm Structure: Low inertia, precision ground,
high strength aircraft aluminum alloy.
Suspension: Tripoint seismic suspension of arm
and turntable on single precision casting, damped
to minimize influence of external vibrations
causing high order resonances.
300 RPM Motor: Precision polyphase synchronous
low speed motor for minimal vibrations and
optimum instantaneous speed accuracy and

freedom from counter-rotation.
Timing Accuracy: Better than 5 seconds per
average LP side; twice as good as DIN
requirements.
Speeds: 33%% & 45 RPM
Record Sizes: 7',' 10',' 12"
Operates on: 105-125 volts, 60Hz only, pilot light
indicates power "ON"
Dimensions: 17" (W) 13341" (D) 6%" (H) with
dust cover.

KLH Research 8 Development Corp.
30 Cross St., Cambridge, Moss- 02139

Furthermore, if the idling current is reduced much below
the higher -order odds start to
appear. If the current is reduced to say 50 mA, crossover distortion and consequent presence of higher -order odds is
ghastly. The nature of the transfer characteristics of VFETs
requires that they be run at idling currents of around 400
mA if crossover -type nonlinearities are to be avoided. Fortunately, the devices don't have thermal stability problems
because of a negative temperature characteristic that causes
idling current to decrease slightly with increased temperature. The main point here is not that many bipolar amps can
be made to look bad against the VFET amps in a comparative harmonic analysis but that there are a few very good bipolar amps around on the market which are virtually free of
higher -order odds. The superiority of VFET amps regarding
harmonic content over many bipolar amps is due in part to
their intrinsic linearity characteristics and to the way they
are operated-hot with lots of idling current.
VFETs have high breakdown voltages of 200-300 volts and
are free of secondary breakdown effects that are troublesome with bipolar devices. This is due to the nature of VFET
construction which allows for uniform current density over
the area of the chip, thereby eliminating local hot spots. The
devices have to be protected from excessive currents, and
from examination of the limited information on protection
circuits thus far available, it appears that the protection circuits do current limit.
Another significant difference between VFETs and bipolars is that the VFET is a majority carrier device and, unlike
the bipolar which is a minority carrier device, does not
suffer from storage time problems. Storage time effects in
bipolar amps cause secondary crossover distortion, reduced high -frequency power efficiency, and increased
high -frequency distortion. Figure 8 shows the relative
effects of stored charge in a switching circuit using a bipolar device. The upper trace is signal input, and the lower
trace is output current. Note that the current stays "on" for
a short period of time when the input is switched "off"
which is the storage item.

Figure 9 shows the performance of a VFET in a similar
switching circuit. Note that the lower trace, which is output
current, abruptly switches "off" when the input does. These
two 'scope photos were supplied by Sony, and although
time and amplitude scales weren't given, it is assumed that
the conditions are comparable for the two devices. An interesting curve by Yamaha (See Fig. 10) shows the frequency response of one of their VFETs in a single -ended circuit for two different values of source resistance, 0 and 50
ohms. If the drawing is correct, the actual source resistances are 50 and 100 ohms as the generator has a 50 -ohm internal resistance. A rough calculation of equivalent input
capacitance works out to about 2200 pF if the rolloff of 720
kHz for a total Rg of 100 ohms is assumed to all be in the input circuit. Of interest is the wide bandwidth of the device
when driven with a low resistance and the fact that the equivalent input capacitance is rather high and therefore needs
low -impedance drive to get these bandwidths.

400 mA in the VFET amps,

Fig.

Applications
Circuit configurations at this point seem to be of two

types-one utilizing the complementary devices made

by
Sony and NEC and the other developed by Yamaha for driving their same -polarity N -channel devices. Two of Yamaha's
devices, the YT 304, are capable of 150-200 watts output
power. The units are large-about 50% larger than the standard TO -3 power transistor package. Sony uses three Ns in
parallel and three Ps in parallel as complementary source

followers for a total of six devices per channel, producing a
power of 80 watts/channel in their TA -8650 and 100 watts channel in the TAN 8550, a power amp only which is supposed to be available in the U.S. in early 1975.
It would seem that it would take 4-5 Sony devices in parallel to equal the capabilities of one Yamaha YT 305. In comparing a complementary bipolar design to a complementary VFET design like Sony's, several important differences
become apparent. The operating gate bias for a drain current of 500 mA and a drain voltage of 60 volts is about 20
volts. This bias is minus in respect to the source for the N
channel and plus in respect to the source for the P channel.
This means that the control gates have to be separated by 40
V (± 20 V in respect to ground), since the sources are essentially tied together. If the driver circuit were simplified to
be a complementary common -emitter amplifier, as shown
in Fig. 11, the supply voltage to the drivers would have to be
about ± 100 V in order to swing the load to ± 60 V, assuming no saturation drop in the VFETs, class A operation of the
output devices, and perfect regulation of the ± 60 V supply.
VFETs have more saturation drop than bipolars. This, coupled with the regulation of the output power supply and the
fact that the output stages are operated class AB, would reduce the driver supply to perhaps ± 85 V, which is what
Sony uses for the bias supply stage that actually drives the
VFETs. A VFET amp of this type then requires another supply
voltage that is higher than the output supply. The preceding amplifier block, which is a several stage differential
amplifier with a current mirror -output stage, has a regulated ± 65 V supply and a regulated + 9 V, which are yet
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AUTOMATIC
PROGRAM

A

PE

DEC*

With other cassette decks. finding
your tape selection is hit or miss.
stop
You press fast forward
fast forwardrewind
stop
over and over in a mad search for
each selection. But not with
Sharp's RT -480. Just press fast
forward or rewind. Our Automatic
Program Finder finds the precise
beginning of your selection. And
does it automatically. No fumbling,

-

-

-

-

bumbling, or mumbling.
We eliminate the hiss as well as

the miss. With a built-in Dolby
"B"' type noise reduction system.
The RT -460 is professional all
the way. With Micro Crystal Ferrite
heads for Cr0, tapes. A selector
switch for normal, low -noise, and
CrO, tapes. Pause control for

editing. Automatic shutoff in every

---

mode. Lighted. expanded scale VU
metes. Advanced hysteresis

syncironous motor for inaudible
wow and flutter: 0.15%, W_ rms.
S/N -atio: 58 dB, with Doll), on.
And the frequency response is from
45-13.000=3 dB, using Cr[, tape.
All ttàs. plus great styling. 2
microphones and dust cove-. And
unde- S250. For the name of your

MAKES OTHER CASSETTE DECKS OBSOLETE. THE RT-480. ONLYFROM
'Dolby is

a trademark of Dolby Laboratories, Inc.
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nearest Sharp hi-fi dealer,
contact "Audio",
Sharp Electronics Corp.,
10 Keystone Pl.,
Paramus. N.J. 07652.

third and fourth supply requirements. It is evident that VFET
circuits are more complicated in terms of requiring more
supply voltages than the usual bipolar power amp which
usually has one plus and minus supply.
Another complication is the need to insure that the output stage supply voltage doesn't come "on" without bias
being present on the VFETs. Remember that they are fully
"on" with zero bias and if powered up without bias, would
present a low impedance path between the plus and minus
60 -volt supplies and surely result in their destruction. The
bias voltage in the Sony circuit comes "on" immediately and
the output stage is held in current limit by a time -delay mute
circuit for 4-5 seconds.
A final difficulty is the problem of matching the paralleled devices in the output stage. The bipolar method of
current sharing of multiple paralleled devices by using individual emitter resistors is not practical with VFETs. This is because the required drop across each source resistance to do
significant current equalizing would be excessive in order to
be a appreciable fraction of the 15-20 V source to gate bias
voltage. Sony solves the problem by brute force matching of
sets of output devices for an amplifier channel. There are
bias voltage range codes on the cases of the devices and instructions in the service manual on how to replace a blown
output stage with a new set of six new matched devices. Repairs on this amplifier apparently will be expensive. A
simplified schematic of the TA 8650 is shown in Fig. 12.
The Yamaha B-1 circuit is completely different and would
have to be termed a single -ended push-pull circuit rather
than quasi -complementary. The distinction is as follows:
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Fig. 11-Example drive circuit for
source follower output stage.

a

complementary

Most bipolar output stages that use same polarity output devices have one device operating as an emitter follower and
are driven from an emitter follower. The mating device, which

acting as a common emitter amplifier, is made to look like
effective voltage follower in order to match the gain of
the first emitter follower by the use of another complementary polarity driver. Hence, the name quasi -complementary for such an output stage. The basic circuit used by
Yamaha has been seen in a few bipolar power amplifiers and
is used by a well-known mixing -board manufacturer in its
basic amplifier -gain block. The circuit in a simplified form is
shown in Fig. 13. For the sake of simplicity, assume a bias
voltage for Q13 and Q14, the output devices, of -20 V. Q7 &
Q8 form a balanced differential amplifier that is fed from an
earlier differential amplifier in the overall circuit. If the resistors marked R1 & R2 are the same value, the equal currents flowing into Q7 & Q8 will establish equal voltage drops
in each resistor. Since these voltages are the bias voltages for
the output devices and assuming the output devices are
matched, the output will be at zero volts d.c. as indicated.
Now assume that the drive to Q7 & Q8 becomes unbalanced such that Q7 is turned "on" more and Q8 less. Since
Q7, 8 are sinked to a current source, the current change will
be equal but opposite in Q7, 8. Since the output impedance of both Q7 & Q8 is high due to being horizontal junction FETS, this change in current, 31, will cause the drop
across R1 to increase by an amount 1.E essentially independent of where the output junction goes. Similarly, the current decrease, 31 in Q8, will reduce the bias voltage drop in
R2 by an amount DE. This action has turned Q14 "on" more
and Q13 "on" less, causing the output junction to move in
the minus direction. A similar but opposite action occurs
with the input polarity reversed to Q7, 8. Q13 turns "on"
more and Q14 turns "on" less, causing the output junction
to go in the positive direction. The drive circuit supplies balanced out -of -phase voltages that are applied effectively between source and gate of Q13, 14 (except for some source
degeneration in the 0.22 -ohm source resistors), effectively
driving them as common source amplifiers. Q7, 8 swing different voltages in respect to ground into unequal impedances. The drain of Q7 swings the output voltage of the
amplifier ± the bias required to swing this output, whereas
the drain of Q8 only changes by the bias voltage required by
Q14. The dynamic load on Q7 is about u-1 times higher than
R1 while the load on Q8 is simply R2. (u is the amplification
factor of Q14 and is in the range of perhaps 3-8.) Aside from
the different load conditions on the drivers, the output devices are driven in a balanced fashion, hence the name single -ended push-pull. The actual circuit is somewhat more
complicated, having a set of source followers driving the
output devices, which is similar to a Darlington connection
is
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The single-play turntables only a great
changer company could have made.

Garrard's new single -play turntables are so advanced
in their solution of basic engineering problems that only

manufacturer of automatic changers (yes,
changers) could have
produced them.
This may sound
paradoxical to the partisans
of single play, but it's a perfectly realistic view of the
situation. The truth is that it's easier to make a single -play
turntable that works (never mind outstanding performance for the moment) than a record changer that works.
The very qualities that make the single -play turn=
table the preferred choice of certain users-straightforwardness of design, lots of room for relatively few parts,
fewer critical functions, etc. also permit an unsophisticated maker to come up more easily with an acceptable
model. Take a heavy platter and a strong motor, connect
them with a belt...you get the picture.
As a result, there are quite a few nice, big, shiny
and expensive single -play turntables of respectable
performancé in the stores today.
A thoroughbred single -play
camas
$15995
automatic is another matter.
We're talking about a turntable
that gives you not only state-of-the-art
performance in terms of rumble, wow,
flutter, tracking and so on, but also the
utmost in convenience, childproof and guest proof automation, pleasant handling, efficient use of
space, balanced good looks and, above all, value per dollar.
Here we're back on the home grounds of the changer
maker. He alone knows how to coordinate a lot of different
a leading

-

turntable functions and niggling little design problems
without wasted motions, space and expenditures. The
kind of thing Garrard is the acknowledged master of.
No other proof of this argument is needed than a
close look at the new Garrard Zero 100SB and 86SB.
Yes, they have heavy, die-cast, dynamically balanced
platters. Yes, they have belt drive. Yes, they have =64dB
rumble (DIN B Standard). And the Zero 100SB has
Garrard's unique Zero Tracking Error Tonearm, the first
and only arm to eliminate even the slightest amount of
tracking error in an automatic turntable.
But that's not the whole story.
What gives these turntables
the final edge over other single play designs is the way they're
automated.
Both are fully automatic in
the strictest sense of the term. Your hand need never
touch the tonearm. The arm indexes at the beginning of
the record, returns to the arm rest at the end of the
record and shuts off the motor, all by itself. The stylus
can't flop around in the lead -out groove.
There are also other subtle little features like
the ingeniously hinged dust cover (it can
be lifted and removed even on a narrow
shelf), the integrated low -profile teak base,
the exclusive automatic record counter (in
the Zero 100SB only) and the finger -tab
control panel. Plus one very unsubtle feature.
For your free copy of
The price.
16-page
The Garrard Guide, a

full -color reference booklet, write to

Garrard, Dept.

G-2,

100 Commercial Street,

Plainview, N.Y. 11803.
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of two bipolar devices. A common -gate push-pull stage is
interposed between Q7 and Q8 of the simple circuit in Fig.
13 and the gates of the above mentioned source followers.
Preceding Q7, 8 of Fig. 13 and going towards the amplifier
input is another common -gate differential stage, preceded
by two more common -source differential stages, the last of
which is the input differential amplifier and phase inverter.
A more complete simplified circuit for the power amp is
shown in Fig. 14. The active devices in the direct signal path
are all FETs, with Q5, 6, 9, 11, and 12 being VFETs and the rest
being small -signal horizontal -junction FETs. The three current sources for the first, second, and fourth stages are implemented with bipolar devices. The common -gate stages
are in the circuit to provide more input isolation between
stages and to presumably help feedback stability margins.
As in the Sony unit, this circuit has a number of regulated
supply voltages for various stages of the circuit. Details of
the protection circuitry were unavailable at the time of this
writing.

Listening Tests
It was found by measurement that the bias voltage for the
output stage upon turn "on" is immediately high and comes
down to the operating value after some seconds of delay. A
filter amplifier is available at the input to eliminate subsonic
energy. Two attenuation curves are available: a 6 dB/octave
rolloff with a 3 dB point of about 1.7 Hz, and a 12 dB/octave
cutoff with a 3 dB frequency of 10 Hz. All measurements and
listening on this amplifier were done through the direct input which bypasses the filter amp.
The Sony TAN 8550 was available to the writer only for an
afternoon. This proved sufficient to make a listening evaluation and a number of quick measurements mainly concentrating on basic linearity characteristics. The amplifier
sounded very smooth, detailed, and free of irritation. It
wasn't necessary to compare it to very many amplifiers to
find out that it was quite excellent. IM distortion measurements revealed a characteristic that would gladen the heart
of any triode -tube power -amp designer-essentially third harmonic distortion up to clipping with magnitudes in the
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14-Simplified schematic of the Yamaha

The Sony TA 8650 and Yamaha B-1 have been in the possession of the writer for several weeks and more time has
been spent in evaluating these two units. Pictures of each
are shown in Figs. 15 and 16. The Yamaha B-1 is a beautiful
hunk of amplifier-all 95 lbs. of it! Construction is all plug-in

boards, with even the four output -device heat sinks
having plugs for their easy removal. The TA 8650 is also a
very nicely made unit, using PC boards throughout. It is a
smaller amplifier and weighs in at 46 lbs. An interesting feature of this amp are the two indicators on the front panel,
one of which indicates clipping in the power amps and the
other indicates clipping in the phono preamps.
Considerable listening was done on the writer's speaker
system, which are large equalized arrays of 4 -in. drivers containing 30 fours and three tweeters per side. This speaker
system is rather efficient in the mid -range and for the listening levels used only requires about 5-10 watts per side. As
a consequence, the low-level end of the power range of a
large power amp is used, making it relatively easy to detect
roughness and edginess due to low-level nonlinearities.
Under these conditions, both amplifiers sounded almost incredibly good without a trace of edginess. They are slightly
different, however. The Sony seemed to have a little more
high -end definition, giving a bit more air and space to the
music. The Yamaha was a bit more subdued, giving the high end a clean, smooth nature which could be listened to for
long periods of time. The Sony sounds more like the very
best bipolar amplifiers, while the Yamaha is more like a very
good tube amplifier.
Additional listening tests are being carried out using the
less -efficient Magnepan NG -2167F speakers, which will tax
another portion of these amplifiers' operating range to produce the same SPL. Results thus far are only tentative, but
will be reported when these amps are reviewed.
Measurements of linearity mainly by using IM distortion
and analyzing the harmonic content of the IM residue revealed that both the Yamaha and Sony amplifiers were free
of higher order odd harmonics. The Yamaha did exhibit
some distortion products containing higher order odds
above 10 watts or so. It was found that the bias current was
low and adjustment of bias to 400-500 mA straightened this
out. The bias level on these amps is rather critical and if
underbiased very much, odd harmonics do creep in due to
relatively less gain near the origin. More complete measurements will appear later in reviews of both of these amplifiers.
In conclusion, it must be said that these VFET amplifiers
are more complicated than their bipolar counterparts and,
due to the development costs of the VFETs, are bound to be
more expensive when first brought out on the market. The
Japanese must be admired for developing this new power
device in an attempt to get more realistic music reproduction. The writer believes in the concept of these devices and
looks forward to seeing better amplifiers emerge with this
technology and, alas, dreads the near day when these two
units will have to be given up so others can see and hear
PC

them!
B-1.

N
Fig.

15-Yamaha B-1.

Fig.

16-Sony TA -8650.
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doEsn'i just put out.
It pulls in.

Don't get us
wrong. Our superb new C/M RR805
stereo receiver would be
a treasure for its amplifying
abilities alone. The unit delivers 54
watts RMS of continuous power per channel with both channels driven into either a 4n
or an 80 load, with only 0.2% harmonic distortion
at all frequencies from 20 to 20,000 Hz.
But we didn't just concentrate on the
amplifier section of the RR805 and then relax
when it came to the tuner. After all, we specialize in components for the professional and for
the serious audiophile. So we also did everything possible to make sure that all of the
amplifier's input signals would be as superb as
its output.
WEAK Al1D DISTAf1T STATIOIIS

COME Ifl LOUD Al1D CLEAR
As a result, the specially designed AM -FM
tuner in the RR805 provides such advanced features as a phase -locked loop decoder and an
LED stereo indicator. Sensitivity in the FM mode
is a remarkably high 1.811V with an extremely
steep slope, and only 6µV is required for 60db
quieting. Translation? You can pull in weak and
distant stations easily and hear them with the
same sharpness and clarity as local stations.
Other sections of the RR805 receiver are

You'll

also like
the RR805's full mode
selector, which has Mono
and Stereo
positions plus a Stereo Reverse to
let you correct transposed channels. The unit has an extra
phono input, too, for plugging in a children's
record player or for playing your old 78 rpm
records on a separate machine...and there's
an extra tape input and tape monitor to permit
you to dub in and rerecord existing tapes.
What's more, the RR805 is the only receiver
with inputs specifically designed to accommodate C/M's new feedback -controlled
loudspeakers.
This remarkable unit is so new that your
dealer may not yet stock it. If he doesn't, just
drop a line to C/M Laboratories, 327 Connecticut Avenue, Norwalk, Connecticut 06854. We'll
not only send you additional data on the
RR805, but if you wish, we'll arrange a demonstration for you at a dealer in your area...no
obligation, of course.
Hear C/M's RR805 soon-and discover
how beautifully a receiver can put out.
a And pull in.

equally advanced-with such refinements as
directly coupled output circuitry and an electrically separable preamp for interconnecting a
crossover network or an additional equalizer.
No wonder Station WLIR is using this
receiver for off -the -air monitoring and for radio _wow
relay work.

LABORATORIES

EXCEPTIONAL COMPONENTS FOR THE EXCEPTIONAL EAR.

Check No. 8 on Reader Service Card
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What's New in Audio
Sony/Superscope Tape Deck

Dynascan DVM

11MIt

Scott Digital FM Tuner

11110011

1/2eili4

L

The Sony TC -758 professional open reel unit is a three -motor, auto -reverse stereo deck using ferrite and
ferrite roto -bi -lateral heads. Bi-directional recording and playback, plus
101/2 -in. reel capacity give the TC -758
the longest recording and playing
time of any deck in Sony's line. A
servo -control motor and closed -loop
dual capstan drive system assure optimum speed and mechanical oper-

ation. Logic -controlled transport
functions, ultra -high frequency bias
and stereo headphone monitor head
are several additional features. Price:

B&K Model 282 is a 31/2 -digit digital
volt meter, said to have d.c. accuracy
of 0.5 percent. Other features include automatic polarity and decimal
point positioning, positive out -of range indication, 1 mV resolution, 10
megohms input impedance on both V
a.c. and V d.c., and full overload protection. It is supplied with the PR -21
probe, with switchable 100K ohm isolation ,resistor to prevent capacitive
loading while measuring d.c. in r.f.
circuits. Price: $200.00.
Check No. 92 on Reader Service Card

Model T335 doesn't use a tuning
capacitor, dial cord or knob for station selection. Instead, a specific
broadcast channel is selected via
punched card using the tuner's card
reader or via automatic or manual
scanning with front panel controls. As
the digital display reads out the desired frequency, a self-contained,
special purpose digital computer synthesizes the proper station frequency
by counting up from a highly accurate quartz -crystal reference standard. Other features include a lownoise MOSFET r.f. section to provide
IHF sensitivity of 1.8 pV, and two pre tuned, phase -linear, lumped six -pole
filters which maintain alignment in
the i.f. section. Price: $999.95.

Kenwood Pre -Amp

Check No. 94 on Reader Service Card

$999.95.
Check No. 90 on Reader Service Card

Fideltone Disc Care

FIDELITÓNE

rimmeimmi .
Fideltone's Intensive Care Kit #3052
contains a Fidelstat, a plush record
cleaner that reduces static charge in
addition to cleaning discs. Also included is a Disc Jockey soft -bristle
brush which attaches to your turntable for continuous cleaning, liquid
stylus cleaner and antistatic fluid. Pick
up the complete package for $10.99.
Check No. 91 on Reader Service Card
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Design Acoustics Speaker
Model 700-C is a highly sophisticated
control center designed with virtually no limit to the variety of control
and switching functions that may be
performed. In terms of dynamic range
and linearity, this unit, with its inherently low residual noise (less than 50
pV), handles a dynamic range in excess of 85 dB, referred to its nominal
1 -volt
output level. The controls
themselves provide minute adjustments in volume, balance, tonal compensation and noise filtering. There is
also selectable phono -cartridge input impedance, with settings for 600
ohms, 30 kohms and 50 kohms. Selectable low and high frequency filtering, audio muting, and a two-step
loudness control add to the unit's
control capabilities. Price: about
$700.00.
Check No. 93 on Reader Service Card

The Model D-4

is a 3 -way

system using

multi -faceted, trapezoidal enclosure. The woofer is 10 in. in diameter,
loaded by a sealed enclosure, and
mounted on the rear of the cabinet.
By acoustically coupling the woofer to
the room boundaries, Design Acoustics claims uniform bass response to
below 40 Hz. One 5 -in. midrange unit
radiating through a 2 -in. diameter
a

aperture provides an optimally

damped and well dispersed midrange. Three 21/2 -in. diameter cone
tweeters are mounted on each of the
front facets to provide uniform propagation of high frequencies into the
listening area. Provision is also made
to reduce output level of low and
high frequencies by 3 dB for achieving correct balance under a variety of
acoustic conditions. Price: $199.00.
Check No. 95 on Reader Service Card
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Acoustic Research Speaker

Marantz CD-4 Demodulator

.

to.

Sony/Superscope Parabolic
Reflector

.

i!)

íG icD-loo

rl 'n n

The LST-2 represents a blending of
drivers employed in other highly successful AR speaker systems. A unique
crossover network and spectral balance switch permit the user to select
the energy output best suited for his
individual room acoustics and program material. The geometric design
of the walnut cabinet along with the
characteristics of the drivers (10 -in.
acoustic suspension woofer; three
11/2 -in. midrange hemispherical dome
radiators, and three 3/4 -in. hemispherical dome tweeters) are said to
result in uniform dispersion at all frequencies. Price: $400.00.
Check No. 100 on Reader Service Card

The CD -400 incorporates PLL for the
30 -kHz subcarrier, Automatic Niose
Reduction System circuitry, and a
built-in RIAA equalization network.
This demodulator can be used with
any 4 -channel receiver on the market. Purchased separately, the CD -400
is $139.95; bought in conjunction with

other Marantz stereo/quad componentry, the price is $99.95.
Check No. 102 on Reader Service Card

Speakerlab Components

a variety of speaker
components from single drivers to
crossovers or complete speaker kits.
Kits may be purchased with speakers,
crossover, and front board, or as a kit
or completely assembled unit including enclosure. Prices for complete
speaker kits range from $57 to $385;
assembled units from $95 to $650.

Speakerlab offers

Accessories such as fiberglass, capacitors, and wire are also offered.
Check No. 103 on Reader Service Card

Kenwood Turntable
Wavetek Function Generator

r'

Depending on climatic conditions
and surroundings, the PRB-400 is
capable of picking up high quality
sound from a distance of several
hundred yards. Primary uses of this
sound -gathering device include live
recording of concerts, speeches, sport
events, and field research. The unit
may be hand held or mounted on a
tripod and is said to improve the
sound sensitivity of most omni-directional mikes by 10 to 20 dB. The price
of $99.95 includes hard -vinyl carrying
case and mike -stand adaptor.
Check No. 105 on Reader Service Card

3M Audio Tapes
The Scotch brand "Classic" line is said
to have a more brilliant high -frequency
response, excellent response at low
frequencies and a higher overall output
than previous 3M tapes. The manufacturer claims the Classic tapes have
high -frequency response superior to
low noise ferric oxide and display unexcelled performance in the vital low
range. The Classic line will be available in cassette, 8 -track and open -reel
formats. Typical prices: $4.35 for a
C-60 cassette; $5.00 for an 8 -track 90 minute cartridge, and $12.45 for a 90 minute (1800 feet) open -reel tape.
Check No. 106 on Reader Service Card

The KP-5022 uses a direct -drive system powered by an 8 -pole brushless
d.c. motor. Wow and flutter are rated
at 0.05 percent and rumble at 58 dB. A
statically balanced tubular arm with
an elliptical cross-section, die-cast
aluminum shell is incorporated. Shell
position is fully adjustable for optimum channel separation for stereo,
matrix, or CD -4 discs. Also featured
are repeat play, arm return, power
shut-off, anti -skate and a stroboscope speed adjustment. Price:
$319.95.
Check No. 101 on Reader Service Card
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The Model 152 Variphase Generator
has variable phase outputs with
manual or remote control of phase
angle. Phase may also be referencedto
an external sync input or to the unit's
own sync output, and controls with 4 -

digit resolution. Each output is independently programmable for sine,
cosine, triangle, or square waveform
or d.c. voltage as well as amplitude

and offset to ±9.99 V peak. Frequency is common for all channels and

programmable with 3 -digit resolua 1 Hz to 100 kHz range.

tion over

Price: $4,995.00
Check No. 104 on Reader Service Card

RTR Speaker System
Model 400E is a 3 -way system incorporating three kinds of drivers. The woofer
suspension 12 -inch
is an acoustic
unit with a two-inch voice coil. Midrange is handled by an array of four
RTR electrostatic wide excursion
panels. Extending the frequency response to 25,000 Hz is a solid-state
technology piezoelectric tweeter. The
cabinet of the 400E is made of hand rubbed walnut veneers. Power requirement is 20 watts to 100 watts program
material. Price: under $300.
Check No. 107 on Reader Service Card
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Equipment
Marantz Model 125 AM/FM Stereo Tuner

MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATIONS
FM Section
IHF Sensitivity: 1.8 µV. Quieting Slope: Mono, 56 dB at 5 µV;
61 dB at 10 µV; 71 dB at 50 µV; stereo, 52 dB at 50µV; 65 dB at
1000 µV. S/N: 73 dB in mono; 65 dB in stereo. Selectivity: 80
dB. Capture Ratio: 1.1 dB. AM Suppression: 63 dB. THD:
Mono, 0.2%; stereo, 0.3%. Image Rejection: 100 dB. I.F. Rejection: 100 dB. Spurious Response Rejection: 100 dB. Frequency Response: 30 Hz to 15 kHz +1 dB. Stereo Separation: 42 dB at 1 kHz; 29 dB at 10 kHz. Output Level: 100%
Modulation, mono, 1.7 volts; 50% modulation Dolby,
mono, 580 mV.
AM Section
IHF Sensitivity: 20 µV. Selectivity: 48 dB. I.F. Rejection: 60
dB. S/N: 55 dB. THD: 30% Modulation, 0.6%. Output Level:
For 30% modulation, 470 mV. Retail Price: $329.95.
Ever since Marantz introduced their fabulous 10-B tuner
some years ago, the company has enjoyed a reputation for
producing FM and AM products that are beyond the ordinary. Their new Model 125 proves that you can remove such
luxuries as multi -purpose oscilloscopes (thereby saving
more than $200.00 compared with their higher -priced
Model 120B) and still come up with a top -performing tuner
that will be limited in its performance only by the kinds of
radio station signals it receives. To this reviewer, the complete manner in which Marantz chose to publish its own

product performance specifications was the first clue to its
excellence. How many other manufacturers bother to tell
you about three specific points on the "quieting slope"? Yet
this information tells more-much more-than the almost
meaningless and archaic "IHF Sensitivity." In fact, Marantz
has incorporated in this tuner's specs nearly all of the newly
proposed measurements that the IHF hopes to make mandatory in the near future.
The new tuner bears the usual family resemblance to
other Marantz tuner, amplifier, and receiver products. The
gold -anodized front panel measures 151/4 in. by 53/4in. high
and extends beyond the classis and metal wrap, so that if
54

Profiles

you want to custom mount the unit behind a wooden front
panel, even an imprecise hand -sawn cut-out will do nicely.
The unit measures just under 12 in. in depth, not including
panel, knobs, and AM bar antenna (once it's pivoted away
from the chassis). "Gyro -touch" tuning, an edge -mounted,
thumb actuated flywheel tuning knob, is carried over into
this model, and we still find it to be one of the most elegant
(and really quite simple) station tuning arrangements
around. The two metal -turned large knobs at the lower left
and right of the panel are a continuously variable output
level control and a four -position (including OFF) muting
switch, about which more in a moment. Three push buttons at the lower right take care of power ON/OFF,
MONO/STEREO selection, and insertion of a high -blend
MPX filter circuit, useful when listening to noisy or weak
stereo FM signals. Two of the three matching buttons at the
lower left select AM or FM reception. The third button (or
rather its nomenclature) caused us our single minor concern as self-appointed consumer -confusion preventer. The
button is labelled FM DOLBY, and if you were confronted
with those words, wouldn't you think that a Dolby decoder
(for new FM Dolby broadcasts) was included? Well, what is
included is a choice of de -emphasis settings-the usual 75
microseconds for ordinary mono or stereo FM reception,
and 25 microseconds, now sanctioned by the FCC for stations using Dolby encoding. To properly decode such
broadcasts and gain the attendant noise reduction and dynamic range advantages, you'd still need an outboard Dolby
box, though we suspect that most audiophiles interested in
a tuner of this quality will already have the outboard Dolby
unit. Incidently, then the Dolby button is depressed, the
output level is no longer governed by the front -panel level
control but is available at fixed level (see specs above) so
that you can permanently calibrate your associated Dolby
decoder for correct playback decoding. If you don't own a
Dolby decoder in separate form, you'd be better off listening to Dolby -encoded broadcasts without the Dolby button
depressed.
The rear panel, pictured in Fig. 1, has the required pair of
output jacks, a detector jack which Marantz calls an FM
Quadradial Output (for a four -channel adaptor of the

Fig.

1-Rear panel of the Marantz

125.
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a line fuse, an unswitched a.c. convenience receptacle, and four push -to -insert -wire connection terminals for
300 -ohm, 75 -ohm, and AM external antennas. Next to these
terminals is a two -position slide switch identified as an "antenna attenuator," useful for reducing signal strength if
you're "right on top" of a transmitter. In our laboratory
tests, which included injection of signals up to 200,000 µV,
we did not find it necessary to use this switch for any reason
of overload or distortion, but we know of cases where listeners are bombarded by volts of signal, under which circumstances the extra attenuator might be helpful. The long
AM ferrite -bar antenna pivots away from the signal insulating qualities of the metal rear panel.
Removal of the walnut -clad metal wrap supplied with the
125 reveals the usual, orderly Marantz approach to circuit
identification and layout. Each circuit board is fully shielded
by its black cover and, where alignment points are required, strategically located holes, suitably identified, are
provided in this fully shielded unit. While a schematic diagram of the unit was not supplied with our test sample, discussions and correspondence with the people at Marantz
yielded the following insight into some of the design philosophy.
Marantz suggests that the performance of an FM tuner is
determined, largely, by the performance of its i.f. section.
The ideal amplifier should pass the entire band of frequencies which contains desired sideband information, with a
minimum of phase distortion. On the other hand, if one
wants to stress selectivity or the ability to reject unwanted
frequencies outside the passband, a familiar technique has
been to use crystal or solid state filters. With these, unfortunately, phase distortion sometimes tends to be high. For
the i.f. section of the 125, Marantz engineers claim to have
developed a constant phase filter. Phase linearity of frequency dependent networks is expressed in terms of
"group delay"-the rate of change of phase with frequency
and the use of an 18 -pole, linear -phase LC filter in the
Model 125 results in a group delay difference of less than
100 nanoseconds over the critical 200 kHz center portion of
the passband. Marantz claims that this represents a 15 -to -1
improvement over group delay difference achieved by
other, more conventional design approaches. In fact, they
go so far as claiming that the newly designed 18 -pole filter
actually gives performance superior to that of their now classic Model 10-B in such areas as IM and THD, separation
stability, lack of intermodulation products between main
channel and any SCA signals which might be present, and
improved "quieting" sensitivity. The internal layout of the

future),

quency for which audible harmonics would occur in FM
transmission), mono THD was just a bit over 0.1%, while the
stereo reading was 0.5%. Despite the excellent rejection of
carrier products by the Marantz 125 MPX circuitry, frequency response is not sacrificed at the high end. It remains within 0.5 dB all the way out to 15 kHz. Other measurements included capture ratio of 1.0 d'b, selectivity of 80
dB as claimed, spurious response rejection of 98 dB, and
image rejection of a bit better than the 100 dB claimed.
Stereo threshold occurs at an ideal 7µV, by which time S/N
in stereo is already -42 dB and THD is down to 1.5%. Three
of the four muting positions are ideally set to provide thres111.111110111111111111RIIIIIIIIIIMINIIRIez

Fig.

2-Internal view.

0

those stated by Marantz.
Stereo separation, plotted in Feb. 4, was 42 dB for mid frequencies and 29 dB at 10 kHz, exactly as claimed. At low frequencies (down to 50 Hz) it was still above 35 dB. In the
same graph, THD versus frequency is plotted for mono and
stereo operation. Even at the 7 kHz extreme (the highest fre-
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chassis can be seen in Fig. 2.

FM Measurements
Some of the claims made by Marantz in the above discussion were quickly confirmed as we began to measure
performance. Consider the data shown in Fig. 3. Aside from
reaching an IHF sensitivity of just under 2.0µV, quieting was
actually better than -70 dB at a mere 20 µV of input signal,
having reached a listenable 50 dB at a mere 2.2 µV in mono.
Equally impressive was the 50 dB quieting point in stereo,
which occurred at an input signal of only 18µV. Mono THD
was as low as our equipment would allow us to read, 0.09%,
while in stereo (a far more difficult achievement) THD was
only 0.15% for mid -frequencies. Ultimate quieting reached
75 dB for mono, 69 dB for stereo-both figures well beyond
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other carries normal LINE IN and LINE OUT jacks as well as
two DIN sockets for the same functions.
Workmanship is first-class, and the capstan assembly,
heads and tape guides are up to professional standards. Styling is a personal matter but I found the black and satin panel
with the contrasting blue meters and colored pushbuttons

tion according to the signal level to improve the reproduction above 8 kHz at slower tape speeds. This system achieves
results somewhat similar to the Dolby and ANRS noise reducing systems and possibly accounts for the excellent Signal/Noise ratio found in our tests (below) at the slower
speeds.

-

most attractive.

Three motors are used, an a.c. servo type for capstan
drive and two eddy current motors for the reels. Now a few
words of explanation regarding some unusual control functions. First, as some readers may have guessed, Quadra -Sync
is AKAI's name for the recording head monitoring system
that permits making synchronized multiple recordings. For
example, you can record a group on tracks 1 and 3 and then
add a piano on track 2, plus a guitar on track 4 later. Or you
can make multiple mono recordings, and the signal level of
any track can be increased to dominate if desired. In fact,
the possibilities are endless!

Measurements

Figure 3 shows the playback response from a standard test
tape, and the record -play response at 15 ips is shown in Fig.
4. Maxell UD 50-7 was used and it can be seen that the upper
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Fig.

3-Response with standard 15 ips test tape.
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2-Rear (bottom) layout of AKAI GX-400D-SS deck.

The REPEAT -REVERSE switch has three positions: single,
continuous, and off. To make use of this feature one applies
a small piece of sensing foil to the tape; with the switch in
the SINGLE position the tape will play up to the foil, then
automatically rewind and stop. In the Recording mode, the
tape will be recorded up to the foil, rewind and then it will
stop. Now, with the switch set to CONTINUOUS (the sensing foil applied at two places on the tape) the machine will
play back and forth continuously. In the two -channel
(stereo) mode it is possible to play back in two directions,
record and stop, or play continuously in both directions-truly versatile! The CUE switch brings the monitor
heads down near (not quite touching) the tape during REWIND so that what the manual describes as a "tweeting"
sound (speeded -up Donald Duck?) can be heard, facilitating tape editing. The remote control socket at the rear is for
the optional RC -17 Remote Control which can operate all
machine functions.
No circuit details are given, beyond the information that
the electronic section uses 95 transistors, 88 diodes, and 4
ICs.

Featured in this machine is AKAI's ADR noise -reduction
system, which, they explain, varies the recording equaliza-

4-Record-play response at

Fig.
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5-Record-play response at 71/2 ips with Maxell UD 50-7

tape.

dB point is 31 kHz. Overall response is within 2 dB from 35
Hz to 30 kHz-a very creditable performance. At 71/2 ips,
the
response was almost as good, the 3 dB point was at
27 kHz.
Saturation at high frequencies, shown by the 0 VU
upper cur 3
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Your experience has taught you
the things that make a FINE microphone.
Now treat yourself to a
test experience with the FINEST.

ASTATIC 800 SERIES
CARDIOID AND OMNIDIRECTIONAL

MICROPHONES
Ask your nearest Astatic Distributor or

write direct for

a

trial installation.

THE BIGGEST NAME IN
PHONO CARTRIDGES, NEEDLES, MICROPHONES

.

THE ASTATIC CORPORATION / Conneaut, Ohio 44030 U.S.A.

In Canada: Canadian Astatic Ltd., Scarborough, Metro Toronto, Ontario
11803, U.S.A.
Export Sales: Morhan Exporting Corp., 270 Newton Road, Plainview, New York
Check No.5 on Reader Service Card

ves, was somewhat less at 10 ips, as might be expected, and it

likely that recordings made with really top quality microphones at 15 ips might sound slightly better, so far as high
energy transients are concerned. Several other tapes were
checked at 71/2 ips, including Capitol 2 and the new Scotch
Classic. The latter is a fine grain formulation which measured close to the Maxell, with the Capitol tape not far behind. Figure 7 shows the results at 33/4 ips. The effect of tape
saturation can be seen clearly. Recall that 20 kHz response
was considered excellent for a studio machine not so long
ago, and the overall performance of the AKAI may be seen
as a tribute to its head design (and a new generation of tape
formulations).
At 1 kHz the distortion at 0 VU was 0.45% and this did not
increase significantly over the audio range, as shown in Fig.
6. The standard 3% distortion level was reached at +6 VU,
is

ii
CLASSIC

5dB

e

CAP 2

providing more than adequate headroom. Signal-to-noise
ratio came out at 57 dB (ASA weighted) referred to 0 VU, or
63 dB referred to 3% distortion. These figures are for the
Maxell tape; the Capitol 2 measured 62.5 dB, and the Classic
64 dB. Wow and flutter (record -play) checked out at 0.03%
at 15 ips, 0.05% at 71/2 ips, and 0.095% at 33/4 ips! Input signal required for 0 VU was 22 millvolts (line) and 0.2 millivolts (microphone). Output for this input signal was 1.4
volts. Rewind time was 72 seconds for a 1200 -foot reel.
Apart from the aircraft -panel styling mentioned above,
found the most impressive feature of the 400D -SS to be the
remarkably efficient logic control. For example, put on a
15-ips tape. After a few seconds realized that the machine
speed was set to 71/2 ips, so I turned the speed switch to
15-the reels came to a stop. Nothing happened for two or
three seconds, then they started turning at the right speed.
Uncanny. If you want to change tape direction in midstream, you press the appropriate button, which lights up,
the tape stops and, after a brief delay, away it goes. AKAI
calls this their Direct Function Change System and says it
eliminates the need to use the STOP button between changes. They do warn against using very thin tapes but I found
the action so gentle that the tape would have to be extremely thin and fragile to be harmed.
I

I

I

Listening and Recording Tests
As this is primarily á quadraphonic machine, the first tape
played was a quadraphonic one, the Ambiphon demonstration tape The Sound of Space. I then made some disc
transfers at 33/4 ips and most commercial records were indistinguishable from the tapes, or should I say that the other
way around? Anyway, the phono cartridge I used was an
Audio-technica AT -20S and the amplifier a Phase Linear 400
I
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with a Sony 2000F preamplifier. Loudspeakers were Acoustic Research LST's or an experimental dynamic -electrostatic
hybrid. Direct recordings were made with a pair of AKG C 451E microphones, and here the 15 ips showed its superiority. No doubt about it-tapes made at this speed were
cleaner than those made at 71 ips, but you would have to
make a rapid -switching A -B comparison to tell. The Quadra -Sync controls worked very nicely and even the most ham-
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MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATIONS
Equalization: Phono, Tape, and Flat. Gain: 34.5, 37, and 27.5
dB respectively at high -gain output; 11, 13.5, and 4 dB respectively at low -gain output. Frequency Response: Phono
12 dB of RIAA curve from 40 to 15,000 Hz; Tape, ±2
dB of 71/rips NAB curve from 50 to 15,000 Hz; Flat, ±2
dB from 20 to 20,000 Hz. Distortion: Under 1% THD for an
output of 2 volts at 1000 Hz; in Phono position, THD is less
than 1% at 30 Hz with 2 volts output. Clipping Level: Phono
and Tape, 100 mV input; Flat, 250 mV input. Channel Separation: 50 dB or better at 1000 Hz. Hum and Noise: Phono, better
(Continued from page 18)
er. (Maybe E -V and Philips should
contact him on that point....) But my
challenge to you, the audio engineer, is to understand that here you
have a solid piece of the future in
audio software, and you might as well
start figuring your pulses right now.
For, as I see it, there is no reason at all

ARIES

handed novice could follow the simple instructions. All -in all, the AKAI GX-400D-SS can be recommended to those

who want a versatile 4 -channel machine with professional
performance.
Footnote: This machine tips the scale at 69 pounds, so
make certain that your shelf or table is strong enough to
hold it!
George W. Tillet
Check No. 81 on Reader Service Card
than 71 dB below 10 mV input from 20 to 20,000 Hz; Flat, better
than 64 dB below 10 mV input from 20 to 20,000 Hz. Dimensions: 59/6 in. W, 41/2 in. D, 25íe in. H. Flanges extend 1/2" on
each end. Weight: 13/4 lbs. Price: $36.00.
While nearly every modern hi-fi amplifier is equipped for
proper equalization of phono cartridges, there are relatively
few that are similarly equipped for tape -head inputs, although most tape recorders have the necessary equalization
built in, and present an output that is essentially flat.
The equalization provided for phono inputs is not always as exact as it should be, particularly in "economy"
amplifiers. Furthermore, it is often desirable for the user to
have two inputs for phono available, for instance, with front
panel switching available to select either a turntable or a
changer. The M64 preamplifier is an ideal device for such
applications, and is small, self -powered, and effective. The
two inputs employ phono receptacles, and the outputs are
pairs of phono receptacles, one of each pair for high-level and
one for low, being 24 dB below the high output. A three -position slide switch selects the mode of operation-phono, flat,
or tape. On the rear of the cabinet are two terminals which
supply 30 volts of well -filtered d.c. for whatever purpose the
user may want. These terminals may also be used to power
the preamplifier from any 30 -volt source, possibly from three

-KITS!

ARIES INCORPORATED
119 FOSTER STREET
PEABODY MASS
01960
(617-531-0450)

why-all

in due time-Knight
shouldn't be able to play his big work
one one tape recorder, and none of
this 32 -channel jazz, please. This is a
portable show.
Dare suggest that the day after tomorrow you engineers should be able
to reduce those 40 channels to minimal size with no trouble at all, maybe
even on quarter -inch tape? So that
Entity One, and Entity 25, and a thousand other new works of coming
sonic interest can be trotted around
with a lone tape recorder under one
arm to play them, and the whole thing
set up (aside from the 40 speakers) in
five minutes. Could be, if you really
get your digital transmission in hand.
Oh yes-the amplifier. See last
month. There would be only one, of
course. With 40 channels in it. That,
too, ought to be in the works if guess
rightly. I'm an incurable optimist and
so say get on with it and have fun.
Digitality is here to stay. Burma -Shave.
to+
Over & Out.

ELECTRONIC MUSIC SYNTHESIZER KIT
*Standard I Volt/Octave, 10 Volt range scale factor
*Fully compatible with the products of other manufacturers
*Five octave, two voice high quality keyboard
*Fully modular, professional Construction
*Priced at a fraction of other units
*Available in kit or wired form
*WRITE, OR CHECK READER REPLY FORM FOR
INFORMATION ON THIS, AND OTHER ARIES
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It's the
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...
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composition while leaving
expensive equipment free for
more demanding tasks.
TO THE BEGINNER ... It's a
low cost introduction to synthesizers that won't be obsolete
when more expensive instruments are purchased.
TO THOSE IN BETWEEN...the
GNOME's portability and ease of
operation make it great for "toy
boxes," sound enacts or just
for fun.
a

plus shipping

&

insurance

4 lbs.

PAIA's FREE CATALOG .
features the GNOME and
other electronic music kits.
Check our Reader Service
Number or Write: PAIA
Electronics, Dept. A, 1020
W. Wilshire Blvd., Okla.
City, OK 73118

Check No. 18 on Reader Service Card

transistor batteries in series, which would have a life
of over 100 hours. The power switch on the rear of the case
also opens the 30 -volt circuit so the switch would also serve
to turn the unit on or off when batteries were used.
The circuit of the preamplifier is relatively simple. Two
low -noise transistors are used for each channel-the first is
an NPN unit which is direct coupled to the second, a PNP
transistor, with equalization provided by the feedback. The
power supply consists of a transformer feeding two diodes
in a full -wave rectifier circuit, with 500 uF of filtering resulting in less than 20 mV of ripple at the output, and the circuit
9 -volt

itself minimizes the effect of power-supply ripple so that the
is 40 dB below the 20 mV, which is 80 dB below the
nominal 2 volts output in the phono position with the input
terminated in a dead short.
If the gain is not adequate for the application the user
wants, instructions are given for increasing the gain by as
much as 12 dB by simply adding two resistors across two already in the circuit. The increase may be as little as 3 dB or
as much as 12 in 3 -dB steps. Instructions are also given for
providing balanced -line output by adding a transformer at
the output-a need which would arise if the preamplifier
were to be used to feed broadcast mixers.

output

Performance

1-Rear of stereo preamp showing power switch and
terminals for supplying 30 volts to external equipment, or
for connecting batteries for portable operation.
Fig.

The curves of equalization follow those specified well
within the 2 -dB limits mentioned in the specifications.
Distortion at 1000 Hz measured 0.08 percent at the two -volt
output, and 0.12 percent at 3 volts. Gain in the phono position
measured 36 dB at 1000 Hz; in the flat position 27 dB, and in
the tape position, 37.1 dB. Hum and noise was measured at
better than 80 dB below 2 volts output in the phono position,
and better than 70 dB in the flat position. At 30 Hz, distortion
measured 0.45 percent at the two -volt output. Crosstalk in
the phono position measured better than -65 Db at 1000 Hz,
and better than -57 dB at 10,000 Hz, also compared to the twovolt output.
This is a simple, well -engineered preamplifier which
could well serve as a laboratory preamp. This observer has
long used a battery-operated preamp for test and experimental use-sometimes an additional package of gain is
needed. Battery operation eliminates the possibility of
hum, of course, but this unit is so hum -free that the inconvenience of battery operation is completely eliminated.
For example, when displaying square -wave patterns on a
'scope, the cartridge must be fed into a flat amplifier with
sufficient gain to provide a suitable display on the 'scope,
and this unit serves the purpose admirably.
The only possible disadvantage of this unit is its input impedance -47,000 ohms, which limits its use to stereo cartridges, since CD -4 cartridges require an input of 100,000 ohms.
For use with discrete four -channel records and cartridges,
the output from the cartridge would normally be fed

directly to a demodulator anyway, so this one objection has
little validity. In every other particular, it is an ideal instrument.

C. G.

McProud

Check No. 82 on Reader Service Card

2-Top view of stereo preamp with cover removed.
Note metal shield between power supply and printed circuit board.
Fig.
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Canby's Capsules
Edward Tatnall Canby
WIND MUSIC
Mozart: Arrangements for Wind
(Don Giovanni, Die Entführung).
Netherlands Wind Ensemble.
Philips 6500 783, stereo, $7.98.

Annapolis Brass Quintet. Crystal
S202, stereo, $6.98.
Berlin Brass Quintet. Crystal S201,
stereo, $6.98.

The Little Prince, Saint-Exupéry,
original version (in French), G.
Philipe, G. Poulouly. Everest 3352,
stereo, $4.98.
The Little Prince, Read by Peter
Ustinov. Argo ZSW 520-1, two
discs, stereo, $13.96.

An unpretentious title, but this is one of the greatest discs ever-it knocked
me over. Superbly intelligent playing of arrangements from two Mozart operas; the Overtures plus familiar segments, done with such legerdemain
you'd swear the original could never be as good. Even opera specialists
would be happy; Mozart lovers should melt into a puddle with sheer joy!
Big, clean, spacious, colorful recording too, stunningly good. A premium price bargain on all counts.

Two brass quintets and Io! the U.S. model comes off best. Annapolis plays
mostly 17th c. German and English, including some "new" names. The
sound is pro and modern, not very "authentic" for old music, but musical
even so, and never show-off. Berlin, using rotary -valve trumpets and a very
fat tuba on bass, somehow projects a "German band" sound, sort of gnomes
in the black forest a la Volkswagen. Nice and plump, but not good for the
similar old -music arrangements and rather unbrilliant for the modern music
on side 2. Annapolis wins.

Coincidence? Hardly. The Little Prince is out as a new Broadway musical,
which these two ain't. Just cashing in. Everest's "original" is reissue of an excellent French dramatic condensation, radio style, omitting the lengthy
philosophizing of the original printed story of lost aviator and small child
from a space asteroid. Better know your French! Argo's Ustinov reads the
whole thing in English, doing all the parts; he works hard but the results are
heavyhanded, inflating the little fantasy into a big overlong bore. Fussy
Mozart music bridges. Much better to read the original yourself-cheaper
and faster. N.B. The musical's original -cast disc will be along shortly, I expect.

The Art of the Viola da Gamba, vol.
1
(Bach, Telemann). Eva Heinitz;
Malcolm Hamilton, hps. Delos DELS
15341, stereo, $5.98.

Well matched performing-Heinitz is a senior gambist from 'way back, a
pioneer, Hamilton (as previously noted) plays curiously old-style harpsichord. Good, intense playing throughout, three Bachs and a Telemann; but
the recording is stuffy, the gamba close and unresonant, the harpsichord
tending to thump. You get used to it; the music is persuasive.

O Vilanella. The Consort of Musicke,
Anthony Rooley, dir. L'Oiseau -Lyre
SOL 334, stereo, $5.98.

A new slant here. In this old -music consort from England the instruments are
all strings, from rebec to viols and lutes in two sizes; the voices are all -male,
all -ensembles; they sing loud and minus vibrato, a barber -shop-plus blend.
It's good.

Beethoven Joyously! 3 Duets for
Clarinet and Bassoon. Michele Zukovsky, David Breidenthal. Avant AV
1011, stereo, $5.98.

Early -Beethoven duets, played with plenty of life and joy-but why the so close mike placement? It robs us of the hall sound, barely audible in back,
dampens the tone, you hear breaths, close-up. These instruments can sound
so big in duets! Back away, Avant, and try for that illusive perfect pick-up

Harry Partch: The Bewitched, a
Dance Satire (1957). Univ. of Illinois
Musical Ensemble. CRI SD 304, 2
discs, sim. stereo, $11.90.

A CRI reissue of 1957 recording on Partch's Gate
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point, for larger -than -life sound.
5 label, one of his gigantic
works, the excellent sound here rechanneled for stereo effect. Better to see
and hear the gorgeous Partch instruments, the dancers and "lost musicians," the Witch; you can, study the story and significances for days even
here-but just listening to 4 sides of twangs, gongs, crashes, all out of tune,
plus assorted yamps, ho-ho-hos, zowies from the voices, is entertaining and
instructive. What an indominable man!
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Zilla wants You!
x`$375
Each

an

Kit

offer you can't refuse*

Two metered AMPZILLAS for the price of one
competitive amplifier. Introductory offer good
until January 1, 1975.
Guaranteed minimum 200 watts RMS per channel;
both channels driven 20-20 KHz, ± .25 dB at less
than .05 THD or IM distortion at 8 ohm. loads.

EXCEEDS new FTC power output requirements.
Great review in the September Popular
Electronics. FABULOUS review in the
Absolute Sound No: 5. Send for free
reprints.
Non -metered kit ($340). Easy to build, no
nuts and bolts, no wires to solder,
full manual, direct reading power
watt meters. Full complementary
push-pull from input to output.
Fan cooled for ultimate reliability. Completely wired and tested ($525).
Nu! metered ($475). Availabledirectly from*

.r'

THE GREAT AMERICAN SOUND COMPANY, INC.
8780 Shoreham Drive, W. Hollywood, CA 90069 - (2131 659-2486
`After January 1, 1975 See Your Local Dealer
Check No. 12 on Reader Service Card

Model AT15S cartridge shown
in Model AT1009 tone arm.

THE i.

OTTIP

IS SHIBATA
...and
audio-technica!
The only phono stylus tip designed for lower record wear while
improving high frequency tracing.
It's the stylus we include on our
AT12S, AT14S, AT15S & AT2OSL
Audio-Technica Dual Magnet'

audio technica,
AUDIO-TECHNICA U.S., INC., Dept. 25A,
In Canada: Superior Electronics, Inc.

The Elite Disc
Beethoven: Piano Concerto No. 3.
Claudio Arrau; Concertgebouw Orch.,
Haitink. Philips 6580 078, stereo
$7.98.

Rachmaninoff: Piano Concerto No. 3.
Rafael Orozco; Royal Philharmonic
Orch., Edo de Waart. Philips 6500 540,
$7.98.

Eight bucks apiece? Well, here's
the new world of elite recording, and
the idea is worth thinking about. It
is an unheard-of price for an LP.
But don't forget that in the 1930s
the same music on quantities of shellacs-as many as 11 or 12 of the

heavy breakables-would have cost
even more, in dollars that were worth
a vast deal more than the $ today.
That was the time of the Great Depression, and assorted Recessions, remember? It is curious that in difficult
times a case may be made, and usually is made, for two opposite approaches towards such wanted "luxuries" as these records. One says
make 'em cheap. Columbia made
history by lowering its shellac discs
to a dollar each in the early 1930s.
The other says make 'em dear. People

will pay for the privilege of having a
product that is difficult and expensive to produce. Now, we are pondering exactly the same sort of situation,
even though the economics of today
are very unlike those of the Thirties.
If were buying, would buy these.
I

cartridges. To give you
better sound from any
matrix record or present
stereo disc, as well as
correct, long-lasting performance from discrete
4 -channel (CD -4) records.
Audio-Technica Dual Magnet
cartridges are brand new and
loaded with features. Like a separate, independent magnetic system for each side of the stereo
groove. And smooth response to
45,000 Hz and beyond. Plus very
low moving mass for superior tracing ability.
Get a tip from leading audio

showrooms throughout the
country who are now stocking
and recommending the AudioTechnica Dual Magnet cartridges.
For every modern record you own.
'U.S. Patent Nos. 3,720,796; 3,761,647

I

They are by today's standards absolutely elite discs, not in mere big name public relations but in the fact,
the musical performance, and the
recorded sound. Both are just plain
superb. So good that you can barely
believe it.
I have come around to Arrau from
once disliking his pianism. He is now
one of the elder giants, with no
longer any "career" to push forward
into-he has long since done all that.
Now, it is a matter of sheer music,
and that is what you hear. He is a
less showy Rubinstein, both men in
their age as strong fingered as in
youth. As the perfect foil, the thoughtful Dutch Concertgebouw playing
never rushes, never shows off BEETHOVEN-yet is never dull. And such
impeccably beautiful recording, such
surfaces!
As for Rachmaninoff, I usually listen enthralled for five minutes, then
get bored. He does go on and on. Not
here. This is a tremendously appeal-

ing, youthful performance, absolutely
fresh and new, dynamic, full of
energy but not mere look -at -me
energy; musical energy. Young De
Waart is one of the most musical

33 Shiawassee Ave., Fairlawn, Ohio 44313
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conductors of his generation. When
this Concerto wound into its rousing
finale I literally jumped up and
shouted, a home -based Bravo!!
As a PS, I think that we in the U.S.
can duplicate any aspect of these
Philips recordings, if we will, except
perhaps the final step, the disc itself. Our tapes are clean and quiet.
We have the music, when we can
afford it. Our discs lose too much.
Depression or no, we will have to
pull up our disc technology if we are
to meet this competition. Even inflated, our similar LPs aren't yet
worth $7.98, the elite price.
The Organ of Coventry Cathedral.
Christopher Herrick. (Bonnet, Brahms,
L'Oiseau -Lyre
Mozart,
Reubke.)
SOL 335, $6.98.
Well-they come in all shapes and
sizes, and when the wrong organ
plays the wrong music, it can be
awful. This enormous conglomerate
organ goes with the enormous and
barn -like new Coventry Cathedral,
replacing the one the Germans
bombed down, and it is a pro organist's dream machine, but not mine.
At least in these Herrick performances. I found it musically harsh, loud,
generally hideous in impact, whether
in the Bonnet Variations, the chest nutty Reubke (that old 94th Psalm
again) or the very unstylish Mozart.
Only the gentle Brahms chorales come
through with musical persuasiveness
for the non -organist ear. Still-for an

organ professional there is plenty of
interest, in case you are one.

Mozart: Symphonies No. 38
("Prague"), No. 41 ("Jupiter"). B.B.C.
Symphony Orch., Colin, Davis Philips
6500 313, stereo, $7.95.
Curious. Colin Davis has a marvelous affinity for these last Mozart
symphonies; his interpretations of
them are on the very highest level

perceptive understanding as
conveyed through a working orchestra of musicians. And yet his "Don
Giovanni", also on Philips, misses
this same level by a mile, though perhaps largely due to the solo voices,
who seem to go their own way (and
no doubt with only the sketchiest of
last-minute rehearsals-what could
the poor man do?). Here, you will
find near -ideal balance and weight
given to the profound inner materials
of the works (often brought out too
sententiously) as opposed to their
suavely invariable high styling. In
particular, the slow introductions,
difficult to assess and play well,
are unusally fine. The recording
seems a bit on the dark -toned side.
Maybe the hall acoustics?
of
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At last!An
ampifier
fine enough
to wear
the
- name

For years Bozak has been designing and building audio amplifiers with the
uncompromising performance, power and reliability required for sound reinforcement systems used by major symphonies across the country, from the
New York Philharmonic to the Hollywood Bowl Orchestra.

Now Bozak introduces the Model 929, based on experience gained in building
fine commercial amplifiers but designed specifically for use in the home music
systems of those whose goal is perfection' in sound.
The Model 929 Amplifier features:

o Continuous minimum sine wave

power: 150 watts per channel into 8 ohms
from 20 to 20,000 hertz at less than 0.2% total harmonic distortion.

El

Instant, noiseless on/off.

o Direct -coupled output to eliminate transformer distortion.
E Protection for speakers against DC burn -out and damaging subsonic impulses.
E Overheat protection.

I: Electronic circuit protection-no fuses
III

in the

output circuitry.

Individual input adjustments for each channel.

D Ready for "bi -amp" operation.

ä The Bozak nameplate.
Designed and manufactured in Bozak's own plant, Model 929 has to be heard
to be believed-particularly in conjunction with the new Bozak Monitor -C
speaker system. You can do so at selected Bozak dealers. We'll gladly send
you their names.

BOZAK, Inc., Box 1166, Darien, Connecticut 06820
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99 WAYS TO IMPROVE SHORTWAVE LISTENING
by Len Buckwalter. Excellent guide for the new camer to shortwave listening, as well as valuable source of information for technicians.
Some items include: antennas and their installation, receiver improvements, accessories, listening techniques. 144 pages, 51/2" x 81/2". Soft
bound. No. 20911-$4.95

FOUR -CHANNEL

SOUND by Leonard

ice. 144 pages,

-

51/2" x 81/2". Softbound.

No.

20966-$525

AUDIO CYCLOPEDIA
Trernaine (2nd Edition). Complete reference library for audiophiles. This updated

TAPE RECORDING FOR
THE HOBBYIST by Art

Zuckerman. Covers a
variety of uses for
tape recorders. Gives
useful tips on microphones, special sound
effects, candid recordings, correspondence
by recording, tape

edition offers most
comprehensive information on every aspect
of the audio art. Includes more than 3400
related topics and
1600 iilusfrations. No.

editing, and

producing your own program.
No. 20583-$6.95

20675-429.95
HCW TO BUILD
SPEAIC.R ENCLOSURES
by Alexis Badmaieff
and Dori Davis. A thou
oagh and comprehen-

siv-:

Feldman.

Pres.nts a clear picture of how various 4chanrel systems work, how 4 -channel can improve your present sound system and what to
look for in assembling or purchasing a system.
Provides background needed to install and serv-

HI-FI STEREO
BOOK by F.

Boyce
(3rd Edition). The perfect reference guide
for all persons inter-

"do-it-yourself"
STERN

bjok, providing practi-

HAND-

cal and theoretical information on the
"wh;s" as well as the
"hews' of constructing high-quclit',, top performance speaker
enclosures. Pb. 20520

ested in

hi/fi

stereo

sound reproduction.
This edition includes
new material on phono

cartridges,

-$5.00
NI -F; PROJECTS FOR THE HOBBYIST by Leonard F.Adman (2nd Edition). Tells how to improve existing hi/fi stereo systems at minimum
cost. fio pror knowledge or skill required. Prov°des elsy-to-follow instructions, clear wiring
Jiagrsms, construction details and photos. Easy -

head

phones, adapter circuits, tape cartridges
and FM operation. No.

20918-$6.95
éT1-j
r..r,ftr
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SERVICIRG

HI-FI STEREO SERVICING GUIDE by Robert G.
Middleton. Complete guide for servicing a m
tuners, f m tuners, stereo multiplex units and
audio amplifiers. Also includes hi/fi speaker
installations and overall system evaluation,
trouble localization. 112 pages, 81/2" x 11",

to -build

projects include four -channel master
control box, integrated circuit stereo adapter,
rumble filter, etc. 144 pages, softbound. No.

20:25--$4.95

softbound. No. 20715-$4.95

A FEBRUARY BOOK BONANZA!
... with Audio magazine's best SOUND ADVICE
suggestions from our hi-fi library
What better way to enjoy cold evenings than this ..
a book from these highly practical hi-fi book
selections on this page! Everyone appreciates a gift
and be sure to order
as helpful of these
one or two for yourself!

r
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134 North 13th Street
Philadelphia, Pa. 19107

...

No minimum number of books to buy.
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published every year-is sure to please! So pick
the books you want today. Simply fill out
the coupon and mail.
Prices include mailing and handling charges,
nothing more to pay. Money back if not satisfied
and books are returned in 10 days.
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Fred DeVan
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fine components, plus "Test Reports"
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Billy Joel

Billy Joel may be a new face and not
exactly the most experienced performer around, but when he does
something right, he does it very right.
Piano Man (Columbia CQ 32544) was
his first album, and the title song
might well stand the test of time and
vagaries of rockdom to become a true
classic. The other cuts on the Piano
Man album seem pale in comparison
and may be the weakness of that
album. Its strong lead is so strong it
makes you expect too much of this
one. Many other more -established
folks suffer this same syndrome of
having one or two heavies and a
bunch of flotsam surrounding them
to fill the disc. Billy Joel had a lot of
middle -weight material vying with a
blockbuster. The temptation to bypass much of his material may lead
one past the quality that is there.
His new album, Streetlife Serenade,
sets out to overcome this difficulty; it
succeeds. True, the blockbusters are
there, but this time out they do not
seem bigger than life. They are in proportion. The material is all written by
Billy Joel and is held together by his
excellent keyboard work. The tasteful, complementary arrangements by

Billy and his producer, Michael
Stewart, work well, and make the
album a completely satisfying work.
As the piano player has matured, so
have his words and themes.
Billy Joel is able to write sensitively
about almost ordinary things without
becoming maudlin. He writes about
love without resorting to Paul Williams style of omnipresent tragedy as
he did on Piano Man. Joel writes
about an entertainer (himself?)
honestly and with a touch of bitterness. He, too, is feeling the crush of
staying alive and healthy in today's
music world, and his life is pretty
much where most of this album comes

from.
It may be unfair to compare him to

Elton John, but much of what he does
is what Elton would do if he stopped
to reflect on himself during those few
hours between record albums. Billy
Joel pulls off this second album with
far more maturity than I expected
when I first saw it. Weekend Song is

the only cut that would exchange for
another. The Entertainer is the star of
the album, but Souvenir, Roberta, The
Mexican Connection, and Streetlife
Serenade all are strong contenders for
top billing. The textures of this record
change and flow from song to song,
I
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and serve to make it complete. A
good album-well done and interesting. The production is both sparse
and rich. The sound is just great. All in
all a most pleasant surprise, or maybe
I just understand Billy Joel.
Columbia gave us an SQ version of
Piano Man. I hope it is not too long
before they give us a quad version of
Streetlife Serenade and/or get around
to eliminating pop stereo altogether
in favor of quad only.

Performance: A

Sound: A

album. He is usually full of backhanded humor. Here, however, is
Silverstein of the mid 70s and he is
full of up -front human awareness.
Enter Joanne

Glasscock. She sings

the songs in a way that Shel's gritty
voice never could. She's lithe, sometimes cold, sometimes warm, sometimes fragile, sometimes strong-just
as the songs demand. The production
is around her voice and the words,
always letting both come through,
but being an added virtue rather

than a clutter of covering support.
Joanne stands alone on a solid foundation. The final product is not all
that appealing to me, but it's growing
fast. My tastes are mine and many
people will be totally smashed by Joanne Glasscock, but her record is sort
of like grown-up country/folk gloss.
But with body and the vast musical
colors of 1974. am aware that other
tastes will differ from mine and it's
to those that this is written. It also
followed a day full of Beethoven,
I

JOANNE GLASSCOCK

A&M

SP - 3636

It was sheer gut craziness that made
me choose this record out of a stack of

maybe 50 or so to listen to while I
made a summer salad for a friend on a
rainy, late summer night. Joanne
Glasscock-Humpf. For some reason I
flipped the record over to look at the
back. I really did think it absurd, but
did it to prove that song titles tell you
little or less than nothing about the
record inside. am more assured than
ever that this is true, since the song
titles told me nothing, except it probably is nothing special. Always being
open to any inspiration, started reading the smallest of the small print. The
first and least important (but one of
those mus-biz anomalies) thing that
struck me was this A&M album was
recorded at CBS, San Francisco. Okay.
What other surprises? Well the big
one was next. In real tiny type saw:
words and music by S. Silverstein.
Could that be Shel Silverstein, that
marvelous madman who taught me
songs like Beans, Beans Are Just Fine?
The clown that brought us Dustin Hoffman in a movie that was not about
Harry Kellerman (whoever he is)?
Then saw it-Chet Atkins as a sideman. Somebody, somewhere in the
small type is a bit of a wit. Then saw
Pat Gleason on ARP synthesizer and
thanks to Roy Halle (of Simon & Garfunkel fame), for what don't know.
Well, now this record had to be heard.
Poor Joanne, at that moment, was
secondary to these other known quantities. Thank heaven for the delay in
I

I

I

I

I

I

semi -automatic turntables; I would
have killed myself on the third turn.
What I heard confirmed another hard
felt belief of mine-not all good records need be great and a great record
is not always a good one.
This is a good one. Joanne Glasscock
should not be ignored, but
first images first. Now, Shel Silverstein is not a fantastic musician, just
a very clever crazy man, who always
sees the ambiguities in life, and he
wrote all but one of the songs on the
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Again and Again
and Again
Given the time, the patience,
and the money, one can connect*
fifty 303 amplifiers nose to
tail so that the programme goes
through one after the other
gradually deteriorating along
the way.
Deteriorating? The fact is
that apart from a very slight
backround hiss akin to a
good tape recording the
programme will sound exactly
the same at the end as when it
started.
*Of course one must fit an
attenuator to reduce the signal
back to its original level
between each amplifier.
Send postcard for illustrated
leaflet to Dept.(A U)
Acoustical Manufacturing
Co. Ltd., Huntingdon PE18 7DB.
Telephone (0480) 52561.

- -

QUAD
Products
of

the Acoustical Manufacturing Co. Ltd.
for the closest aooroach to the original sound.
QUAD is a Registered Trade Mark

The Amplifierlester:
Only one name in headphones-STAX
-can transduce musical depth to

actually tell you which amplifiers are
"thin" sounding (some are very expensive) and which amplifiers are "musical"
in their sound definition.

STAX-a courageous small company
dedicated to ultimate highfidelity. STAX Electrostatic
Headphones: so definitive
they are known as the "Amplifier Testers". Ask for them

Nielsen, and Telemann. Now,
can
tell you that transition was severe.
Had
been listening to Linda Ronstadt, Wendy Waldman, Tracy Nelson,
Charlie Rich, Charlie Pride, Janis Ian,
or the entire Dot catalogue, my initial and sustained response might
have been different.
If you appreciate any of the above or
like
sensitive,
intelligent, aware
adult words and wholesome American musicians without a touch of bad
taste to contend with, you will like all
or most of Joanne Glasscock's record.
It's well worth checking out, but bring
very open ears and a very open mind
with you. There are a lot of messages
on this lovely recording.
I

I

MICHAEL d'ABO: BROKEN
RAINBOWS

where the best audio
products are tested firstthen sold.

A&M

SP 3634

This reviewing of records thing is
getting very troublesome for me since

$235.00

Exclusively distributed in the USA,
with integrity, by

American Audioport Inc.
909 University Avenue,
Columbia, Missouri 65201

STAX
headphones

American Audioport Inc.
909 University Ave., Columbia, Mo. 65201
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CATALOG
nd FM DIRECTORY
Get all the newest and latest information on the new McIntosh Solid State equipment in the McIntosh catalog. In addition you will
receive an FM station directory that covers all of North America.

there is only a limited number of linguistic superlatives and music is a far
more elastic and expansive media
than reportorial/critical journalism.
Musicians have more strings on a
piano than we writers have superlatives which apply to a piano. They
have an infinite capability to put musical tunes together, compared with
our limitations such as participles and
conjunctions, and they can escape the
dictionary with a well placed La -La or
Oh-Wha. Why, they can even transfer a fly speck of a concept like sitting
on a wood floor into a thoroughly
happy and positively unforgettable
song like Michael d'Abo did with his
song titled (can you guess?) Sitting On
A Wood Floor. And Handbags and
Gladrags (now, would you expect that
concept as a song title) is sure to be
everywhere on FM radio to everyone's great pleasure.
That song (which was written in
1967 by d'Abo) is why tend to play
this record backwards. Records start
at the beginning of side one and end
at the run -out groove of either side 2,
side 4, or side 6. If the musical minds
that make the records have an awareness of the format of a record, and
know they do, should respect their
presentation of it. usually do, but in
this case like it better side 2 first, but
I
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FM/FM STEREO - AM TUNER AND PREAMPLIFIER
McIntosh Laboratory, Inc.
East Side Station P.O. Box 96
Binghamton, N.Y. 13904
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Dept.

TODAY!
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If you are in a hurry for your catalog please send the coupon to McIntosh.
For non rush service send the Reader Service Card to the magazine.
Check No. 16 on Reader Service Card

I

love it all.

D'Abo can really get into such a
fine mix of humor, truth, poetry, sensitivity, gut awareness, and caring
about others that somebody should
send a copy of Michael d'Abo's record to Dory Previn and Tim Hardin.
They would love the music just like
the rest of us and it might just perk
them up a bit-just like the rest of us.
D'Abo just seems to lightly remind us
76
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that our world is not just inside ourselves, but a part of those near to
us-and their worlds are part of us.
Learning is a positive thing in his
words, not a wrenching of our inner
pains, struggling to be aware and real
enough to simply smile.
This Is Me, track two on their side
one (my side two-remember) is a
gem of a statement that really is a prelude to Broken Rainbows that is as apt
have
a song to communicate what
said about the basic health that he infuses into his words. It's a rare and
welcome kind of sensitivity to what
we all really are and/or could be, glad
to be alive and it's even getting better.
Broken Rainbows is not to be missed
by anyone who likes fresh air and
warm feelings.
I

TIM MOORE
ASYLUM 7E 1019
This record is one of the many
bonafied sleepers of 1974, and it is one
of the best first albums anyone has
made, certainly the best for an un-

known singer/songwriter. Tim
Moore's songs are so thoughtfully
pretty and free of hype, gimmicks and
fillers, it almost hurts to write about
him. His appeal should (and maybe
someday will) be as universal as
Carole King, Stevie Wonder, just to
name two.
This is a recording by a man with an
inordinate quantity of good taste and
great capabilities. He is not overly
aware of being important as a showman and that is what makes this
record such a joy to listen to. The
music, the words, and the sound are
very much together, very confident
and complete. Immense energies
went into making this record balanced and unpretentious, yet never is
a detail left out. How they managed
this subtle, soft presentation is part of
the art and magic of its appeal. Tim
Moore's words and melodies are so

thoughtful, only

a

butcher could

damage them. These ten songs immediately put Tim among the most important writers of our time. His voice
is the perfect instrument for his songs:
young, yet sensitive; agile, yet never a
bluster or strain. When he reaches
into the top of his range, he smoothly
glistens in articulate clarity. He sings
well, writes well, plays well, and puts it
all together with a finesse so right that
you feel stupid waiting for the filler
song or dumb lyric to come along.
You'll get grey hair waiting; the accepted level of mediocrity never happens. There are things and subjects
that are different and could be considered strange if heard as a singular
element, but this is truly an album.

Prit... time to change
your rtylur?

With so many things on your mind, you just don't have time for details
like how long it's been since you changed your stylus. But, you should
take the time to think about it. The stylus is the single point of contact
between the record and the balance of your music system. That makes
it the single most important component for faithfully reproducing
sound and for protecting your great investment in records. It's not
always easy to tell when a stylus is
ready for replacement-but if it's worn
or damaged, it could be damaging
your records with every playing! When
you first hear sounds that shouldn't be
there-and didn't use to be-it's already too late. Have your Shure dealer
inspect your stylus today. It could be
a few minutes well spent ... no matter
what else you have going.
Shure Brothers Inc.
222 Hartrey Ave., Evanston, III. 60204
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Jazz & Blues
Billy Cobham: Crosswinds
Musicians: Billy Cobham, percussion;
John Abercrombie, guitars; Michael
Brecker, woodwinds; Randy Brecker,
trumpet; Garnett Brown, trombone;
Lee Pastora, latin percussion; George
Duke, keyboards; John Williams,
acoustic and electric basses.
Songs: Spanish Moss-A Sound Portrait, (a) Spanish Moss, (b) Savannah
the Serene, (c) Storm, (d) Flash Flood;
The Pleasant Pheasant; Heather,
Crosswinds.
Atlantic SD 7300, stereo, $5.98.
Savannah the Serene is a very subtle
ballad done as a bossa nova. Cobham
presents a not -often -displayed but not to-be -overlooked dimension of his virtuoso abilities. The technique which
Cobham has to flaunt gives way to
some very graceful, subdued stickwork,
as more consideration is laid upon the
artistry of dynamics. Add to this the seasoned trombone of Garnett Brown and
this relaxing composition is transformed
into a masterpiece. Heather is similar
to Savannah, except that Mike Brecker
and pianist George Duke are featured
soloists.
Storm is a drum solo of a somewhat
different hue. Cobham attempts to concoct the sounds and moods of an ocean
storm. Through the use of echo and
other special effects, an army of tomtoms, and a pair of lightning -fast hands,
he does effectively convey the temper
of each tidal wave building, thundering
by, subsiding and preparing for the
next. Storm takes advantage of the intricacies that go exclusively with studio
productions; and audiophiles ought to

pay special attention to the sounds of
this high -quality reproduction.
All in all, Crosswinds brings with it
a gust of new compositions by Cobham
that demonstrate much more musical
variety than his last effort, Spectrum.
Cobham has shifted his musical outlook
away from a strictly Mahavishnuoriented center.
He is still leading the pack when it
comes to industriously converting raw
technique into clever ideas. But, harbored in the grooves of Crosswinds are
signs of a much mellower composer.
Oh, by the way, don't look under
"Dreams" to find this album. This is
Eric King.
Cobham's own.

ANTHENAGIN. Art Blakey and the
Jazz Messengers featuring Woody
Shaw and Cedar Walton.
Prestige P-10076, stereo, $5.98.
Songs: I'm Not So Sure; Love: For
the One You Can't Have; Fantasy
in D; Anthenagin; Without a Song;
Along Came Betty.
Musicians: Art Blakey, drums; Woody

Shaw, trumpet; Carter Jefferson,
tenor sax; Cedar Walton, piano;
Mickey Bass, bass; Tony Waters,
conga; Michael Howell, guitar;
Steve Turley, trombone.
Jazz is lucky to have Art Blakey. He
along with his group the Jazz Messengers endlessly pursue artistically
stellar standards in progressive music,
transcending the temptation of heeding
fads and get -rich-quick stigmas that so
many other groups often succumb to.
Blakey has surrounded himself with the
top notch established side men and

LINN
SONDEK

turntable for the perfectionist
ultimate in performance, construction, and reliability. The
massive 91b. platter is precision machined on all surfaces for
perfect balance (and low wow and flutter). The base is crafted from
solid kiln dried afromosia, a rather exotic hardwood known for its
stability and low resonance. The exclusive oil -bath bearing virtually
eliminates rumble, including subsonic rumble that robs power from your
amplifier, causes excessive cone excursion, and increases IM distortion.
Write for complete specs and test reports on the Linn, Kmal arm, and more.
The

audiophile systems, 851 W.

J

up-and-coming talent in every edition
of the group. In this way has he achieved
the no -compromise sound he sought.
Anthenagin is another showcase of what
Art Blakey means in terms of modern
jazz.
If you heard Blakey's last release,
Buhaina, you are probably familiar with
a very exciting young tenor player
named Carter Jefferson. Buhaina gave
us but a mouth-watering taste of Jefferson's growing ability. Most notable
on his finest recorded solo to date
(Gertrude'.+ Bounce) is his full-bodied
tone and rhythmic phrasing reminiscent
of the sound Trane was seeking circa the
Giant Steps period.
With Anthenagin, Jefferson receives
much more flying space. Most listeners
ought to appreciate that. His performance on I'm Not So Sure is the antithesis of what the title suggests. This
Walton original features the ensemble
hacked by Tony Waters' congas and an
African feel with Blakey's drums. The
tension is reduced as the tune is transformed into a swinging vehicle for Jefferson's virile tenor.
Shaw's Love is a roaring bossa with a
refreshing melody. The wrath of the
tune develops with Shaw's own fiery
trumpet bursting into the limelight.
Cedar Walton's Fantasy in D is
possibly titled so because of the name
of the studio in which the recording was
made; or probably titled so because
that's what key the song is in. Nevertheless, when the music is so good,
titles are secondary. The head is a simple blues followed by 'solos from all
except Blakey. The leader opts for
perching atop the rhythm section from
where he kicks the band in the pants to
keep it churning.
Anthenagin, the title tune, follows a
tradition established on Blakey's previous release, being an overly long tune
with a sometimes monotonous afrolatin rhythmic backing. Although some
of the I1 minutes and 56 seconds of this
tune features some inspired blowing by
Shaw and Jefferson, the thing tends to
be too long. Perhaps, a ballad, a jazz
waltz and/or a samba might have better
rounded out this already good set.
Without a Song is the one track exposing the rhythm section by itself.
Walton's rubato opening leads into an

44TH ST., INDIANAPOLIS, IN. 46208
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easy-going rendition of this pleasant
standard.
On the back cover of the record
jacket is a ditsy explanation of why they
elected to include an instrumental
version of Along Carne Bette on this
album, since they had included a vocal
of it on the last release. Frankly, the
explanation is unnecessary and neither
producer nor artists need feel guilty
about re-releasing this excellent instrumental.
Michael Howell's guitar adds a minty
tingle to the group's overall sound on
Betty. Listeners will agree that his solo
boasts well his own musical finesse.
Walton is always a pleasure to listen to.
His solo here is as effective or more
so than the one he took on Along Carne
Betty from Buhaina.
Anthenagin is saying: Here's that
vital force in jazz that keeps reevaluating and updating its music in striving
for higher plateaus. They have to call it
Anthenagin because they keep telling
everybody where it's at (through musical communication) but not everyone
is listening. Without making them say,
"Well anthenagin Art Blakey . .
followed by your glib "un -huh" ... How
about Art Blakey this time? OK?
Eric Henry
.

Benny Goodman and Helen Forrest:
The Original Recordings of the 40s
Columbia KG 32822, mono, $6.98.
At the age of 65, clarinet great Benny
Goodman, who seems to have added
fresh, new audiences to his legion of

long-time fans, is enjoying another
cycle of enormous popularity. The reissues are pouring out at a dizzying
pace, and this new Columbia double set is a welcome addition to the recorded repertory of Goodman memorabilia. Focusing on the work of Helen
Forrest, who many consider the best
of the big band singers, the recordings
offer remarkable testimony to that
merger of vocal and instrumental
talents which is a hallmark of Swing
Era dance music. Within the confines
of the one -chorus vocal that was typical
of the period, Miss Forrest had a rare
ability to project nuance, shading, and
meaning, to phrase gracefully and
rhythmically so that her work dovetailed perfectly with the swinging
beat of the ensemble.
It's a pleasure to listen to Miss Forrest handle tunes like Cabin In the
Sky, Taking a Chance on Love, Bewitched, Shake Down the Stars, The
Moon Won't Talk, and Mr. Meadow-

lark with

a complete lack of affectapretention, and gimmickry.
Her intonation is flawless, and her

tion,

beat is solid. All the performances are
done in easy, relaxed dance tempos

ADC

LOW MASS
CARTRIDGES

Featuring a patented design that affords
the highest degree of accuracy.
The problem in cartridge design has always
been how to lower the mass in the moving
system. This would permit the stylus
to more accurately trace the complex
record groove with a minimum of
tracking force-and the least
erosion of the record.

The ADC "induced magnet"
principle (U.S. Patent
#3294405) has solved that
problem. When coupled with
the elliptical ADC diamond
stylus there is a

distinguishable difference
in sound, especially in the
high frequency range that
other cartridges either distort
or fail to pick up at all.
Hear the difference at your hi-fi dealer.
Write for the detailed full line catalog.

TAUDIO DYNAMICSMilford,
CORPORATION
Conn.
A BSR

Company

New

06776

THE STR P12 IS ONE OF THE BEST SPEAKERS

MONEY CAN BUY.

Here's Why:
Better Frequency Response
+5
o
-5

P12 Frequency Response
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Note the absence of peaks in the 50-70 hz range. Some manufacturers deliberately
put peaks in this range to make their systems sound bassy
they accomplish this
by placing the system resonance in this range. But since useable response only
goes down to at best one half octave below the system resonance the 20-35 hz
range must be sacrificed to gain this boominess. Manufacturers that use this
technique usually do not publish impedarce curves because they show clearly
where the system resonance lies. This brings us to the next reason why the P12 is
so good.

-

The Impedance Curve
111

"System Resonance

151

I

!
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P12 Impedance Curve
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Notice that the P12 has a system resonance of 31 hz which insures good response
down to 20 hz. Also notice that the impedance curve is reasonably flat over most
of its range.

Superior Flexability
range controls on both the tweeter and midrange allow you to adjust the
volume of both drivers independently from all the way off to all the way on. This
insures that the P12 will sound as good in your living room as it did in the
showroom.
Fu

I

Tomorrow's Technology

- Yesterday's Craftsmanship

The P12 uses a sophisticated coupling cavity to extend the bass response of its
"bottom loaded" woofer. Also three space age piezoelectric tweeters are housed
in the P12's beautiful hand -made, hand -finished 80 lb. floor standing enclosure.

Better Warranty

$289.

Five years.
We will be pleased to send you an information package
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m our complete line

if you

will write or call:

Check No. 32 on Reader Service Card

www.americanradiohistory.com
AmericanRadioHistory.Com

3614 La Grande Boulevard
Sacramento. CA 95823
916 / 422-0440

that emphasize Miss Forrest's uncluttered lines, the tonal elegance of
Goodman's clarinet, and the lovely,
precise sound of the Goodman reed

MAGNEPLANAR®
They don't look like speakers.
They don't sound like speakers.
They sound like you're there ..

section. This is lilting, jazz -based
dance music, very commercial in its
day, yet always on a high, artistic
level.
I wish that Columbia's sound transfer job on the collection was as consistent as the performances. A few
selections on record one, side one,
sound as if they were dubbed from
some collector's 78s. (Borrowing from

.

The company that developed the
state of the art Tympani Magneplanar
speakers has now developed
a less expensive model, the MG -1 I,'
which is sold exclusively through
Magnepan dealers.

collectors is a common practice engaged in by Columbia and RCA who
have often lost or destroyed the original 78 rpm master. However, most of
the tracks do get a good transfer job

With 85 square inches of tweeter
and 500 square inches of total
diaphragm area, this speaker
produces a huge true to life sound
so real it must be heard to
be believed.

from master to tape, and they retain
the clean, full-bodied presence of the
original 78s that Columbia recorded
in their fine Leiderkrantz H
Johalln

EPAN
mm MAGNEPLANAR® PRODUCTS
M A G

N

P.O. BOX 8642 WHITE BEAR LAKE, MINNESOTA 55110
Check No. 25 on Reader Service Card

I'm the PM 1000.
sound great with
our new bi -amp

I

speaker system!
Visit your dealer for
a

demonstration.

PM STEREO
PRE -AMP

PM STEREO
50

PM STEREO 200

100

W/CHANNEI.

100

W/CHANNEL

I'm the new
PM Stereo "400"!
My features will really
amaze you! Visit your dealer for
a

demonstration.

WANTED:
FRANCHISE DEALERS
SALES REPRESENTATIVES

GORDON:

Musicians:

formerly MG 2167-F

I3

Purange
Ca'
Dexter Gordon, tenor
saxphone; Thad Jones, trumpet,
piano;
Hank Jones,
flugelhorn;
Stan Clarke, bass; Louis Hayes,
drums.
Songs: Ca' Purange; The First Time
Ever I Saw Your Face; Airegin; Oh!
Karen O.
Prestige 10051, stereo, $4.98.
Here is another superb album by
DEXTER

$625.00 per matched pair.

Lissnerstudios.

r

MARTEX CORPORATION
519 SO. AUSTIN
SEATTLE, WA. 98108

DISTRIBUTED IN CANADA BY:
KAIRON ELECTRONICS
MONTREAL, QUEBEC

(206) 763-9000

(FOR FURTHER INFORMATION WRITE OR CALL MARTEX CORP.)

Check No. 41 on Reader Service Card

tenor titan Dexter Gordon. Ca' Purange is composed of a wide variety of
material. There is a funky tune bearing
the same name as the title of the
album to open it up. Dexter and Thad
have equal times for solos after the
head. Hank takes a couple of choruses
and brings back the ensemble for some
cleanly executed statements. The one
thing this cut has going against it is
Louis Hayes' overly busy drumming.
He sacrifices the tempo for overdone
and tasteless fills between ensemble
statements. He occasionally plays
right through the fill into the following
ensemble, drowning out the beginning
of the ensemble. Hayes would have
done a great service to the rhythm
section had he made better use of
his bass drum kicks and sock cymbals
on this funky rock chart rather than
riding the shallow, tinny ride cymbal
as he did. These are merely suggestions
and the reader shouldn't assume that
these minor annoyances at all ruin
the cut or the album.
The second tune is a welcome
contrast to the first cut. The First
Time Ever I Saw Your Face is a pretty
ballad allowing Dexter to stretch out
and demonstrate that he can perform
with virtuosity in almost any setting.
Thad follows with a solo which can
80
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be described only by the way the
trumpet section in his big band always

put it: "Cut that out, Thad; that's
too pretty." Hayes lays down the
time with some nice brushwork. Here
he plays the all-important part of
the listening drummer, and it is
evident how much more this does for
the group.
Airegin (Nigeria, spelled backwards)
is an early Sonny Rollins original.
Dex has often used Sonny Rollins'
compositions on previous record dates,
attesting to Dex's great admiration for
one of the masters of the instrument.
Dexter is in a very comfortable setting
in this up -tempo swinger. This is his
groove. His ideas come quickly and are
well articulated.
Oh! Karen O is the final track on
the album. The title refers to Karen
Krog, one of the ladies in Dexter's
life. The composition opens with an
extended solo by brother Hank Jones.
It's a blues with a two -beat feel.
Dexter comes in for a solo and builds
into a heavy swing. Stan Clarke really
"gets down." Thad solos, bringing
the swing back down to the two -beat,
but brings it right back up, swinging
through several choruses. Dexter's
best solos on the date can be found
right on this track and no less can be
said about Thad. I find myself listening
to this track again and again.
Ca' Purange heralds Dexter's tone
as one of the clearest and fullest in
the music. Note here as on his album
A Day in Copenhagen how his tone
has matured and incorporated the
best of Coltranes's piercing tone.
(For comparison listen to Coltrane on
Prestige in the late '50s; especially
Trane with Sonny Rollins on Tenor
Madness.) Dexter has always done
the best in straight-ahead jazz and
Ca' Purange is no exception. His
inventive lyricism, stemming from his
roots as a true bopper, yield an unmistakable quality to his performances.
For a group gathered together in
the studio only, these tracks are
excellent. It is encouraging to hear a
small group use dynamics effectively,
as this one has. It is much more
difficult to play softly (as on The First

Time Ever I Saw Your Face) with good
taste than vice versa. Dexter's groups
have never lowered themselves to do
commercial junk and this album
follows in that tradition. It is unfortunate for jazz buffs that Dexter is an
expatriate living in Copenhagen. But,
jazz as an art is appreciated overseas.
Hence Dex's trips to the States for
recording dates and tours are few and
far between. This album can, thus, be
considered a rare treat. Need I say
E.N.
more?
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Who knows?
What is new in recorded music.
What favorites have been re -issued.
Whether tapes are available.
What can be obtained in quadraphonic.

Schwann knows.
Schwann is that world-famous, ever -so useful compendium of record and tape
information. Issued in two volumes-lists
60,000 currently available records and
tapes in many different categories to suit
every taste and every need. Schwann
knows plenty and tells all!

Special new listing section has
latest releases: records, 8 -track cartridge and cassette
tapes. Nearly 45,000 total listings on 773 labels in
classical, recent popular, rock, jazz, musical shows,
country, opera, ballet, electronic, quadrasonic, etc.
95¢ at your dealer's.

Schwann -1 Monthly.

Semi-annual catalog for specialized categories: pop more than two years old, classic jazz, older
and re-released mono and reprocessed stereo classical
recordings, classical on lesser -known labels, international pop & folk on domestic labels, spoken, educational, religious, etc. 85¢ at your dealer's.

Schwann -2

Get more pleasure.
want.
There's more joy in recorded music when you get exactly what you
Keep Schwann at hand, and always refer to it before you buy.

SPECIAL PRICE SAMPLE OFFER
mail, but please
If your favorite store doesn't carry Schwann, order samples by
try your dealer first. Prices include postage and handling.
$1.50
Latest Schwann-1 (monthly)
$1.25
Latest Schwann-2 (semi-annual)
Combination Offer: latest Schwann -1 (monthly) and
$2.50
latest Schwann-2 (semi-annual)
11]

Newly revised Basic Record Library booklet.

periods for your enjoyment.
Lists 1,000 suggestions in classical music by musical
long envelope.
Send 25¢ for cost of handling, also 10f stamped self-addressed

for the items checked above.

enclose $
Name
I

Address
City

State

Zip

Dealer's Name & Address

Schwann Record &Tape Guide
137 Newbury Street, Boston, Mass. 02116

AU

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

AKAI GX-280D-SS, in original carton. Never
used. $675 FOB. Larry Riley, 4A Couch Street,
Plattsburgh, New York 12901. 518-561-8333.

BUILD YOUR OWN SPEAKERS AND SAVE

FOR SALE
LOGIC MICRO MINI-

COMPUTER NEWS

LOGIC
°
NEWSLETTER
SAMPLE COPY
$ ]

.00

LOGIC NEWSLETTER

POB 252

WALDWICK, N.J. 07463
CUSTOM DESIGNED four-way corner horn enclosures. completely finished in walnut. (only one
of its kind). Electronic x-overs, Cit. A, 4-Cit. B's.
Photo and technical report to interested parties.
Blaine Irwin, 27046 Laverne Court, Highland,
Calif. 92346. (714) 862-4356.
AR TURNTABLE OWNERS. Add cueing. Preci-

sion machined. Silicon damped. American made.
$16.00. postpaid. Lyrelift, 582 Franklin Street,
Cambridge, Mass. 02139.

COLLECTORS ITEM: Two Fisher Lincoln Automatic Turn -over Turntables Model 70. Both are
new and in perfect working condition. $299.95
plus shipping. Palmer Electronics, 3560 N. High
St., Columbus, Ohio 43214.

MARANTZ MODEL 33 preamplifier and Model
15 amplifier with wood case 70/70 watts

continuous. Low distortion, great condition. Also
Advent 101 Dolby device. Getting a 4400. All for
$500 or $200/$225/$75 separately. Don Mallet, 607-272-8828 after 7PM.

PHASE LINEAR 700 Power Amp. mint condition, in warranty $600; ARC Tympani
Magneplanar Speakers $600. Rick Meyer, 2670
Cupid Street, New Orleans, Louisiana 70114.
(504) 361-3267.
CROWN DC -300-$475; Crown IC

150-$245; Harman Kardon Citation
11-$225; Dynaco PAT -4A (factory
assembled) -$75; Dynaco Stereo 120A (factory assembled) -$95; Pair of Rectilinear Ill

Lowboys -$375: Pair of Onkyo 25A's-$345:
Empire 598 III -$265; Concord MK -IV tape
deck -$145: Shure V15 -III -$40; Sony SQ1000L logic decoder-$65; All as new (in
original factory pack). S. Parazale, 34 Stevenson
St., Lynbrook, N.Y. 11563; call (516) 599-7311.

AUDIOPHILES! Quality Sounds of Maryland
has come to your rescue. Write to me for system
quotes you won't believe! Send requests for

equipment prices to Quality Sounds of Maryland. Gerard White, Sales Manager, P.O. Box 63.
College Park, Maryland 20742.

NOW YOU CAN HAVE FAMOUS "ULTRADEFINITION" in an inexpensive format. HOW?
The ONLY way is with a DKL LABORATORY

MODIFIED DYNACO PAS -3X11 Contact The
DKL LABORATORY, INCORPORATED, BOX
683, SEVERNA PARK, MARYLAND 21146.

MCINTOSH MR71 tuner $275; Audio Research PCIC xover (100 Hz) $50; Bozak N 107 2 way xover $12 pair; Decca 4RC cartridge $20;
Acoustech VI preamp $85; pair CTS 10" woofers $20; pair 2" Piezoelectric tweeters $20;
wood case for SAE power amp $10; plus many
"repairman's specials" and miscellaneous parts.
Write for list. H.J. Regan, 705 Monroe St. #301,
Rockville, Md. 20850.

TEAC 7030GSL. 10-1/2" reels, remote and
pause controls. List $1200; asking $675.
Toshiba SR -50 turntable with unique photo -electric cartridge, $325. 516-799-7251.
NEW 3" CENTER PRECISION 10-1/2" reels
loaded with new Ampex tape less than half price.
1/4"x1-1/2 mil -$7.00: 1 mil -$8.00.

1/2"x1-1/2 mil -$9.75;

1

mil -$10.75. S.I.C.,

POB 338, Dunwoody, Ga. 30338.

84

MARK LEVINSON-PHASE LINEAR -Win

tosh-Dahlquist-N akamichi-Braun-J B L
-Supex-Linn Sondek-Tandberg-B&O. Hear
the Supex cartridge with the Levinson cartridge
preamp at Stereo One, 1229 Post Rd., Fairfield,
Conn. 06430. Phone: 203-255-5939.

CAN YOU IMAGINE a magazine that recommends components in four categories from no holds -barred to best -for -the -money? The
Stereophile does it. For info write Box 49A,
Elwyn, Pa. 19063.
THE FIRST (1962) UNDERGROUND audio
publication of them all, the Stereophile is the
subscriber -supported perfectionist's magazine
the others are trying to imitate. Free dope sheet
explains why. Box 49A, Elwyn, Pa. 19063.
IF YOU BUY AUDIO EQUIPMENT, you can't
afford not to read the Stereophile. Write Box
49A, Elwyn, Pa. 19063 for free blurb sheet.

ALLISON ACOUSTICS LOUDSPEAKERS

have stabilized Radiation Loading. Years of intensive research by Roy Allison (formerly of
Acoustic Research, Inc.) on the interaction
between loudspeakers and room boundaries has
yielded a new high standard of uniform bass per-

formance. New Convex Diaphragm Mid -Range
and High Frequency drivers achieve phenomenal
wide dispersion (-3db 90 degrees off axis at
20kHz!) Literature and price information available upon request.
SUFFOLK AUDIO, INC.
105 Mass. Avenue
Cambridge, Mass. 02138
Ph. (617) 868-1080
1

HIGH PERFORMANCE HIGH FIDELITY
WITHOUT THE "HYPE". Suffolk Audio takes a

rational, no nonsense viewpoint on high performance audio equipment. Our advice and opinions are based in objective fact, not mythology
and folklore. All equipment is pre -tested for
maximum performance. Our distinguished suppliers include: Allison Acoustics, Bowers and
Wilkins, Quad, Linn Sondek, Decca. Mark Levinson, Revox (incl. A-700 series), KMAL, Ortofon,
BGW Systems, Radford, Beyer, Connoiseur, and
much, much more. Call or write for information.
SUFFOLK AUDIO, INC.
105 Mass. Avenue
Cambridge, Mass. 02138
Ph. (617) 868-1080.
SHOTGLASS. AS SEEN IN ESQUIRE. Glasscone Column Speaker. $129.50 each. F.O.B.
Moneyback Guarantee. TACHYON'", Box 1012,
Roselle, Illinois 60172.
1

THE WORLD'S ONLY "ULTRADEFINITION" RECORD PLAYING SYSTEM
is

available through THE DKL LABORATORY,

INCORPORATED, BOX 683, SEVERNA
PARK, MARYLAND 21146. Our system will

create a SIGNIFICA 4T SONIC IMPROVEMENT
IN ANY SOUND S, STEM.

FINALLY II! "ULTRA -DEFINITION"
amplifiers designed SPECIFICALLY for

ELECTROSTATIC SPEAKERS. Unequaled as
ELECTROSTATIC TWEETER AMP, our
smaller unit is also IDEAL for ELECTROSTATIC
HEADPHONES. Interested?? Contact THE DKL
LABORATORY, INC., P.O. BOX 683, Severna Park, Maryland 21146.
an

AUDIO RESEARCH Magneplanar Tympani Ill,
$900. (901) 323-7702.
ONE STOP for all your professional audio requirements. Bottom line oriented. F.T.C. Brewer
Company, P.O. Box 8057, Pensacola, Florida

32505.

UP TO 50%. You can assemble your own high
quality, multi -element stereo speakers in a few
hours and save up to half the cost of comparable
speakers. Send for our free 32 -page catalog of
speaker kits, raw speakers and accessories.
SPEAKERLAB. Dept. A2, 5500 -35th N.E.,
Seattle, WA 98105.
DYNACO COMPONENTS AT
CANADIANS
TREMENDOUS DISCOUNTS. Write En -Jay
Sales. Hornepayne, Ontario.
CYBERACOUSTIC LABORATORY: only one
of its kind! Featuring Crown, IMF, AKG, UREI,
RTR, DBX, Infinity, Rabco, Decca, Transduction,
more. Crown warranty service. Featuring Crown
tape recorders: Audiomodtronics by our engineers. Barclay -503 Haverford Ave.. Narberth,

-

19072; 215-667-3048.
SHURE V15 -I11-$50 plus your old cartridge.
Shipped prepaid. STEREO SHOP, 107 Third Ave.
SE, Cedar Rapids, Iowa 52401.
Pa.

WESTCHESTER AND FAIRFIELD COUNTY
AUDIOPHILES TAKE NOTEI THE AUDIOPHILE, 231 BEDFORD STREET, STAMFORD, CONN. specializes in equipment for the
connoisseur. Audio Research, ADC. Citation,

Crown, Hegeman, IMF, Infinity, Janszen, Philips,
SAE, SME, TEAC, Technics, Thorens and many
more. 1203) 348-3551 (Closed Mondays).
NEW CATALOG of raw speakers, network kits
& network parts, audio test equipment, fabric &
foam speaker grids, speaker systems, electronic
crossovers & active filters. Distributors wanted
for our line of network kits and parts. MIKE
LEWIS/TSR, Inc., 3673 West 113th St.. Inglewood, Calif., 90303. 213/678-1979.

NOW

AVAILABLE

....

FAMOUS

REFLECTING SYSTEM'S 41/2" REPLACEMENT DRIVERS. $7.98 POSTPAID. BIG

QUANTITY DISCOUNTS. FREE SPECIFICATIONS. AURATONE, BOX 580-15A, DEL
MAR, CALIFORNIA 92014.
SCOTCH MAGNETIC TAPE, discount Box
167A Orwigsburg,

Pa.

AUDIO DEALERS ATTENTION!!! Let us de-

sign your "house brand" speaker systems. Our
engineers can put some quality into this
neglected item. We design systems to suit your
needs, supply parts and source list, cabinet plans,
schematics & diagrams & cost figures. You
arrange for local enclosure construction & system assembly and/or sell kits. Write for complete details on your letterhead TSR Engineering, 3673 West 113th St., Inglewood. Ca.

90303,213/678-1979.
NEUMANN MICS & ACCESSORIES. DBX

Gately Pro kits and mixers. Most models in stock.
Immediate prepaid shipment. Mastercharge.
Write or call Dick McGrew Recording Service,
902 N. Industrial Blvd., Dallas, Texas 75207.

214-691-5107.
THE AUDIO RESEARCH ROOM. The complete range of Audio Research equipment on display under ideal listening conditions. By appointment C.M. Santmire. AUDIO SYSTEMS & DESIGN, 5421 South 84th St.. Lincoln, Nebraska
68516 (402) 489-9888.
AMPEX TAPE -NEW 1800' on 7" reel 12 for
$18 POSTPAID; 1200' 12 for $13 POSTPAID -free list -WIDE RESPONSE, 6114A
SANTA MONICA BLVD., HOLLYWOOD, CA.
90038.
CANADIAN WARRANTIES! Write for our
quotes on your stereo component needs.
Browne's, 541 Danforth. Sudbury, Ontario.
ELECTROENCEPHALOPHONE: brainwave
monitor, Professional biofeedback instruments.
J&J 8102-A, Bainbridge, WA. 98110.
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FOR SALE
CUSTOM

LOADED

FOR SALE

NAME

BRAND

POPULAR RECORDING TAPE; REELS, CASSETTES, CARTRIDGES. SAVE OVER
50% -HIGH ENERGY CASSETTES 10 for
$17.00 PD. MJS, 1126 Cobb St., San Mateo,
Calif. 94401.
AKAI GX-400D - hardly used. N. Lilien. 37
Hickory Place, Livingston, N.J. 07039. 201-3512846 days. 201-994-3913 after 7 PM.
MARANTZ MODEL 7 Preamplifier, mint $200.
Dyna FM3 factory built tuner. $75. Robert Leffert. RFD 2, Lancaster, N.H. 03584.
DENVER'S SPECIALISTS in High Definition
Sound Systems offer Audio Research, B&O.
Crown, ESS, IMF, Lipsch, Phase Linear, Quad,
Radford, Transcriptor, Yamaha and more. Visit
ListenUp, 685 South Pearl, Denver, Colorado

80209. 303-778-0780.
IN PURSUIT OF EXCELLENCE WE OFFER:
Infinity, Crown, Revox, Fulton, Sennheiser, Philips, Ortofon, ESS, SAE, Beyer, DBX, Altec, Technics direct drives, RTR, McIntosh, JBL, Transcriptors, Klipsch. Citation, Decca, SME, Se querra, Micro/Acoustics, Lamb, Dahlquist, Tannoy. Yamaha, Soundcraftsmen, Marantz, and
more... Also custom room equalization, individually damped Altec & JBL Monitors and an ongoing equipment evaluation program, The House
of Sound, 821 Kent Ave., Baltimore, Md. 21228.

MARANTZ TUBE 10B, 7 & 8B with tube grille.
1953 dark mahogany klipschorn. Extremely good
condition. Also one shorthorn. 4430 Wheeler,
Houston, Texas 77004. 713-747-4682 - call
anytime!
JAPANESE TRANSISTORS, wholesale prices,
free catalog WEST PACIFIC ELECTRONICS,
Box 25837, W. Los Angeles, Calif. 90025.

BAY

AREA

AUDIOPHILES: AUDIO

RESEARCH, AUDIONICS, BRAUN. CONNOIS-

SEUR,

CROWN,

DAHLQUIST, DECCA,

DYNACO, FERROGRAPH, F.M.I., GRACE,
KMAL, LINN SONDEK, MAGNEPAN, MARK
LEVINSON, NAKAMICHI, PANASONIC (SP -10),

QUINTESSENCE, RADFORD, R.T.R., SE QUERRA, SHURE, SUPEX, TANDBERG, WIN
LABS, McINTOSH (USED). Compare any of our
products through our switching device using 1/1
Mark Levinson master tapes at GARLAND
AUDIO, 2960 Stevens Creek Blvd., Suite D. San
Jose, Calif. 95128 (408) 244-6724.

AR TURNTABLE OWNERS. Add cueing. Precision machined. Silicon damped. American
made. $16.00. postpaid. Lyre Trading Co., 582
Franklin Street. Cambridge, Mass, 02139.

SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA
ADC, Advent, AKG, AR-LST, Audio -Research,
BGW, Citation, Crown, Dahlquist, DBX, Dynaco,

FMI, Janszen, Linn Sondek, Magneplanar,
Marantz, Micro -Acoustics, Ohm, Phase Linear,
Philips, Quintessence. Rabco, Revox, RTR, Senn heiser, SME, Stax, Supex, Tandberg, Yamaha.
Sound Company
4701 College Ave., (714) 582-4148
3675 Sports Arena Blvd., (714) 224-2844

WINDMILL DATA. Simplified analysis, design
and construction of windmill power systems.
Charts and illustrations. Send $6.00 to R.W.
Hovey, Box 1074D, Canyon Country, Ca. 91351
HARTLEY CONCERTMASTER VI SPEAKERS. 4 -way system with 24" woofers, Frequency response 16 Hz to 25K Hz
3DB. New
in cartons with warranty cards. Original cost
$1935.00 pair; sell for $1395.00 pair. Ernie
Krieg, 21 Oxford Rd.. Massapequa. N.Y. 516541-0312.

t

CUSTOM BUILT RX-1 Stereo Phono Preamp.
Startling live sound; amazing dynamic range.
$250.- Audio Box A52-1. Evenings 516-4892645.

AUDIO

CUSTOM

SPEAKER

FOR SALE

ENCLOSURE

FABRICATING. Perfectionist. Extremely reasonable. Foam grid material. Audio Box

Al2-1.

TRANSIENT OUTPUT MONITOR for audio
amplifiers. L.E.D. readout indicates 1/4 to 1000
watts average and transient power output. Hand
assembled, calibrated, tested, $100. Free literature. Analogic Design, P.O. Box 7753, Phila., Pa.
19101.
ARE YOUR TAPES IN DANGER ... Playback
on magnetized equipment can ruin them. Now
you can measure and eliminate danaging
magnetic residuals. Standard Audiophile Han -D Kit $29.75, Delux Han -D -Kit $51.00. delivered
in USA on prepaid orders. Free data on request.
Annisco, 1103 N. Delaware, Indianapolis, Indiana 46202.
TEXAS AUDIOPHILES! On demonstration:
Dahlquist, Nakamichi, Transcriptors, Linn-Sondek, Infinity, Braun, Advent, Crown, Phase Linear, Ortofon, Levinson, Supex, Quad, Klipsch,
IMF, Keith -Monks, ESS, Decca, B&O, Radford,
Stax, Audionics, Philips, Revox, Citation and
many others. Phone 512-478-7421.
NEW, IMPROVED SME TONE ARMS correctly mounted in AR turntables. Audio Consultants,
517 Davis St., Evanston, Illinois 60201 (312)

864-9565.
BUY DIRECT FROM GERMANY. THORENS.
REVOX,

BRAUN,

DUAL,

MIRACORD-ELAC,

OTHERS CARRYING WORLD-FAMOUS
"MADE -IN -GERMANY" TAG. BECAUSE WE
ARE LOCATED RIGHT HERE WHERE IT'S
MANUFACTURED, PRICES ARE'LOWER THAN
YOU'VE DREAMED POSSIBLE. EVERYTHING
SHIPPED IN FACTORY -CARTONS. FOR
QUOTATION WRITE TO: GLOBAL AUDIO, P.O.

BOX 1372,
GERMANY.

D-5020 FRECHEN, WEST

WISCONSIN'S

NEWEST

AUDIO

RESEARCH dealer, now stocking Magneplanar
Tympani 1B & 1 1 1 speakers, SP3A, D76, EC -2
& EC -4 electronics. Also -Crown, Quintessence, ESS, Dahlquist, Transcriptors, Epicure,
Phase Linear, RTR, SAE, Infinity, Citation, Bozak,
FMI, Nakamichi, Revox. AR-LST, Tandberg, 50
other brands. WACK SALES CO., 5722 W. North
Ave.. Milwaukee, Wis. 53208.
TRANSCRIPTOR GLASS SKELTON w/vestial
arm '$350 plus 10% shipping. Stereo Sound,
4419 John Marr Dr., Annandale, Va. 22003.
1703) 941-5707.

FACT: One of the largest and, oldest exotic audio
stores is now open at their brand new location.
No other store combines the display facilities, the
equipment and the service quite like TRANSCENDENTAL AUDIO LTD. in all of the United
States.
A. ROOMS -three perfect sound rooms with
complete working demonstration -generally live
tape.
B.

EQUIPMENT -Dayton Wright XG8Mk11B

speakers and SPS preamps. Cambridge Audio TL
200 transmission line speakers and P140X,
P7OX amplifiers, J.E. Sudgen "Class A" amps.
ERA 48 pole belt -driven turntables. Radford,
Quad, Revox, Audionics, AKG, B&O, B&W Ltd.,
Crown, BGW, Celestion, DBX, Epicure, Technics, SAE, Infinity, Sequerra, Phase Linear,
Supex, Levinson. Grace, Transcriptors, ESS,
Braun. Magneplanar, Yamaha, Stax, Marantz,
Harman-Kardon, Wizard Phono., Ortofon, GAS.
C. SERVICE-Anechoic Chamber, test equipment from Hewlett Packard, Crown, B&K Sound
Technology, etc.
D. USED EQUIPMENT -Toni Dahlquist
DQ10, Audio Research D51, D76, SP3A &
speakers. RTR 28DR, Phase Linear 4000,
Quintessence, Infinity Monitors, preamp. IMF
speakers and amp, much, much, more.

TRANSCENDENTAL AUDIO, LTD., 773
NIAGARA FALLS BLVD., BUFFALO, NEW
YORK 14226. 834-3100 & 834-3101.

FEBRUARY 1975

SOUTH FLORIDA'S

ONLY AUDIO

RESEARCH DEALER. Full Audio Research
Systems on display: SP3-A/Dual 76/Dual
51/Magneplanar Tympani 1-8/Tympani 111A.
Plus Advent, B&O, ESS, Harman-Kardon, McIntosh. Marantz, Phase Linear, SAE, Supex, Stax,
SME, Sennheiser, Tandberg, TEAC, Thorens.
Technics, Nakamichi, Mark Levinson. Complete
audio counselling and custom installations.
Sound and Sight, 20 N. Federal Highway, Boca
Raton, 33432, (305) 391-1843; 141 Lakeview
Avenue, West Palm Beach 33401, (305) 655-

2236.
STEREO CARTRIDGES at discount prices

BALTIMORE -WASHINGTON AREA AUDIOPHILES REJOICE! At last a store for you. Come
to Myriad Sound and hear the finest in state of

the art audio equipment. Featuring the complete
Audio Research line, Polk Audio Model Nines.
ESS Heils, Janszen, S.A.E., Altec, Citation,
R.T.R., B&O, Thorens, S.M.E. etc. all accompanied by Fred Huggins himself. Main store at 9619
Reisterstown Rd., Garrison, Md. 21055 (2 miles
North of Balt. Beltway exit 20) 1301) 363-1733.

WESTCHESTER AND FAIRFIELD COUNTY
AUDIOPHILES TAKE NOTE! THE AUDIOPHILE, 231 BEDFORD STREET, STAMFORD, CONN. specializes in equipment for the
connoisseur. Audio Research, ADC, Citation,
Crown, Hegeman, IMF, Infinity, Janszen, Philips,
SAE, SME, TEAC, Technics, Thorens and many
more. (203) 348-3551 (Closed Mondays).
INFRA WOOFER', world's largest, deepest.
most powerful sub-woofer system can be had
only at Music and Sound. Ltd. 50 dB per octave
crossover, bandpass 16 hz ... $1295.

FULTON F.M.I. SUB -WOOFER, for the closest
approximation to dipole definition -$3001 Also,
the rave five-way Fulton/R.T.R. super speakers.
Shipped prepaid/insured. Music and Sound, Ltd.,
111/2 Old York Road, Willow Grove, Pa. 19090
(215) 659-9251.
AKG, ALTEC, AUDIO RESEARCH, Beyer,
CROWN, DAHLQUIST, DECCA. INFINITY, KLH
9s. Koss, Mark Levinson, Ortofon, PHASE
LINEAR, PML, REVOX. SAE, Sennheiser, Se guerra, Sony, Stanton, Supex, Tandberg, TAS CAM, Thorens, etc....

HI-FI HAVEN
28 Easton Ave.
New Brunswick, N.J. 08901

201-249-5130
HI-FI ENTHUSIASTS WANTED!! Earn more
than just spare money in your spare time. We
need campus representatives to sell name brand
stereo components at discount prices in your
area. High commission, no investment required.
Serious inquiries only, please. Contact: Mike
Santillo K&L Sound Services Co. 75 N. Beacon
St.. Watertown, Mass. 02172.
ROGERS B.B.C. MONITOR, IMF, B&W Ltd.,
Celestion, Radford, Decca, ERA. Connoisseur,
Audionics TL -90, Goldring. Revox, Beyer, Lamb
and more. Custom design and modifications.
SUFFOLK AUDIO, INC. 1105 Mass. Ave., Cambridge, Mass. 02138. (617) 868-1080.

DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER
PRICES THIEVES WAREHOUSE OF TAMPA,
1531 SOUTH DALE MABRY, TAMPA, FLORIDA

33609.

HELP WANTED
STOP LOOKING
Find the job you want, where you want nationwide and overseas. Read Help Wanted Magazine. Over 5,000 jobs monthly. $4 ppd. Ray-

mond Cosgrove. Dept. AM -12, 302
Drive, Eglin Village, Fla. 32542

Ribordy
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Pickering, Empire, Shure, Grado. Stanton, and
ADC. Write for free catalog: Plaquemines, Route
2. Box 304, Port Sulphur, La. 70083.
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FOR SALE
THE EAR DRUM IS GOING STRONG
with plenty of crossover parts plus raw frame
speakers from ALTEC, JBL. BOZAK, CELES-

TION,

PEERLESS,

NORELCO,

SENN -

HEISER, ELECTRO-VOICE, GAUSS, HEPPNER, CTS, UTAH, TRUSONIC, UNIVERSITY AND PIEZO-ELECTRIC TWEETERS. ELECTRONIC X-OVERS, TOO! Plenty of technical information available. If you want to do it yourself,
and do it right, the EAR DRUM is the only place
to go. Open 11 til 7 (or later) 7 days. THE EAR
DRUM, 5146 W. Imperial Hwy., Los Angeles.
Ca.

90045. 213/641-1930.

PIONEER OD -240 4 -Channel CD -4 Demodulator $120; REVOX A77 Stereo Tape Recorder,
'/s track, 33,4& 71/2 speeds, 7 & 101/2 inch reels includes panel mounting cage, factory service
manual and portable case with plug-in power
amps $475; KOSS ESP -6 Electrostatic Stereophones with factory case and selector unit $80;
DUAL 1229. Automatic Turntable with Pickering XV -15/750E cartridge $210. Equipments are
mint condition (used as part of my system) with
factory cartons and operating manuals included.
Lt. Gary Thompson. COMFLEACTS, Code 220,
F.P.O., Seattle, Wash. 98762.

PROPRIETARY CUSTOMIZED MODS

re-

duce tone arm friction, damp spurious resonances, minimize torsional forces, improve track-

ing, and reduce record wear. For
S.M.E.'s-S30.00. For Rabco SL 8(E) -$100.00. For Transcriptors-free'
('with purchase).

NOW
LISTEN to our calibrated Ortofon/Supex moving
coils, B&O/Grace/Micro-Acoustics. From the
laboratories of Music & Sound Ltd., 111/2 Old
York Rd., Willow Grove, Pa. 19090. (215) 6599251.
+ Levinson Cartridge Preamp +
PROTECT YOUR LPs. Poly sleeves for jackets
8e round bottom inner sleeves 6e Poly lined
paper sleeves 15e White jackets 30e Postage
$1.00. House of Records. Hillburn, New York
10931.

RECORDING TAPES, Rock bottom prices. McCord Electronics, Box 276A, Sylvania, Ohio
43560.
CROWN CX822, SX744 used. Barclay dealer,

215-667-3048.
C/M LABORATORIES professional monitoring
108 watts stereo receiver, $499.00. Futterman
tubed amplifiers. Fane professional automobile
speakers. Transcriptors turntables. IMF loudspeakers, Monitors featured. Decca 4RC cartridge, $60.00. Beam -Echo English tubed amplifier, new $195.00. SAE MK48 demo amplifier,
$250.00. We quote almost all audio equipment.
Trades accepted. WANTED: Marantz-McIntosh
tubed equipment. Audiocraft, South Rockwood,
Michigan 48179. (3131 379-9945.
AKAI GK -280D -SS, in original carton. Never
used. $675 FOB. Larry Riley, 4A Couch Street,
Plattsburgh. New York 12901. 518-561-8333.
- Great design for 4, 6 or 8 input Audio Mixer using inexpensive integrated circuits. Detailed schematics for studio quality
stereo output mixer (with pan). Send $3.00 to
Wall of Sound, 752 - 216th Street, Pasadena,
Maryland 21122.

MIXER PLANS

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

IMF, B&W, DAHLQUIST, Nakamichi, Se querra, Quad, Braun, B&O, McIntosh, Tandberg,
Phase Linear, and many others. Also wide
Crown, Revox, Advent, Stax, Ortofon, Beyer,
selection of first-class used equipment. Expert
advice. No sale final until you are satisfied.
AUDIO CONSULTANTS, 517 Davis St., Evanston, Illinois 60201. (312) 864-9565.

10'68" RECORDER SPECIALISTS: Fresh new
Scotch L/N 3600 ft. on new 1/4" NAB center
metal reels five for $34.00 or 10 Ampex 2500 ft.
new Acetate tape on new metal reels same price.
Add $.65",1 for a new box. Reconditioned metal
101/2" reels NAB centers $2.756', New metal
reels $4.80". Edital splicing tabs for '/s" tape
300 $2.00. Soundd Investment, POB 88338.
Dunwoody, Ga. 30338.

AUDIO COMPONENTS-lowest prices on all
major brands. Write for quotes: Audio, Suite 47947A Dyer Avenue, Cranston, Rhode Island
02920.
OREGON AUDIOPHILES: Hear some uncommonly good things -Radford. Crown, Quintessence, Mark Levinson, BGW, Yamaha, Integral
Systems, Magneplanar, Dayton -Wright, Ohm,
Quad, Janszen, Audionics, Decca. Supex, Stax,
SME, Thorens, Transcriptors, Vestigal, Linn-Sondek, Braun, Ferrograph, Grace, Sony Pro -Mikes
and Mixers, Super Woofer Systems, Passive
Crossovers, Transmission -Line Speaker Kits,
Basic Drivers. AUDIO -Uncommon Inc., 8600
N.E. Sandy Blvd., Portland, Oregon 97220. 503-

254-6202.
PIEZO SUPER HORN TWEETERS $7.95 P.P.
Cont. U.S.A. Daily Mfg. Co. (Mfr. of quality loudspeaker systems since 1951) 100 Liberty St.,
Rockwell, N.C. 28138.

BROADCAST QUALITY MIXER for creative
D.J. audiophiles with facilities for simultaneous
mixing of two stereo phonographs, a tape
machine and

a

microphone. Precue for all inputs

with built in monitor headphone amplifier. Discoteques, small radio stations, background music
systems. Send for literature. $325.00. GLI, Box
2076. Dept. A, Brooklyn. N.Y. 11202. (212)

PORTLAND'S OWN HAWTHORNE STEREO
offers the sophistication and expertise of the East
with the friendliness of the West. Featured lines:
AKG, Advent, Audio Research, Beyer, Braun.

Dahlquist,

Infinity,

Linn-Sondek.

Magneplanar, Marantz, McIntosh, Nakamichi,
Phase Linear, Philips, RTR, Rabco, SAE, Senn heiser, Sony Corp., Soundcraftsman, SpectroAcoustic shipped from stock to your door -fully
pretested and insured. Write for information and
price quotations: Hawthorne Stereo, 3580 S.E.
Hawthorne Blvd., Portland, Oregon 97214.

COMPONENTS FOR THE CONNOISSEUR
LOUDSPEAKERS: Audio Research T -3A, 18,
Braun LV 1020, Dahlquist DQ10, Dayton -Wright
XG-8 MK11B, ESS, Fulton J Modular System,
Hartley Concert Master, Hegeman 1A, & 2, IMF

Studio, ALS 40, Magneplanar
MG2167-F, RTR 280 DR, ESR 6, 15. COMPONENTS: Audio Research, BGW, Burwen, Connoisseur, Dayton -Wright, Hervic, Linn-Sondek,
M&K super woofers and crossovers for T-3ATM,
Monitor,

B, etc., Mark Levinson Products, Ortofon, Panasonic SP 10, Quad, Quintessence, Radford, SAE,
Shure, SME, Supex, Thorens Transcriptor and
SEQUERRA. Brochures available.
PAUL HEATH ADUlO
354 STATE STREET
ROCHESTER, N.Y. 14608
1

(7161232-2828
HONG KONG, TAIWAN, JAPAN, Asia Directory. World products information. Mail -orders,
bulk -orders. Listings. Directory and Information
$1.00 today. World Trade Inquiries. Box 6224,
Spokane, Wash. 99207.

PANASONIC, GARRARD, DYNACO, Ken wood, Marantz, Pioneer, McIntosh, Sony,
Ampex, AR, Advent, KLH, Rectilinear, Sound craftsman, Audio Technica, any and all brands, at
up to 60% off. That's right -60%! Write for free
price quote on any Hi-Fi equipment. If we don't
have it, we'll get it. All equipment in excellent
condition in factory sealed boxes. Hurry! Some
supplies limited. Write H. Simon Sales Co. Ltd.,
4048 Bernice Rd., Seaford, N.Y. 11783.
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HI-FI

ALS40-as well

as Marantz, Pioneer, Revox,
Beyer, Epicure (3 lines), Thorens, Ortofon, XLM,
Discwasher ... THE SOUND SHOP, 96 Seneca
Street, Geneva, N.Y. 14456 (315) 781-0215.

YOUR ROOM IS THE MISSING LINK
A state of the art system is usually junk in the
typical poor listening environment, and therefore a rip-off. Our acoustical consulting division
will have a calibrated "reverberation curve vs.
frequency" measurement performed in your
room, and our engineering dept's plan of correction, loudspeaker placement, and room equalization, all at no cost with your purchase or upgrade. Music & Sound Ltd., 111/2 Old York Rd..
Willow Grove. Pa. 19090. (215) 659-9251.

CONSIDER YOUR SOURCE FOR SOUND
I. Credentials
College instructors in audio/acoustics, Inventors/graduate electrical engineers, Recording & disc mastering engineers;
Members: United Inventors & Engineers
Acoustical Society of America
Institute of Electronic
Engineers

Facilities
Anechoic Chamber
$50.000 research laboratory
Factory authorized "A" warranty stations

III. Our Distinguished Suppliers

Audio Research, Sequerra, Transcriptors,
F.M.I./R.T.R., Linn Sondek, Nakamichi, Dayton Wright, Dahlquist, Crown, Infinity,
I.M.F., London Decca, Quad, Rogers, Spendor, Stax, B&O. Grace, Supex, Micro
Acoustics, Custom Rabco, Braun, Revox A700, Ortofon, Damped S.M.E., Scully, dbx,
Mark Levinson,

1000's of PROFESSIONAL products (see
Tuned Rock P.A. ad).
Music & Sound Ltd., 111/2 Old York Rd., Willow
Grove, Pa. 19090. (215) 659-9251.
Whom Would You Trust?

SAVE!

KITS!

LOUDSPEAKERS -CABINETS-AMPLIFIER
Genuine walnut, heavy gauge chassis, top components. Quality throughout at factory savings.
Pride & performance combined, buy & build THE
FINEST. Free catalog. Ruxton, Dept. Al, P.O.
Box 30312, Santa Barbara, Ca. 93105.
RTR EXCLUSIVE PHILA. SHOWROOM All
RTR Speakers on demo including the new 400E
HPR12 Super Magnum and 88D. Don't buy any
speaker until you've heard RTR, call for an

appointment 215-667-3048 or write 503
Haverford Ave., Narberth, Pa. 19072.

AUDIONICS TRANSMISSION LINE SPEAKERS, BANG & OLUF-

AUDIO RESEARCH,

SEN, BOZAK, BRAUN, CROWN, DBX. KLIPSCH,
KMAL, LINN SONDEK. NAKAMICHI, PHASE
LINEAR, RADFORD. REVOX, TANDBERG,
BEYER & SENNHEISER MICS, and other fine in-

struments for the reproduction of music. Custom
design and construction, component analysis,
consultations, demonstration by appointment.
Send for list of top grade used equipment.
AUDIO SYSTEMS AND DESIGN, 5421 South
84th St.. Lincoln, Nebraska 68516 (402) 489-

9888 and 4408 Capital Ave.. Omaha, Nebraska
68131, (4021 556-7559.

AUDIO
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NEW

ENTHUSIASTS -Britain's finest loudspeakers
on demonstration-THE IMF STUDIO AND

II.

875-6992.

Citation,

CENTRAL
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FOR SALE

RECORDS

SCOTCH RECORDING TAPE, lowest prices
TAPE CENTER Box 4305B, Washington. D.C.

SOUNDTRACKS -JAZZ -POP. Vincent, Box
5202, Long Island City, N.Y. 11105.

20012.

TEAC 3340-4 for $650, SONY TC -366-4 for
$400. Wedin, P.O. Box 5184, College Station,
Texas 77844.

LIKE

TO

HEAR

FROM

COLLECTORS

SWEET, SWING, JAZZ, C/W, COMEDY.
Rosen, Box 181, Toronto 19, Canada.

OF
Sid

-

THOUSANDS OF LIKE NEW LP's and prerecorded tapes. Catalogue $1.00. House of
Records, Hillburn, New York 10931.

Soundtracks. Shows,
RARE RECORDINGS
Personalities. Reasonable Prices. Large New
Catalog. Free. Hiott, Box 440471, Miami, Fla.

LEARN HOW fine audio equipment works. Add
knowledge to your pleasure. Order "Reproduction of Sound", P. Pd. $3.50.
Audio Knowledge

SOUNDTRACKS/0C, JAZZ/PERSONALITY
FREE NEWSLETTER! RTSA, 3700 S. Plaza

33144.

CAPITOL STACK -PACKS. Scotch cassettes,

OCCULT MUSIC RECORDS! Meditational-Psychic-Witchcraft. Free Brochures!

cartridges, reels. Discount prices. Lawson's, Box
510, Livermore, Ca. 94550.

Burchette Brothers, Box 1363-A, Spring Valley,
California 92077 (Dealers also needed).

by, 36 Ballad Lane. Hicksville, New York 11801.

RECORDS

AND

-at

TAPES -ALL labels, over 800 titles
discount prices! For your free illustrated copy of the
world's most complete quad catalog, write:
SOUND CONCEPTS, 2713 West Redan, Dept.
C2, Peoria, Illinois 61604.

BIG LP CATALOG-Jazz, big bands,

LIVE OIPERA TAPE Giveaway! Catalog: New-

BLANK CASSETTES: C-20 thru C-90, 40d to
84é; custom lengths. Free samples. TARZAC,

638 Muskogee Avenue, Norfolk, Virginia,
23509.

SHORTWAVE

rao

shows from 1930's -50's. All the old favorites)
Send 10e to Tulip Records, P.O. Box 3155-A,
San Rafael. Calif. 94902.

FREE

200 -PAGE CATALOG.

1,400 New
Recordings. Renaissance. Baroque,
Classical, Romantic, Modern Music. Not sold in
stores. Not listed in Schwann's. Highest quality!
Budget label prices! Available only by mail.
MUSICAL HERITAGE SOCIETY, Box 932 AU,
New York, N.Y. 10023.
Stereo

SHOW ALBUMS -Rare. Out of Print LP's. 52
page list 50e. Broadway/hollywood Recordings
Georgetown, Conn. 06829.
OLDIES
RPM Original hits. Catalog 50e
C&S Record Sales. Box 197, Wampsville, N.Y.

-45

HEAR POLICE FIRE Dispatchers. Catalogs
show receivers: exclusive directories of "confidential' channels. Send 10e 'stamp. Communications, Box 56AU Commack, New York
11725

NAME
ADDRESS

CITY

Md. 21204

ALTEC WARRANTY STATION

Hughes Electronics Service
45 Dunn St., Asheville. N C 28806

INSTRUCTION &
EDUCATION
LAY

HANDS, PRAY. Free Christian tracts.

2006

SE Court 10. Ocala, Florida.

RARE RECORDS FOR DISCRIMINATING
collectors. Over 40,000 LP's in stock: Shows,
Soundtracks. Popular, Classical, Jazz, Spoken,
Comedy. Lists 50d refundable. Roundsound
West, Box 1053, Del Mar, CA 92014.

DIGITAL ELECTRONICS! Design and under-

FILM -STAGE SOUNDTRACKS. Large free list.
A. Lutsky, Box 557342, Miami, Fla. 33155.

HOME MOVIES

SOUNDTRACK RECORD ALBUMS -Mail
Auction. Free List-Whalon, 2321A
Hill -Redondo Beach, Calif. 90278.

field, British Columbia. Canada VOH 2CO.
TO BUY-JBL Olympus (S8R),
brand-new. Kazuo Takishima, 33-7-1421, Take,
shima-Daira, 2 Cho -me, Itabashi-ku, Tokyo, 175
Japan.

WANTED

WANTED: MARANTZ 7, 10B; JBL, SG -520,
SE -400S; McINTOSH C-22, MC -275. Kazuo
Takishima, 33-7-1421. Takashima-Daira, 2 Chome, Itabashi-ku, Tokyo, 175 Japan.

WE MUST HAVE YOUR USED

MONAURAL. Classical LP's Bought-Sold, Box
352, Huntington, N.Y. 11743.

JAZZ -Personalities, Soundtracks & O.C. Auction Lists From: Ray Macknic. 16114 Napa St.,
Sepulveda, Calif. 91343, U.S.A.

TRADE: German Lugers etc. for Ampex AM -10
mixer or PRO -10-2, AG600-2. Box 371, Win-

GUITAR KITS 1/2 price. The perfect gift. Send
25e for info. Box 9778, Dept. AU13, Towson,

SEARCHING? WRITE: DISContinued RECORDS, 216 North Rose, Burbank, California
91505.

-

EQUIPMENT WANTED
WANTED: TEAC RA40s Recording Amplifier
for TEAC 4000 tape deck. Send asking price to:
Lete Connelly, 536 Dolphin St., Ft. Walton
Beach, Fla. 32548.

SONY TC -350D operator's manual. Buy or copy
and return. K. Williams, 48-11 37 St., Long Island City, N.Y. 11101.

MUSICAL SPEAKERS REPAIRED

SOLD @ AUCTION -JAZZ -Soundtracks
Personalities O.C. Indicate List: Ray Macknic,
P.O. Box 7511, Van Nuys, Calif. 91409 U.S.A.

LV

STATE

30% DISCOUNT. Name Brand Musical Instruments. Free Catalog. Freeport Music, 455R
Route 110, Melville, N.Y. 11746.

SPEAKERS

CATALOGS. Broadcasts, soundtracks, Personalities of Thirties, Forties. Box 225, New York.
N.Y. 10028.

TO: RHOADES NATIONAL CO. DEPT AD

HENDERSONVILLE, TENNESSEE 30075

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

and selling old phono records by mail order. Free
details. Aversa-Sweet Publications, Box 888A,
Burbank, CA. 91503.

COMPLETE ELVIS ALBUM COLLECTION,
plus 45's and EPA's. Fine condition $600. Rod
Kinkade, Route 1, Deer Park, Wisc. 54007.

055.00 for C.O.D.

P.O. BOX 817

WANTED! Marantz models thru 20B. McIntosh C11, C22, MC -225, MC -240, MC -75 &
MC -275. JBL SG -520, SA -660, SE -460, &
HARTSFIELDS. James Tuck, 14800 Roscoe,
Panorama City, Calif. 91402. (213) 894-2600.

13163.
MAKE THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS buying

AUDIO

or

TAPES &
TAPE RECORDERS

RECORDS

T
0

5149

-

Drive, Bldg. F/211, Santa Ana, California 92704.

Box 961
Lancaster, Ohio 43130

QUADRAPHONIC

The TE.200 TELEDAPTER EASILY CONNECTS TO ANY TV &
STEREO SYSTEM. Using our coupling and matrix circuit, teledapter takes
low impedance output iron the television and delivers two HIGH
IMPEDANCE CHANNELS OF SIMULATED STEREO, to drive any
amplifier. Frequency response is maintained so you can hear the tinkle of
bells or booming bens sounds as it happens on TV. With service warranty
and hookup instructions $16.95 ppd. Guaranteed to make your TV 100%
more enjoyable.
OUR NEW TE300 VHF -UHF HI-FI TUNER IS NOW AVAILABLE. A
complete and self contained 110 volt tuner. VHFUHF antenna coons
Recording and amp output jacks. Fin ye ar service warranty
.95 ppd. From our factory.
SEND: CHECK
MASTER CHARGE NO. for
.200 :7 maw)
a

HAVE THOUSANDS OF RECORDS. WOULD

stand Digital Circuits. Increase technical competence. Complete and guaranteed course is
highly effective. $10.00. Free literature. DYNASIGN, Box 60AM, Wayland, Mass. 01778.

CAGNEY! BOGART! DRESSLERI FAIRBANKS! FLYNN! TEMPLET SWANSON!
Many more! The usual, the unusual; 16-S8-8mm
sound & silent 200 ft. S8-8mm sampler $2.00
Cat. free. Thunderbird Bx 4081 -AM. Los Angeles

90054.

BOOKS
BOOKS. Send 50e for Catalog. Refundable with
Order. Also Egyptian Dream Book 35e. Books,
P.O. Box 11965, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
19145.

FEBRUARY 1975

1

COMPONENTS
Premium Trade or Cash for:
McIntosh tube (pre) amps & tuners, Marantz
tube (pre) amps 7 tuners. Marantz 7(T). 15, 16
(B). Futterman H-3, J.B.L. 400. 500. 600 series
electronics. J.B.L. Hartsfield, L-101, Metrogon,
Minigon. Music & Sound Ltd., 111/2 Old York Rd.,
Willow Grove. Pa. 19090. (215) 659-9251.

CASH FOR YOUR unwanted stereo LP's and
reel to reel tapes. Record House, Hillburn, New
York 10931.

MARANTZ 7C AND 86. State condition and
price. J. Fong, 1238 Green, San Francisco, Calif.
94109.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
REPRESENTATIVE FOR SPEAKER SYSTEM
KITS in your area. Huge, never ending, untouched market. High energy, young, together,
sound & business oriented individual will do best
with this investment or commission opportunity.
Requires very little attention after establishment
in your protected territory. We must eventually
meet for contractual arrangements. Send detailed resume to: Robb Favier/TSR Engineering,
3673 W. 113th St.. Inglewood. Calif. 90303.
HOTTEST MAIL ORDER PLAN! Distributors
make big profits selling revolutionary new memory improvement cassette line. Free Details.
General, Dept. AM -124, Box 137, Northridge,
CA.

91324.

EARNINGS to $10,000 yearly working 6 hour
weekends. Tape recorder needed. Details
$10.00. Reel Productions, 3021 Comanche Trail,
Lafayette. IN 47905.
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"ETC" -ON TAPE??

je'll

Send $2 for sample C-60 Musicassette, two
half-hour Edward Tatnall Canby music en-

tertainments -it's the same "ETC" you've
been reading in AUDIO, now in the sonic
flesh. Each program recorded and edited by
"ETC" himself, with musicalillustrations. Enbe
like
oy and

Writen-if
CANBYu MUSIC

IES, West

COMMENTAR-

a

SERVICES

AUDIO/VISUAL ENGINEERING

AUSTRALIAN TAPE RECORDISTS

CONSULTANT

ASSOCIATION INC. Makes friends with your

System Design, Sound, Background Music.
Intercom, CCTV. CAN, EN, MAN, 1st Phone,
Supervise and coordinate installations. Write:
Accrutek Engineering Co.
P.O. Box

Cornwall, Conn. 06796

AMPRITE SPEAKERS SERVICE
655 Sixth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10010

212-CH3-4812

-

FLORIDA'S ONLY FACTORY -AUTHORIZED
Warranty Station for Crown International. Factory -trained technicians. Also Phase Linear, other
professional lines. Audio Analyst. 3955 Forsyth
Road, Orlando, Fla. 32807. 305-678-4499.
TAPE RECORDER HEADS brought back to
spec. Wear removed. Brilliant finish. $10.00
each. One day service. E. Maher, 5 Evans Place,
Orinda, Calif. 94563.

DON'T PAY the high mail order prices. Thieves
Warehouse is coming to your area. Franchises
available. Thieves Warehouse, P.O. Box 8057,
Pensacola, Florida 32505.

CUSTOM PRINTED CASSETTE LABELS: 50
to 1,000+. Finest quality. Complimentary
samples. TARZAC, 638 Muskogee Avenue, Norfolk, Virginia 23509.

FINEST MASTER

LACQUERS

AND

ACETATE DEMOS. Precision cut using the
Scully -Westrex computerized cutting system.
Also short run record production-LP's/45's.
Trutone Records, Dept. A, 428 Briarwood Lane,
Northvale, New Jersey 07647. (201) 768-9212.

CUSTOM RECORDING SERVICE Tape and
Disc. Stereo and mono. Live and copies. Editing.
Masters and pressings. High quality at reasonable rates. Joseph Giovanelli, Audio Tech
Laboratories. 2819 Newkirk Ave.. Brooklyn, N.Y.

HELP!

IN9-7134.

Anytime you have a
question about your
Audio subscription,

NEEDLE AND STYLUS CARE SERVICE
If you are unsure as to the condition of your
stylus, forward your stylus, carefully packed. to:
Needle in a Haystack. Inc.. 6749 Springfield
Mall, Springfield, Va. 22150. together with
remittance of $1.00. Your stylus will be inspected and returned within 48 hours with a report stating its condition.

AFFIX
LABEL

please include a
mailing label to insure prompt service

HERE

on your inquiry.

CHANGE
OF ADDRESS
If you're about to
move, please let us
know approximately

four weeks before
the move comes

/-----__/

_-

about. Or, if there is anything wrong with
your current mailing label, please let us
know on this form also. Simply affix your
present label here, and carefully. print the
updated information below.
PLEASE HELP US TO SERVE
YOU BETTER
AUDIO MAGAZINE

Phila., Pa. 19107

134 N. 13th Street
Name

(Please Print)
Company_
Address
City

-

-

State

tape recorder -cassette or reel. Tapespondance. Monthly Magazine, Round Robins, Blind
Services. Members throughout Australia and the
World. Annual subscription U.S. $4.50 or $8.25
magazine by airmail.

BOX 970 G.P.O.
AUSTRALIA 5001.

HIGH FIDELITY SPEAKERS REPAIRED

Classified Ad in Audio

Results are high
Cost is Low!

525

Duarte, Ca. 91010

Thinking about selling, buying
or trading excess equipment?
Place

SERVICES

THE ABSOLUTE SOUND , in its forthcoming
issue, takes an in-depth look at the Magne planar IIIA, Ampzilla, the Vestigal Tone -Arm, the
Soundcraftsmen Preamp, SAE's new Power
Amps, the Phase Linear 700B. If that doesn't
intrigue you, then consider the reviews of the
Audionics TL90 speaker, the Dyne 400 (both
versions), the B&O mmc 6000, the Linn-Sondek
Turntable, and the Ortofon SL-15 II. Mike Wright
will be telling you why transistors sound different from tubes. Noted critic B.H. Haggin will be
setting the record straight on Toscanini in the
first of a series of articles designed to separate
wheat from chaff in musical matters. This is only
the first issue in Volume 2. Later on there will be
reviews of the new Phase Linear 4000; the Futterman amp; the Micro/Acoustics cartridge;
Radford's electronics; IMF's new speakers; the
Bryston Pro -2, the Keith Monks arm; the Infinity
Servo -Statik la; the Renaissance speakers, and
more. Subscriptions are $10 (four issues).
Canadians: either $9 money order or $11 personal check. Add $2 if you want your copies
mailed first class. Foreign: $12.50 (airmail). The
Absolute Sound, Box 5, Northport, New York
11768. (Volume 1 back issues available at $3
each or $12 for set.)

ADELAIDE SOUTH

NASHVILLE RECORD PRODUCTIONS WILL
PRESS HIGH QUALITY PURE VINYL RECORDS
FROM YOUR TAPES. SEND FOR SAMPLE RECORD AND PRICE LIST. ALSO FINEST DISC

MASTERING. 1819 BROADWAY, NASHVILLE,
TENNESSEE 37203.

SERVICE
TO THE TRADE
ANTIQUE PHONOGRAPHS REPAIRED
AND RESTORED by specialists. Edison, Columbia, Victor, etc. Incomplete phonographs purchased. Evan Blum, 21 Brook Lane, Great Neck,
N.Y. U.S.A. 11023 (516) 482-0371.

Power Amplification
System & Remote Recording Firm furnishes systems & technical personnel for concerts, promotions, etc. Fee or co -venture basis. Fred Ekins,
Sound Management Studios, Ltd., 312-8276769; Larry Witkowski, 312-774-8349.

CHICAGO SUBURBAN

HIGH FIDELITY
DYNAKITS, lowest prices. Underground HI-FI
Sales, Rt. 1, Box 177, Arnold, Md. 21012.
NOW AVAILABLE ... FAMOUS REFLECTING SYSTEM'S 41/2" REPLACEMENT

DRIVERS. $7.98 POSTPAID.

BIG

QUANTITY DISCOUNTS. FREE SPECIFICATIONS. AURATONE, BOX 580-16, DEL
MAR, CALIFORNIA 92014.

INVENTORS WANTED
PROSECUTE Your Own Patent Application. All
Material Necessary -Write: Inventors Service,
Box 3574, Washington, D.C. 20007.

RADIO PROGRAMS
1930-1962 RADIO PROGRAMS, Reels, $1.00
hour) Cassettes. $2.00 houri Catalog. $1.25.
AM TREASURES, Box 192M. Babylon, N.Y.
11702.
OLD RADIO PROGRAMS on tape and cassette. Catalogues 50e. 30 minute sample tape
with catalogue $1.25. Satellite Broadcasting,
Box 512, Miami, Florida 33165.

OLD

RADIO PROGRAMS ON TAPE.

Thousands available. Low prices, finest quality,
immediate service. Catalogue 25e. Nostalgic
Radio, Box 29K. Peoria. Ill. 61601.

TAPE RECORDINGS
RENT CASSETTE or Open Reel Prerecorded
tape. All Labels. Catalog 75e. Tape & Time, P.O.
Box 740, Hopkins, Minn. 55343.

EVERYTHING ON OPEN REELI Prerecorded
classical/popular tapes. Latest releases. Dolby.
Quad. 96 -page catalogue $1. Barclay -Crocker,
Room 857A, 11 Broadway, NYC 10004.
LIVE OPERA TAPES. Professional reel,

cassette copies. Extensive sound coded

catalogue. Quality guaranteed. Also records. A
Fischer, Box 83 Fordham Station, Bronx, N.Y.
10458.

-
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The fire started on the first floor...
...worked its way to the second floor where my Marantz
2270 was, and finally engulfed the third floor. The
floors collapsed and fell into the basement where the
Marantz remained buried in debris and water until March
when the wrecking company came.
While the men were lifting the debris into trucks I
noticed a piece of equipment I thought could be the
Marantz. I asked the man to drop the load, and the
receiver fell 20 feet to the ground.
Out of sheer curiosity, I brought the damaged
receiver up to my apartment and after attaching a new
line cord to it, I plugged it in. All the blue lights
turned on. I connected a headphone and the FM played
perfectly. I then tested it with my tape deck, and
finally the turntable and speakers. They all played
perfectly, too.

Ci

Francisco'Espina'
Newport, Rhode Island

Unretouched photograph.
.:.. '

_,.
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Mr. Espina's Marantz 2270 receiver still meets
We design all Marantz
equipment to perform under extreme conditions
for unmatched reliability year after year after
year. Like the new Marantz 2275-even better
than its incredible predecessor. See the complete line of Marantz receivers, components and
speaker systems at your Marantz dealer. He's
in the Yellow Pages.
Marantz. Almost indestructible.

factory specifications.

Check No. 43 on Reader Service Card

We sound better.

Co., Inc. guarantees the original registered owner that all parts are free from operating defects
Mr. Espina's notarized statement is on file with the Marantz Company. MarantzProducts
are repaired or replaced free of charge during this period provided you bought them in
for three years from purchase date except tubes which are guaranteed for 90bedays.
or removed. © 1974 Marantz Co., Inc., a subsidiary of Superscope, Inc., P.O. Box 99D, Sun
altered
number
cannot
serial
the
Naturally
dealer.
authorized
from
an
the U.S.A.
Prices and models subject to change without notice. Send for free catalog.
in
Canada.
Available
Belgium.
Brussels,
Valley, Calif. 91352. In Europe: Superscope Europe, S.A.,

Introducing the SL-1300.
The precision of direct drive.
The convenience of automation.
Now Technics adds convenience to perfection.
The SL-1300. The fourth and newest Technics
direct -drive turntable. And the first with convenient, fully automatic operation.
Auto -Start. Auto
WOW & FLUTTER
Stop. Auto -Return.
RUMBLE
Auto -Repeat. And
LONG-TERM DRIFT
the kind of outstand- MIN. STYLUS PRESSURE
ing specifications
TRACKING ERROR
that are normally
found only in a manual turntable.
The SL -1300, like all Technics turntables,
uses our electronically controlled DC motor.
But with an improvement. The platter is part of
the motor. Making the drive even more direct.
It also reduces parts, increases reliability and
produces an ultra -thin profile.
The gimbal-suspended automatic arm is
916 ", pivot to stylus. For extremely low
:racking error. And its four pairs of pivot
bearings increase the rotational sensitivity

while maintaining flawless balance.
Our anti -skating control requires only one scale
for all types of styli. While gold-plated contacts in
the head shell assure reliable contact and help
prevent hum.
0.03%WRMS
And we haven't forgotten
-50dB (DIN A), -70dB (DIN B)
the
more refined details. Like
Less than 0.1% (over 30 min.)
Memo
-Repeat. So you can play
0.25 grams
a
record
from one to five times.
_±.1.6'
Or indefinitely. There's also a
new prism strobe. Two -speed variable pitch controls.
Dust cover. Feedback -insulated legs. And low
capacitance phono cables for CD-4 records.
The concept is simple. The execution is precise. The
performance is outstanding. The name is Technics.
200 PARK AVE., NEW YORK, N.Y. 10017. FOR YOUR NEAREST AUTHORIZED
TECHNICS DEALER, CALL TOLL FREE 300 447-4700.IN ILLINOIS, 800 322-4400.
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